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2 Differentiated Titles
Good Questions: Great Ways to Differentiate
Maths Instruction

Differentiated Instruction for P-8 Maths and
Science: Ideas, Activities and Lesson Plans

Marion Small • 9781742391656

Mary Hamm, Dennis Adams • 9781742399782

To help P–8 teachers differentiate maths
instruction with less difficulty and greater success,
this resource: Underscores the rationale for
differentiating maths instruction; Describes two
universal, easyto- implement strategies designed
to overcome the problems that teachers encounter;
Offers almost 300 questions and tasks that teachers
and coaches can adopt immediately, adapt or use as
models to create their own.
TCP1656 • $32.95

Differentiated Instruction for P–8 Maths and
Science is designed to help teachers create a more
differentiated classroom that is open to all students.
It builds on the expanding knowledge of what works
in classrooms and suggests ways that differentiated
learning can help transform mathematics and science
instruction. Attention is focused on teaching methods,
organisational approaches, student activities and
lesson plans designed for involving students in quality mathematics and science.
EYE9782 • $35.95

More Good Questions: Great Ways to
Differentiate Secondary Maths Instruction
Marion Small, Amy Lin • 9781742391663

In this new book, written specifically for secondary
mathematics teachers, the authors cut through the
difficulties with two powerful and universal strategies
that teachers can use across all math content:
Open questions and Parallel tasks. This book also
demonstrates how to use more inclusive learning
conversations to promote broader student participation.
Strategies and examples are organised around Big
Ideas with particular emphasis on Algebra, chapters also address Number and
Operations, Geometry, Measurement, and Data Analysis and Probability.
TCP1663 • $32.95

Station Activities for Maths, Years 6-7
Susan Brooks-Young • 9781742398839

This book includes a collection of station-based
activities to provide students with opportunities
to practise and apply mathematical skills and
concepts. It contains five sets of activities for four
strands: Number and Operations; Geometry and
Measurement; Algebra; and Data Analysis and
Probability. Use these activities in addition to direct
instruction lessons, or, especially if a pre-test or other
formative assessment suggests it, instead of direct
instruction in areas where students have the basic concepts but need practice.
WAL8839 • $32.95
Station Activities for Maths, Years 7-8

Differentiating Formative Assessment:
Assessing Middle Years and Secondary School
Mathematics and Science

Susan Brooks-Young • 9781742398846

Provide students with opportunities to practise and apply
mathematical skills and concepts they are learning with
these quick station activities. These station activities
encourage teamwork as well as individual learning.
Each book contains five sets of activities for four
strands of maths: Number and Operations, Geometry
and Measurement, Algebra and Data Analysis and
Probability. Activities may be used in addition to direct
lessons or for students to practise concepts.

Sheryn Spencer Waterman • 9781742399775

For middle years and secondary school teachers of
mathematics and science, this book is filled with
examples of instructional strategies that address
students&rsquo; readiness levels, interests and
learning preferences. It shows teachers how to
formatively assess their students by addressing
differentiated learning targets. Included are detailed
examples of differentiated formative assessment schedules, plus tips on how to
collaborate with others to improve assessment processes.
EYE9775 • 35.95
Differentiating Assessment in Middle and High
School Mathematics and Science
Sheryn Spencer Waterman • 9781742399973

This book by Sheryn Spencer Waterman follows the
bestselling Handbook on Differentiated Instruction for
Middle and High Schools. With numerous examples
and strategies, it is an all-inclusive manual on
assessing student readiness, interests, learning
and thinking styles. It includes examples of: Pre-,
Formative and Summative assessments -Informal and
formal assessments -Oral and written assessments
-Project and performance assessments -Highly structured and enrichment
assessments for struggling to gifted students -Assessment tools and rubrics .
EYE9973 • $32.95
Differentiated Instruction for Mathematics, 5-8
Hope Martin • 9781742399522

Use Differentiated Instruction for Maths to meet
the diverse learning needs of your students.
Differentiated Instruction for Maths contains activities
that will engage students of varying ability levels,
learning styles and areas of interest. The activities
have been developed to incorporate important
learning concepts into activities that secondary
school students will find interesting and relevant.
WAL9522 • $29.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

WAL8846 • $32.95
Station Activities for Maths, Years 8-9
Susan Brooks-Young • 9781742398815

This book includes a collection of station-based
activities to provide students with opportunities
to practise and apply mathematical skills and
concepts. It contains five sets of activities for four
strands: Number and Operations; Geometry and
Measurement; Algebra; and Data Analysis and
Probability. Use these activities in addition to direct
instruction lessons, or, especially if a pre-test or other
formative assessment suggests it, instead of direct
instruction in areas where students have the basic concepts but need practice.
WAL8815 • $32.95
Visible Thinking in the P-8 Mathematics Classroom
Ted Hull, Don Balka, Ruth Harbin Miles • 9781741705379

In this book veteran mathematics educators Ted Hull,
Don Balka and Ruth Harbin Miles explain why making
students’ thought processes visible is the key to
effective mathematics instruction. This book contains
numerous year-specific sample problems and
instructional strategies for teaching essential concepts
such as number sense, fractions and estimation.
Helpful features include vignettes, relevant word
problems, classroom scenarios, sample problems,
lesson adaptations, and easy-to-follow examples of each strategy in action.
CO5379 • $37.95

CAT007

Special Needs 3
Math Intervention: Building Number Power
with Formative Assessments, Differentiation,
and Games (Grades 3-5)

RTI in Mathematics: Practical Guidelines for
Primary Teachers
William Bender, Darlene Crane • 9781742397573

This map of the RTI process offers an overview of
research, detailed guidance through each stage of RTI
implementation, tools for teacher reflection and growth,
and discussion of support strategies beyond the
classroom. The authors analyse a variety of common
student difficulties in primary maths and apply a threetier RTI model to the general education classroom.
SOT7573 • $35.00

Jennifer Taylor-Cox • 9781743300107

Useful for small groups or one-on-one instruction,
this book offers successful math interventions
and RTI connections. Teachers will learn to target
math instruction to struggling students. Taylor-Cox
emphasizes four main goals for math instructors.
They must help students achieve: accuracy, efficiency,
flexibility, and fluency in solving math problems. Integral
to each of these goals is ensuring that students understand math concepts.
EYE0107 • $34.95

Response to Intervention in Maths
Bradley Witzel, Paul Riccomini • 9781742395098

Response to Intervention (RTI) is a system for assessment
and instruction that has promising applications for
teaching mathematics. Drawing from evidence-based
models, this guide begins with a comprehensive discussion
of the RTI framework and the types of interventions
appropriate within an RTI system for mathematics. The
authors describe how the three tiers can be implemented
in specific maths areas and provide examples of RTI
procedures illustrated in case studies.

Making Maths Accessible to Students with
Special Needs P-2
R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742394947

Increase your capacity to make mathematics
accessible to all students, including those with
special needs. Use the Five E’s of learning (Engage,
Explore, Explain, Elaborate and Evaluate), to help
students with special needs in Year/Grade Levels
P-2 understand mathematical concepts. This revised
Australian resource actively involves readers through
case studies, reflective questions and learning
tasks, showing educators how to help students overcome problems such as
organisational deficits and abstract reasoning difficulties.
SOT4947 • $35.00
Making Maths Accessible to Students with Special
Needs 3-5
R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742394978

Increase your capacity to make mathematics
accessible to all students. This manual offers
tools and guidance that everyone in mathematics
education can use to increase confidence and
competence. Chapters address critical topics such
as federal and state legislation, research-based
instructional best practices, and alternative instruction
and assessment practices.
SOT4978 • $35.00
Making Maths Accessible to Students with
Special Needs 6-8
R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742395012

Use the 5Es of learning – engage, explore, explain,
elaborate and evaluate – to make maths accessible
to students with special needs in years six to
eight. The 5E instructional model is a research
based lesson cycle that has proven to increase
student achievement and enable teachers to
implement highquality, effective instruction for
mathematics. This revised Australian resource is full
of practical strategies for teachers to use as they strive to make mathematics
understandable to students with a variety of special needs.
SOT5012 • $35.00
Making Maths Accessible to Students with
Special Needs 9-12
R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742395029

Use the 5Es of learning – engage, explore, explain,
elaborate and evaluate – to make maths accessible
to students with special needs in years nine to twelve.
The 5E instructional model is a research based
lesson cycle that has proven to increase student
achievement and enable teachers to implement
highquality, effective instruction for mathematics.
SOT5029 • $35.00

CAT007

CO5098 • $42.95
Making Maths Accessible: Incorporating the
5Es and Enabling ELLs - Years P-2
R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742394787

Using this practical tool, teachers can accelerate all
students’, including English language learners’, acquisition
of academic English and proficiency in meaningful
mathematics. This book provides an overview of the 5E
instructional model (engage, explore, explain, elaborate
and evaluate), sample 5E lesson plans and examples of
how to adapt textbook lessons to the 5E model.
SOT4787 • $39.95
Making Maths Accessible: Incorporating the
5Es and Enabling ELLs - Years 3-5
R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742394794

Using this practical tool, teachers can accelerate all
students’, including English language learners’, acquisition
of academic English and proficiency in meaningful
mathematics. This book provides an overview of the 5E
instructional model, sample 5E lesson plans and examples
of how to adapt textbook lessons to the 5E model.
SOT4794 • $39.95
Making Maths Accessible: Incorporating the
5Es and Enabling ELLs Years 6-8
R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742394800

Using this practical tool, teachers can accelerate all
students’, including English language learners’, acquisition
of academic English and proficiency in meaningful
mathematics. This book provides an overview of the 5E
instructional model, sample 5E lesson plans and examples
of how to adapt textbook lessons to the 5E model.
SOT4800 • $39.95
Making Maths Accessible: Incorporating the
5Es and Enabling ELLs - Years 9-12
R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742394817

Using this practical tool, teachers can accelerate all
students’, including English language learners’, acquisition
of academic English and proficiency in meaningful
mathematics. This book provides an overview of the 5E
instructional model, sample 5E lesson plans and examples
of how to adapt textbook lessons to the 5E model.
SOT4817 • $39.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

4 New Titles
Brain-Compatible Activities Maths: Set of 3

Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics, Years P-1

David Sousa • CO3160

David Sousa • 9781742393131

This set of 3 includes: Brain-Compatible Activities for
Mathematics, Years P-1 (CO3131), Brain- Compatible
Activities for Mathematics, Years 2-3 (CO3148)
and Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics,
Years 4-5 (CO3155). Brain-Compatible Activities
for Mathematics provide ready-to-use, lessons for
mathematics instruction. Each step-by-step lesson
includes detailed instructions for the teacher and
maths activities.

Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics, Years
P-1 provides ready-to-use, brain-friendly lessons for
mathematics instruction. Each step-by-step lesson
includes detailed instructions for the teacher. Through
activities like Number Jingle! and Maths Detective,
young learners will enjoy developing skills connected
with numbers, addition and subtraction, geometrical
shapes, measurement, number patterns, and more.
CO3131 • $32.95

CO3160 • $90

Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics, Years 2-3
Using Formative Assessment to Drive
Mathematics Instruction in Grades 3-5
Jennifer Taylor-Cox, Christine Oberdorf • 9781743300145

Provide targeted mathematics instruction for every
child. These books combine formative assessment
with practical activities to differentiate the elementary
classroom. The formative assessments include student
work samples at varying levels. This resource will help
teachers, principals, and curriculum directors identify
students’ levels of understanding about mathematics
and provide concrete resources for remediation,
instruction, and enrichment. These books are also an excellent resource for use
during workshops and in-class observations.
EYE0145 • $34.95
24 Real World Maths Investigations That Will
Astound Teachers and Students
Luke Zaccaro, Edward Zaccaro • 9781742396163

Maths is seldom taught as a fascinating and
powerful aspect of everyday life. These real-world
investigations will engage students in the relevance
of maths as revealed by the danger of shortterm loans, the potential consequences of maths
mistakes in the media and the possibility of lying
with statistics. Maths topics explored within these
real-life investigations include trigonometry, algebra,
fractions, statistics, probability, conversions and more.
HGP6163 • $65.00
A Guide to Mathematics Coaching: Processes
for increasing student Achievement
Ruth Harbin Miles, Don Balka, Ted Hull • 9781742393056

This resource helps coaches confidently clarify, define
and fulfill their role as influential mathematics leaders.
The chapters help coaches effectively: collaborate
with teachers to align and implement curriculum that
positively impacts student learning and achievement;
build trust and rapport with hesitant or resistant
teachers; develop collegial partnerships for planning,
analysing and reflecting on instruction; support and
sustain individual and institutional change.
CO3056 • $47.95
Expeditions in Your Classroom: Maths Middle
Years
Henrietta List • 9781742398532

Students address situations involving real people, with
themes that appeal to secondary school students. Projects
include: Investigating personal energy use using formulas,
and calculating predictions of savings from using
conservation steps, researching different types of savings
accounts and comparing compound interest and simple
interest, examining census data from the Australian
Bureau of Statistics, looking at rates of change and the
relationships between sets of data, finding goal averages for AFL football players.
WAL8532 • $29.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

David Sousa • 9781742393148

Teachers will find step-by-step guidance for
mathematics instruction that involves group work,
reflection, movement and visualisation. Through activities
such as Jumping Jelly Beans, Maths Ice Hockey and
Treasure Hunt, young learners will enjoy developing skills
connected with number patterns and place value, multidigit addition and subtraction, multiplication and division,
fractions, measurement, geometry and more.
CO3148 • $32.95
Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics, Years 4-5
David Sousa • 9781742393155

Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics, Years
4-5 provides ready-to-use, brain-friendly lessons for
mathematics instruction. Each step-by-step lesson includes
detailed instructions for the teacher and maths activities.
Through activities like Scuba Division and Parachute Drop,
intermediate learners will enjoy developing skills connected
with multiplication, division, fractions, decimals, geometry,
algebra, data analysis, and more.
CO3155 • $32.95
A Guide to Mathematics Leadership
Ruth Miles, Don Balka, Ted Hull • 9781742395548

A Guide to Mathematics Leadership presents a processbased approach to improving mathematics instruction
based on five principles identified by the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics – equity, curriculum, teaching,
learning and assessment – and four leadership principles
from the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics
– equity leadership, teaching and learning leadership,
curriculum leadership, and assessment leadership.
CO5548 • $37.95
101+ Great Ideas for Introducing Key Concepts
in Mathematics: A Resource for Secondary
School Teachers, Second Edition
Herbert Hauptman, Alfred Posamentier • 9781743301012

Invigorate instruction and engage students with this
treasure trove of “Great Ideas” compiled by two of the
greatest minds in mathematics. From commonly taught
topics in algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and statistics,
to more advanced explorations into indirect proofs,
binomial theorem, irrationality, relativity, and more.
CO1012 • $42.95
Expeditions in Your Classroom: Geometry Middle Years
Nora Priest • 9781742398525

This Expeditions book contains projects designed to leave
a lasting mark. Students address situations involving real
people, with themes that appeal to secondary school
students. Projects include: designing a miniature golf
course, investigating geometry in fashion design and
clothing construction, using coordinate systems to find the
shortest route between points, plotting locations of British
castles and creating diagrams to define their boundaries.
WAL8525 • $29.95

CAT007

New Titles 5
Real-Life Maths: Algebra

Real-Life Maths: Decimals & Percentages

Walter Sherwood • 9781742398761

Walter Sherwood • 9781742398778

This book is organised around four themes of interest
to students: Sport, money, science/technology and
travel/transportation. Eight key algebraic concepts
are explored: Formulas; Ratios, Proportions and
Percentages; Data and Graphs; Systems of Equations
I and II; Quadratics; Nonlinear Functions; and
Miscellaneous topics. Each activity has a teacher
page that outlines the goal, context and answers, and
provides extension activity options.
WAL8761 •$25.95

The Real-Life lessons in this book can be used as
reminders of old skills in new contexts. The following
are the key concepts explored: Reading and Writing
Decimals and Percentages; Decimals and Percentage
Equivalents; Comparing Decimal Numbers; Basic
Operations with Decimals; Percentage of a Number;
Percentage of Increase/Decrease; and Problem
Solving with Decimals and Percentages. Each activity
has a teacher page that outlines the goal, context and
answers, and provides extension activity options.
WAL8778 • $25.95

Real Life Maths: Fractions, Ratios & Rates
Tom Campbell • 9781742398730

Real-Life Maths: Geometry

The Real-Life Maths Series use engaging lessons to
put maths into the context of real-world settings. The
following are the key concepts explored in this volume,
Fractions, Ratio and Rates: Rates with Exponents;
Ratios; Fractions; Rates with Conversions; Rates with
Formulas; and Rates with Money. Each activity has
a teacher page that outlines the goal, context and
answers, and provides extension activity options.
WAL8730 • $25.95

Walter Sherwood • 9781742398785

The Real-Life Maths Series use engaging lessons
to put maths into the context of real-world settings.
Topics covered in this volume, Geometry, include:
Unnatural Geometry; Hanging Plasterboard; Quilts;
Making Really Big Pictures; Orientations; and
Navigation and Triangulation. Each activity has a
teacher page that outlines the goal, context and
answers, and provides extension activity options.
WAL8785 • $25.95

Succeeding at Teaching Secondary
Mathematics: Your First Year
Julie Sliva Spitzer, Cheryl Roddick • 9781742395692

This resource helps beginning teachers get off to a
great start by providing information on everything
from assessment to standards-based teaching and
student engagement strategies. The authors offer
guidelines for instructing and assessing English
language learners, students with special needs and
gifted students. Filled with practical strategies as
well as helpful classroom vignettes that encourage
thought-provoking discussions on teaching middle and high school mathematics,
this guide covers the key elements to successful teaching and helps beginning
educators lead their class with confidence!
CO5692 •$37.95
Teaching Your Secondary ELLs the Academic
Language of Tests: Focusing on Language in
Mathematics, Science and Social Studies

Moments in Mathematics Coaching
Kristine Reed Woleck • 9781742395951

Kristine Reed Woleck reflects on specific cases or
“moments” from her years as a mathematics coach,
unpacking and examining for readers the critical
elements of mathematics teaching, learning and
coaching. This accessible, practical resource discusses
what effective coaching looks like and how beginning
and veteran mathematics coaches in years P–5 can
bring about meaningful improvements in mathematics
instruction. The real-life cases illustrate how to
incorporate key elements of coaching into practice, build trusting relationships
with teachers, make effective decisions, reference data and the curriculum as
coaching tools, use reflection to link coaching concepts to actual practice.
CO5951 • $39.95
Learning to Love Maths: Teaching Strategies
That Change Student Attitudes and Get Results

R4 Educated Solutions • 9781742393247

This book presents teacher-friendly lesson plans that
help students studying maths, science and social
studies in years 6-12 tackle unfamiliar language
featured in tests. It guides educators in instruction for
content-specific language skills by providing: researchbased lesson plans that help English language learners
comprehend new language; background information on
the relevance of each lesson plan, implications for testing and graphic organisers
to aid learning; instruction strategies differentiated to meet the needs of students;
and vocabulary lists, along with creative strategies for the classroom.
SOT3247 • $32.95

Judy Willis • 9781742397931

Here’s a book that explains how negative attitudes
towards maths get established in the brain and what
you can do to turn those attitudes around. Tapping
into abundant research on how the brain works,
maths teacher and neurologist Judy Willis presents
a practical approach to improving academic results
by teaching in a way that minimises negativity.
108073 • $25.00

Maths Wonders to Inspire Teachers and Students

Daily Warm-Ups: Maths in Real Life Level 2, Years 9-12

Alfred Posamentier • 9781741705522

Brian Pressley • 9781742398303

Using guided examples, this book’s amazing collection of
attention-getters, motivators and enrichment activities entice
students (and teachers!) to study mathematics. It offers an
abundance of ideas to enrich your instruction and help you
explore the intrinsic beauty of maths, regardless of your
student’s year level or ability. Through dozens of examples from
arithmetic, algebra, geometry and probability, the author reveals
the amazing surprises, processes, paradoxes and surprises that
await students who move beyond mathematical rote learning.
103010 • $32.95

CAT007

The brief activities allow students to apply problemsolving skills that are relevant to their lives, whether
it be calculating the cost of a new bike, or calculating
the likelihood of rolling doubles in a board game.
The warm-ups include an assortment of problems
requiring varying degrees of prior knowledge—from
algebra, geometry, graphing and probability. They vary
in the level of difficulty and the amount of time it will
take students to solve them.
WAL8303 • $21.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

6 New Titles
Daily Warm-Ups: Maths Problem Solving Level
2, Years 9-12
Brian Pressley • 9781742398280

The brief activities allow students to apply problemsolving skills that are relevant to their lives, whether
it be calculating the cost of a new bike, or calculating
the likelihood of rolling doubles in a board game.
The warm-ups include an assortment of problems
requiring varying degrees of prior knowledge—from
algebra, geometry, graphing and probability. They
vary in the level of difficulty and the amount of time it
will take students to solve them.
WAL8280 • $21.95

Daily Warm-Ups: Algebra Level 3, Years 9-12
Betsy Berry • 9781742398495

The brief activities allow students to apply problemsolving skills that are relevant to their lives, whether
it be calculating the cost of a new bike, or calculating
the likelihood of rolling doubles in a board game. The
warm-ups in this book cover key algebraic concepts
including: understanding patterns, relations and
functions; analysing change; andusing algebraic
symbols. Daily Warm-Ups are easy-touse activities.
WAL8495 • $21.95
Digital Daily Warm-Ups: Mathematics, 5-8
Walch Education • 9781742399577

Daily Warm-Ups: Geometry Level 3, Years 9-12
Jillian Gregory • 9781742398501

The brief activities allow students to apply problemsolving skills that are relevant to their lives, whether
it be calculating the cost of a new bike, or calculating
the likelihood of rolling doubles in a board game.
The warm-ups in this book cover four key geometry
concepts: two- and three-dimensional shapes;
coordinate geometry; transformations and symmetry;
and visualisation, spatial reasoning and geometric
modelling.
WAL8501 • $21.95

The quick activities review and practise maths
concepts including: algebra, pre-algebra, geometry
and measurement, logic, brain teasers and word
problems. The included CD-ROM contains a PDF copy
of all activities for ease of classroom reproduction. You
may like to use the activities as practice or revision
of maths concepts and problem solving skills that are
taught throughout the school year.
WAL9577 • $29.95

Brain-Compatible Activities, Lower Primary
Betsy Berry • 9781741704648

Digital Daily Warm-Ups: Mathematics, 9-12
Walch Education • 9781742399584

The quick activities review
and practice algebra and geometry concepts.
The included CD-ROM contains a PDF copy of all
activities for ease of classroom reproduction. Algebra
questions vary in difficulty, and cover topics such
as order of operations, understanding patterns,
relations and functions; analysing change; and using
algebraic symbols. Geometry questions cover proofs,
corresponding, interior and exterior angles, area, volume
and surface area of various shapes.
WAL9584 • $29.95
Key Concepts in Mathematics
Timothy McNamara • 9781741017472

Understanding how to align a mathematics
curriculum to meet state and national standards
is not an easy task. Key Concepts in Mathematics
makes it easier for educators to integrate the
standards into content and thematic standards. This
excellent resource includes ready-to-use lessons
that can be implemented easily into classroom
curriculum and suggestions for extending lessons
beyond the curriculum. The activities are aimed at
students in years 6-12.
CO7475 • $69.95
Using Formative Assessment to Drive
Mathematics Instruction in Grades PreK-2
Jennifer Taylor-Cox, Christine Oberdorf • 9781743300084

The formative assessments include student work
samples at varying levels. This resource will help
teachers, principals, and curriculum directors
identify students’ levels of understanding about
mathematics and provide concrete resources for
remediation, instruction, and enrichment. These
books are also an excellent resource for use during
workshops and in-class observations.
EYE0084 • $34.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

This essential resource, based on David A. Sousa’s
bestseller How the Brain Learns, Third Edition,
provides ready-to-use, brain-compatible activities.
These activities, correlated with curriculum standards,
cover all the content areas in years prep–3 and
include topics such as phonics, reading fluency,
computation, money, community, scientific inquiry and
much more! The more we understand how the brain
learns, the more instructional options we have. This
unique resource helps you make the most of the brain’s learning potential and
transform your teaching practices to engage every student in your classroom.
CO4642 • $21.95
Brain-Compatible Activities, Primary
David Sousa • 9781741704624

This essential resource, based on David A. Sousa’s
bestseller How the Brain Learns, Third Edition,
provides ready-to-use, brain-compatible activities.
These activities, correlated with curriculum standards,
cover all the content areas in years 3–6 and include
topics such as word selection, poetry, reading fluency,
geometry, negative numbers, modes of exchange,
animal habits, clouds and much more! The more
we understand how the brain learns, the more
instructional options we have.
CO4626 • $24.95
Brain-Compatible Activities, Middle Years
David Sousa • 9781741704631

This essential resource, based on David A. Sousa’s
bestseller How the Brain Learns, Third Edition,
provides ready-to-use, brain-compatible activities.
These activities, correlated with curriculum standards,
cover all the content areas in years 6–9 and
include topics such as vocabulary, characterisation,
percentages, word problems, family history, historical
research, mitosis, chemical equations and much
more! The more we understand how the brain learns,
the more instructional options we have.
CO4634 • $24.95

CAT007

Algebra 7
Real World Algebra

Math in Plain English: Literacy Strategies for the
Mathematics Classroom

Edward Zaccaro • 9781742396132

Algebra is often taught in an abstract manner with little
or no emphasis on what algebra is or how it can be used
to solve real problems. Just as English can be translated
into other languages, word problems can be “translated”
into the math language of algebra and easily solved.
Real World Algebra explains this process in an easy to
understand format using cartoons and drawings. This
makes self-learning easy for both the student and any
teacher who never did quite understand algebra.
HGP6132 • $65.00
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Algebra Made
Easy Years 5-9

Amy Benjamin • 9781743300091

Many words that students already know can have a different
meaning in mathematics. Successful students speak, read,
write and listen to each other so they can understand, retain
and apply mathematics concepts. This book explains how to
use 10 classroom-ready literacy strategies in concert with
your mathematics instruction. You’ll learn how to develop
students who are able to explain to themselves - and
communicate to others - what problems mean and how to
attack them. Embedding these strategies in your instruction will help your students gain the
literacy skills required to achieve the eight Common Core Standards for Mathematics.
EYE0091 • $34.95

Brernda Opie • ISBN: 9781740259378

Masterminds Algebra Made Easy is the ready-to-use
maths resource that every middle years teacher needs.
In an area of maths that can be extremely intimidating
to students, this book provides fun-filled activities that
enables students to enjoy learning the skills necessary
to understand algebra. Students connect what they learn
with real-life situations and the activities are of high
interest to encourage a stimulating learning environment.
INA2006 • $27.95
Station Activities for Maths, Year 7
Walch Education • ISBN: 9781742398839

Real-Life Math: Algebra

Walter Sherwood • ISBN: 9781742398761

This series contains math appropriate for prealgebra students all the way up to pre-calculus
students. Problems can be used as reminders of
old skills in new contexts, as an opportunity to show
how a particular skill is used, or as an enrichment
activity for stronger students. Topics include: Literal
Equations—Formulas, Ratios, Proportions, and
Percents, Data and Graphs, Systems of Equations
I, Systems of Equations II, Quadratics, Nonlinear
Functions and many more.
WAL8761 • $25.95

This book includes a collection of station-based
activities to provide students with opportunities
to practice and apply the mathematical skills and
concepts they are learning. It contains five sets of
activities for each of the four strands: Number and
Operations; Geometry and Measurement; Algebra; and
Data Analysis and Probability. Topics include: Number
and Operations, Geometry and Measurement, Algebra,
Data Analysis and Probability and many more.

Cooperative Learning and Algebra
Becky Bride • ISBN: 9781741703030

In this book, master teacher, trainer and celebrated
maths author Becky Bride will show you step-by-step,
activity-by-activity and lesson-by-lesson how she used
cooperative learning structures to help her students
succeed with algebra year after year. Chapters cover:
working with rational numbers, expressions, equations
and inequalities, linear functions and vertical lines, linear
systems, polynomials, radicals and quadratic functions.
KA3034 • $44.95

WAL8846 • $32.95
Cooperative Learning & Pre-Algebra Years 6-10
Becky Bride • ISBN: 9781741707410

Motivate your students to excel with teamwork. You’ll be
amazed at how well your students will work in teams.
They’ll pay attention, solve problems together, help each
other, and discuss pre-algebra concepts every day!
Master maths teacher Becky Bride shares her step-bystep cooperative learning activities and explorations with
you. Chapters cover: whole numbers; integers; decimals;
fractions; ratio, proportion and percentages; coordinate
planes, and chance and data. See why students
overwhelmingly prefer working together to working alone. This terrific resource
includes blacklines for transparencies and activities.
KA7410 • $44.95
The Middle-Years Mathematician: Empowering
Students to Acheive Success

Algebra Survival Giude - A Conversational
Handbook for the Thouroughly Befuddled
Josh Rappaport • ISBN: 9781740256445

You’re trapped in a classroom. People are talking in
what seems to be a foreign language, gibberish about
exponents, variables, monomials and the Pythagorean
theorem. They expect you to “get it”. You are in danger
of perishing at your very desk. Thank goodness you
have discovered the Algebra Survival Guide.The guide
is organized into 12 content sections, which provide
detailed instruction on: properties, set of numbers,
order of operations and like terms, absolute value, exponents, radicals, factoring,
cancelling, equations, the coordinate plane and word problems.
1381 • $59.95

Kathryn Dillard, Terri Breeden• ISBN: 9781741010619

Designed for busy teachers, this book offers terrific
new ways to review maths concepts, including
games, puzzles and cooperative learning activities.
The activities can be used as lesson starters,
reviews or enhancement. Students will play games
and solve puzzles related to adding, subtracting,
integers, decimals, fractions, equations, polygons,
lines, angles, symmetry and other key maths topics.
These challenging and fun activities can be easily incorporated into any maths
curriculum to help students develop their problem-solving abilities.
INA3011 • $35.95

CAT007

Down Algebra Alley

Joanne Greaver, Tom Graviss • ISBN: 9781862998056

Down Algebra Alley is a book fun of algebraic activities.
This guide will involve students in all activities as
they try and solve the algebra problems to solve the
activity. Skills taught: order of operations, evaluation of
algebraic expressions, translating words into algebraic
expressions, solving equations with parenthesis, addition/
subtraction of polynomials, complete factorisation,
division and rationalisation of denominators, solving
inequalities and solving quadratics by factoring.
1745 • $21.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

8 Algebra
Focus on using Algebra

Focus is a mathematics-strategy practice series. The series features six mathematics strategies each containing both a teacher guide
and student workbook. Each student book in the series provides brief instruction and concentrated practice for students in one targeted
mathematics strategy. The teacher guides provide instructions for using the student workbook effectively in the classroom. The guide
enables teachers to explain mathematical theory to a whole class or individual student with sections for both student self-assessment
and teacher assessment. Each guide contains mathematics strategy tips for the teacher, with tips for additional discussion related to
understanding and using the mathematics strategy.

CA11236
CA112369
CA11237
CA112379
CA11238
CA112389
CA11239
CA112399
CA11240
CA112409
CA11241
CA112419
CA11242
CA112429
CA11243
CA112439

Focus: Using Algebra: Student A Set of 5
Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher A
Focus: Using Algebra: Student B Set of 5
Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher B
Focus: Using Algebra: Student C Set of 5
Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher C
Focus: Using Algebra: Student D Set of 5
Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher D
Focus: Using Algebra: Student E Set of 5
Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher E
Focus: Using Algebra: Student F Set of 5
Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher F
Focus: Using Algebra: Student G Set of 5
Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher G
Focus: Using Algebra: Student H Set of 5
Focus: Using Algebra: Teacher H

$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95

Algebra Made Easy Series Brian Enright
Algebra Made Easy is a maths program designed to help develop problem-solving skills with algebra problems. Many of the
lessons will ask you to use objects or draw pictures to solve the problems. This will help you understand how to work with algebra.
In each book there are instructional lessons and mixed review lessons. Each lesson also has a teacher’s page with instructions
and the answers. The relationship between the lessons and CSF is also explained at the beginning of the book.

3406
$27.45

3408
$27.45

3410
$27.45

Year Level 4 & 5

Year Level 7 & 8
Book One

Year Level 5 & 6
Book Two

3407
$27.45
Year Level 5 & 6

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

3409
$27.45
Year Level 8,9
& 10

3411
$27.45
Year Level 7 & 8
Book Two
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Expeditions in Your Classroom:
Geometry Middle Years
Nora Priest • ISBN: 9781742398525

Engage students by providing the opportunity to explore
and apply important concepts and rules from subject
areas to real-life situations. Students address situations
involving real people, with themes that appeal to secondary
school students. Projects include: designing a miniature
golf course, investigating geometry in fashion design and
clothing construction, using coordinate systems to find the
shortest route between points, plotting locations of British
castles and creating diagrams to define their boundaries
WAL8525 • $32.95
Real-Life Maths: Geometry

Graphic Organisers for Geometry, Years 7–10
Daniel Barnekow • ISBN: 9781741700114

Through these effective, content-oriented visual tools,
you can reinforce key concepts and develop criticalthinking, organisational and writing skills in your learners.
Material in the book focuses on providing a variety of
graphic methodologies for organising and presenting
key mathematical skills and concepts. You’ll find quick,
prepared, practical assignment for virtually every major
top you’re likely to cover in your geometry classes.
Topics within this book include: Understanding Geometry;
Two-Dimensional Shapes; Three-Dimensional Shapes; Coordinate Geometry;
Transformations; Communication and Problem-Solving; and Connections.
WAL0114 • $27.95

Walter Sherwood • ISBN: 9781742398785

The Real-Life Maths Series use engaging lessons to
put maths into the context of real-world settings. The
lessons in this book can be used as reminders of old
skills in new contexts, as an opportunity to show how
a particular skill is used or as an enrichment activity
for stronger students. Topics covered in this volume,
Geometry, include: Unnatural Geometry; Hanging
Plasterboard; Quilts; Making Really Big Pictures;
Orientations; and Navigation and Triangulation. Each
activity has a teacher page that outlines the goal, context and answers, and
provides extension activity options.
WAL8785 • $25.95

Station Activities for Maths, Years 6-7
Susan Brooks-Young • ISBN: 9781742398839

This book includes a collection of station-based
activities to provide students with opportunities to
practise and apply mathematical skills and concepts. It
contains five sets of activities for four strands: Number
and Operations; Geometry and Measurement; Algebra;
and Data Analysis and Probability. Use these activities
in addition to direct instruction lessons, or, especially
if a pre-test or other formative assessment suggests
it, instead of direct instruction in areas where students
have the basic concepts but need practice.
WAL8839 • $32.95

Daily Warm-Ups: Geometry Level 3, Years 9-12

Station Activities for Maths, Years 8-9

Jillian Gregory • ISBN: 9781742398501

The brief activities allow students to apply problemsolving skills that are relevant to their lives, whether it
be calculating the cost of a new bike, or calculating the
likelihood of rolling doubles in a board game. The warmups in this book cover four key geometry concepts: twoand three-dimensional shapes; coordinate geometry;
transformations and symmetry; and visualisation, spatial
reasoning and geometric modelling. Daily Warm-Ups are
easy-to-use activities. Make them into laminated cards
for student use. You may want to use the activities as a test on the problemsolving skills that are built and acquired over time.
WAL8501 • $21.95
Daily Warm-Ups: Maths Word Problems Level 1,
Years 5–8
Josh Brackett • ISBN: 9781742398273

The warm-ups in this book include an assortment
of problems requiring varying degrees of prior
knowledge—from algebra, geometry, graphing and
probability. They vary in the level of difficulty and the
amount of time it will take students to solve them. Daily
Warm-Ups are easy-to-use activities. Make them into
laminated cards for student use. You may want to use
the activities as a test on the problem-solving skills that
are built and acquired over time.
WAL8273 • $21.95

Susan Brooks-Young • ISBN: 9781742398815

This book includes a collection of station-based
activities to provide students with opportunities to
practise and apply mathematical skills and concepts. It
contains five sets of activities for four strands: Number
and Operations; Geometry and Measurement; Algebra;
and Data Analysis and Probability. Use these activities
in addition to direct instruction lessons, or, especially
if a pre-test or other formative assessment suggests
it, instead of direct instruction in areas where students
have the basic concepts but need practice.
WAL8815 • $32.95
Becoming a Problem Solving Genius
Edward Zaccaro • ISBN: 9781742396156

This book teaches fourteen problem solving techniques,
including the 2-10 Method, Sometimes You Must Subtract,
Venn Diagrams, Language of Algebra, Solving Equations,
Solving Algebra Problems, Logic, Permutations and
Understanding Bases. There are also maths contests
for practice and competition. Each strategy is clearly
explained at the start of the chapter, and followed by
practice problems organised by challenge level. This allows
educators to meet the needs of varied learners, from
struggling to gifted, across years four to twelve. The Einstein and Super Einstein levels
are targeted at gifted students.
HGP6156 • $65.00

Daily Warm-Ups: Maths Brain Teasers Level 1,
Years 5-8

Cooperative Learning & Geometry:
High School Activities

The warm-ups in this book include an assortment of
problems requiring varying degrees of prior knowledge—
from algebra, geometry, graphing and probability. They vary
in the level of difficulty and the amount of time it will take
students to solve them. Daily Warm-Ups are easy-to-use
activities. Make them into laminated cards for student use.
You may want to use the activities as a test on the problemsolving skills that are built and acquired over time.

In Cooperative Learning and Geometry, you’ll receive
something you won’t find in any textbook – HOW
to teach geometry successfully. You will find over
200 step-by-step activities to enhance geometry
exploration and mastery. Topics covered: definitions,
angles and lines, constructions, triangles, polygons and
quadrilaterals, similarity, Pythagoras’s theorem and
special right-angled triangles, area, volume and circles.

Becky Bride • ISBN: 9781741700770

Susan Conover • ISBN: 9781742398297

WAL8297 • $21.95

CAT007

KA0779 • $65.95
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10 Geometry
Basic Not Boring Series: Geometry &
Measurements 5-8

Marjorie Frank, Imogene Forte• ISBN: 9781740250634

The activities in Geometry & Measurement are based on
an Olympic theme, so students discover interesting facts
about Olympic athletes from the first Olympic runners
to Michael Johnson while they learn how to solve maths
problems. Students will sharpen numerous skills, including
how to: identify points, lines and planes, identify and name
angles, identify properties and parts of a circle, determine
the circumference of circles, identify similar and congruent
figures, identify congruent triangles and other polygons, recognise and define space
figures, identify and use units of measurement and find perimeter, area and volume.
6019 • $21.95
Maths in the Real World of Design & Art:
Geometry, Measurements & Projection
Shirley Cook • ISBN: 9781864016024

Maths in the Real World of Design and Art shows
students how geometry, measurements, and
projections work together to create the unique patterns
and designs that surround us. Activities in this book
cover angles, triangles, polygons and circles, patterns,
symmetry, shapes and length, perimeter, area, and
three-dimensional shapes. Students learn how these
geometric principles can be used together to create
buildings, clothing, products and artwork.
1115 • $27.45

The Middle-Years Mathematician:
Empowering Students to Acheive Success

Kathryn Dillard, Terri Breeden• ISBN: 9781741010619

Designed for busy teachers, this book offers terrific new
ways to review maths concepts, including games, puzzles
and cooperative learning activities. The activities can
be used as lesson starters, reviews or enhancement.
Students will play games and solve puzzles related
to adding, subtracting, integers, decimals, fractions,
equations, polygons, lines, angles, symmetry and other
key maths topics. These challenging and fun activities
can be easily incorporated into any maths curriculum to help students develop their
problem-solving abilities.
INA3011 • $35.95
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Geometry &
Graphing Years 5-8

Nancy Ygnve, Lory Jackson, Brenda Opie • ISBN: 9781741010466

Masterminds Geometry & Graphing makes even the
most difficult concept easier for students to grasp.
Problem-solving situations that encourage higher-level
thinking are included to develop students’ abilities to
transfer and extend learning beyond isolated practice.
The extensive exercises require learners to identify and
name shapes, lines and segments, define and find the
area, perimeter & volume of polygons and read and
plot both positive and negative coordinates. The answers are included at the
back of the book.
INA2005 • $27.95

Focus on using Geometry
Reinforce math skills and differentiate instruction—books across multiple levels feature parallel lessons with the same
skills and page numbers. Individual titles for the FOCUS on Mathematics series including Using Algebra & Using Geometry.
Strengthen math skills for students needing extra practice and teach students according to their skill level.
The Focus on Mathematics series is based in well-researched teaching and learning strategies, which means that teachers
will engage their students with an educationally sound mathematics-practice program. Each Student Book features:• Learn
About—overview with instruction and modeling
• Preview—guided practice with scaffolding, plus sample questions with correct and incorrect responses for discussion
• 20 independent practice lessons • 5 self-assessments Teacher Guides include answer form and answer key.
CA11252
CA112529
CA11253
CA112539
CA11254
CA112549
CA11255
CA112559
CA11256
CA112569
CA11257
CA112579
CA11258
CA112589
CA11259
CA112599

Focus: Using Geometry: Student A Set of 5
Focus: Using Geometry Teacher Guide A
Focus: Using Geometry: Student B Set of 5	
Focus: Using Geometry: Teacher Guide B
Focus: Using Geometry: Student C Set of 5
Focus: Using Geometry: Teacher Guide C
Focus: Using Geometry: Student D Set of 5
Focus: Using Geometry: Teacher Guide D
Focus: Using Geometry: Student E Set of 5
Focus: Using Geometry: Teacher Guide E
Focus: Using Geometry: Student F Set of 5
Focus: Using Geometry: Teacher Guide F
Focus: Using Geometry: Student G Set of 5
Focus: Using Geometry: Teacher Guide G
Focus: Using Geometry: Student H Set of 5
Focus: Using Geometry: Teacher Guide H
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Real World Algebra

Problem Solving in Mathematics, Years
4-7

Edward Zaccaro • 9781742396132

Algebra is often taught in an abstract manner with little
or no emphasis on what algebra is or how it can be
used to solve real problems. Just as English can be
translated into other languages, word problems can
be “translated” into the math language of algebra and
easily solved. Real World Algebra explains this process
in an easy to understand format using cartoons and
drawings. This makes self-learning easy for both the
student and any teacher who never did quite understand algebra. Solutions
included. • Solving Equations • Maths Contest • Using Algebra to Solve
Problems • Exponents, Radicals & Scientific Notification

HGP6132 • $65.00

Alfred Posamentier • 9781742391137

This second edition of Problem Solving in Mathematics,
Years 4-7, stresses the importance of problem solving
in mathematics and helps teachers develop students’
creative problem-solving skills for success in and out
of school. It presents nine tried-and-true strategies
that students can use to solve problems, such as
working backwards, finding a pattern, making a drawing or solving a simpler
equivalent problem. With helpful teaching notes, sample problems for students
that fit into any mathematics curriculum, and step-by-step solutions to sample
problems, this book is perfect for teachers who want their students to succeed
in mathematics!

CO1137 • $45.95

Becoming a Problem Solving Genius
Edward Zaccaro • 9781742396156

Every maths student needs problem solving strategies
to call upon when solving word problems. This book
teaches fourteen problem solving techniques, including
the 2-10 Method, Sometimes You Must Subtract, Venn
Diagrams, Language of Algebra, Solving Equations,
Solving Algebra Problems, Logic, Permutations and
Understanding Bases. There are also maths contests
for practice and competition. Each strategy is clearly
explained at the start of the chapter, and followed by practice problems
organised by challenge level. This allows educators to meet the needs of varied
learners, from struggling to gifted, across years four to twelve. The Einstein and
Super Einstein levels are targeted at gifted students.

HGP6156 • $65.00
24 Real World Maths Investigations
That Will Astound Teachers and
Students

Designing Professional Development for
Teachers of Science and Mathematics
Peter Hewson, Nancy Love, Susan Mundry, Katherine
Stiles, Susan Loucks-Horsley • 9781742395517

This book, one of the most widely cited resources in the
field of professional learning for mathematics and science
educators, demonstrates how to design professional
development for teachers that is directly linked to improving
student learning. Presenting a professional development (PD)
planning framework, it incorporates current research on PD design, underscores how
beliefs and local factors can influence the design, illustrates a wide range of PD strategies
and emphasises the importance of: continuous program monitoring; combining strategies
to address diverse needs; and building cultures that sustain learning. This book blends
theory and practice to improve professional practice and student achievement.

CO5517 • $52.95
Problem-Solving Strategies for Efficient
and Elegant Solutions

Edward Zaccaro, Luke Zaccaro • 9781742396163

Maths is seldom taught as a fascinating and powerful
aspect of everyday life. These real-world investigations
will engage students in the relevance of maths as
revealed by the danger of short-term loans, the
potential consequences of maths mistakes in the
media and the possibility of lying with statistics. Maths topics explored within
these real-life investigations include trigonometry, algebra, fractions, statistics,
probability, conversions and more. Each investigation is clearly explained at the
start of the chapter, and followed by practice problems organised by level: Level
1 (easy), Level 2 (somewhat challenging, Level 3 (challenging), and Einstein
Level (very challenging). Detailed solutions and answers to each problem using
relevant strategies can be found at the back of the book.

HGP6163 • $65.00
Using Open Ended Maths Tasks - High School
John Wilson • 9781741707076

We need to ask better questions to get better thinking
from our students, and Open-Ended Maths Tasks High School, is geared towards helping us do just
that. Covering two basic age levels, Years 7–8 and
Years 9–10, this book is designed to help educators
looking for a variety of strategies use short, innovative
tasks based around the four main learning theories –
Creative and Critical Thinking, Multiple Intelligences,
Bloom’s Taxonomy and Ryan’s Thinker’s Keys. Incorporating a substantive
set of task cards covering Structure, Number, Space and Measurement and
Chance and Data, this book facilitates better thinking skills and comprehension
in the secondary-school maths classroom.
HB7072 • $24.95

CAT007

Alfred Posamentier • 9781741706413

Demonstrating there is always more than one approach
to solving a problem, well-known authors and educators
Alfred S. Posamentier and Stephen Krulik present ten
basic strategies that are effective for finding solutions to a
wide range of mathematics problems. These tried-andtrue methods—including working backwards, finding a
pattern, adopting a different point of view, solving a simpler analogous problem, and
making a visual representation—make problem solving easier, neater, and more
understandable for students as well as teachers. This updated edition also includes:
A variety of new problems that show how to use the strategies; References to
current standards; Solutions to the problems in each chapter;Extensive discussions
of the empowering strategies used to solve sample problems

CO6416 • $49.95
Maths Wonders to Inspire Teachers and
Students
Alfred Posamentier • 9781741705522

Using guided examples, this book’s amazing collection
of attention-getters, motivators and enrichment
activities entice students (and teachers!) to study
mathematics. It offers an abundance of ideas to
enrich your instruction and help you explore the
intrinsic beauty of maths, regardless of your student’s
year level or ability. Through dozens of examples from
arithmetic, algebra, geometry and probability, the author reveals the amazing
surprises, processes, paradoxes and surprises that await students who move
beyond mathematical rote learning.
103010 • $35.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

12 Problem Solving
Making Maths Connections: Using Real-World
Applications With Middle Years Students

Overcoming Difficulties with Number:
Supporting Dyscalculia and Students who
Struggle with Maths

Hope Martin • 9781741706321

This project-based resource shows how to integrate
into the maths curriculum engaging everyday topics
such as forensics, natural disasters, tessellations,
the stock market and literature. It encourages
cooperative, interactive learning experiences to help
students make connections between various maths
skills, but also connections to the real world. Aligned
to state standards, these mathematical applications are broken down into
complete units focusing on different topics.
CO6327 • $49.95

Ronit Bird • 9781743300077

In writing this practical book, Ronit Bird has drawn on
her teaching and training experience to create teaching
plans for key numeracy topics, aimed at those working
with students aged 9-16. She provides detailed
strategies for teaching numeracy skills through a
progression of practical activities and visualisation
techniques which build the self-esteem of students who need extra help and give
them a basic foundation in number. While the plans cover the National Numeracy
Strategy, they can also be used in any setting where maths is being taught.
SA0077 • $39.95

Figure It Out: Series

Teaching Number in the Classroom with 4-8
Year Olds

Sandra Cohen

Teach students strategies to solve challenging maths
problems. Figure It Out encouraages students to think
like maths problem solvers by showing them hands-on
problem solving skills.
• Focuses on one strategy per lesson
• Ask students to make a prediction before finding solution
• Shows students more than one way to solve a problem
• Uses follow-up questions to further extend learning

CA91820

CA91830

CA91840

Garry Stanger, Ann Stafford, James Martland, Robert Wright
• 9781743300060

As world leaders in the field of Mathematics
Recovery, this book’s authors have drawn on their
vast experience to create a user-friendly, practical
guide focusing on classroom teaching. With its
step-by-step approach, the text can be used as a
training manual and course reference by teachers
everywhere. An invaluable resource for experienced
mathematics recovery teachers, as well as all primary classroom teachers,
from kindergarten level to Year three, this text will also be of use to classroom
assistants and learning support personnel.
SA0060 • $42.95

CA91850

CA91860

CA91870

$35.95 Each

Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver Books 1-6	

Figure It Out provides a comprehensive thinking skills program for problem-solving in mathematics. This practical resource provides guided openended questions for each strategy, diagrams and tables for student use, and handy teaching procedures and tips. As students work through the
problems in Figure It Out, they learn to review their strategies, think about the content of questions and use what they already know to find solutions.
Teachers can ensure students’ active involvement by providing manipulatives and encouraging students to make guesses and verbalise ideas. The
strategies learned in this series will give students the skills and confidence to find solutions to all sorts of problems in school and everyday life.
5

CA91829

CA91839

CA91849

CA91859

Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver Grade 1-6 Teacher Guides	

CA91869

CA91879

$9.95 Each

Each ‘Figure It Out’ Teacher Guide features procedures for teaching strategy lessons and includes diagrams and tables for student use. Additional
challenge problems reinforce reasoning skills and strategy use or introduces more advanced applications.
Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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Uncovering Student Thinking in Mathematics

Engage the Brain: Games. Middle Years, Maths

Cheryl Rose • 9781741706376

Marcia Tate • 1 74170 663 7

Uncovering Student Thinking in Mathematics
offers educators a powerful diagnostic technique
in the form of field-tested assessment probes—
brief, easily administered activities to determine
students’ thinking on core mathematical concepts.
Designed to question students’ conceptual
knowledge and reveal common understandings and
misunderstandings, the probes generate targeted
information for modifying mathematics instruction,
allowing teachers to build on students’ existing knowledge and individually
address their identified difficulties.
CO6378 • $49.95

The Engage the Brain: Games series offers practical
activities that energise students, increase brain
connections to content, and reinforce learning in a nonthreatening atmosphere. Use these engaging activities
to supplement your curriculum goals in: • Number and
operations • Algebra and geometry • Measurement,
value, and conversion • Data analysis, probability,
stock market maths, and much more! Watch your
students thrive and grow with creative experiences that
incorporate movement, teamwork, healthy competition, and interpersonal skills!
CO6637 • $24.95
Engage the Brain: Graphic Organisers and Other
Visual Strategies, Maths – Middle Years

Ignite Student Intellect and Imagination in
Mathematics

Marcia Tate • 1 74170 472 3

Sandra Schurr & Kathy LaMorte • 1 74170 035 3

These classroom-ready resources are specifically
designed to help students meet the standards set
by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM) for years 6-8. Included are 78 studentfriendly Bloom Sheets. Each one calls for students to
complete tasks that involve all six levels of learning
as set forth in the classic Bloom’s Taxonomy. These
sheets can be used as class work, for enrichment or
independent study, or as supplements in any maths class or program.
NM1983 • $29.95

Drawing on classroom-tested, research-based
strategies from Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites, this
practical resource offers a variety of content-specific
activities that incorporate graphic organisers and other
visuals that reinforce student learning. Each activity
includes step-by-step directions, skills objectives,
materials lists and a myriad of creative projects that
help students organise and record their learning.
CO4723 • $24.95
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom:
Maths, Middle Years

Mathematics Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites
Marcia Tate • 1 74170 425 1

Mathematics Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites
provides educators with creative ways to incorporate
visual, auditory, kinesthetic and tactile modalities
to promote achievement in mathematics. The
author follows the successful format of her previous
bestsellers and offers teachers twenty powerful
brain-based teaching strategies that improve
instruction for all. She directs her focus at the
core areas of algebra, geometry, numbers and
operations, data analysis and probability, problem solving, reasoning and
proof, communication, connections and representation.
CO4251 • $49.95

Gayle Gregory & Carolyn Chapman • 1 74170 461 8

In today’s highly diverse classrooms, differentiated
instruction enables teachers to plan strategically
so they can meet the individual needs of all
their students. Now this unique resource makes
the challenge of reaching all learners easier by
providing teachers with a wide array of practical
activities for the differentiated middle years
maths classroom. These ready-to-use tasks can
be immediately incorporated into lesson plans, and each activity features
objectives, materials lists, helpful tips on conducting the activity, and activities.
CO4618 • $24.95
Facilitator’s Guide to How the Brain Learns
Mathematics

How the Brain Learns Mathematics

David Sousa • 9781742393636

David Sousa • 1 74170 457 X

Written to complement David A Sousa’s bestseller, How
the Brain Learns Mathematics, this facilitator’s guide
gives staff developers and workshop leaders all the
materials needed to present the latest neuroscientific
findings in practical, understandable terms and
demonstrate how this information impacts mathematics
instruction at all year levels.
CO3636 • $25.95

How the Brain Learns Mathematics covers the cognitive
mechanisms for learning mathematics, the environmental
and developmental factors that contribute to mathematics
difficulties, and ways to differentiate mathematics
instruction. The text offers a unique and simplified four-tier
model for teaching mathematics to P–12 students that
helps teachers consistently relate what learners experience
in the classroom to concrete, real-world applications.
CO457X • $60.00

Yellow Pages for Students and Teachers: Maths

Problem Solving in Mathematics, Years 4-7

1 74025 626 3

Alfred Posamentier • 1742391137

This second edition of Problem Solving in Mathematics,
Years 4-7, stresses the importance of problem solving
in mathematics and helps teachers develop students’
creative problem-solving skills for success in and out
of school. It presents nine tried-and-true strategies that
students can use to solve problems, such as working
backwards, finding a pattern, making a drawing or
solving a simpler equivalent problem.
CO1137 • $45.95

CAT007

The revised edition, Maths Yellow Pages for Students
and Teachers gives educators and students the
most comprehensive resource for teaching and
learning maths skills. Areas covered: whole numbers
& counting, number concepts and relationships,
addition and subtraction, division and multiplication.
Ration, proportion and percent, problem solving,
measurement and pre-algebra are just some of the
useful and time-saving lists in this book.
INA890 • $18.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

14 Problem Solving
Maths Tools, Years 3-12
Harvey F. Silver, John R. Brunsting & Terry Walsh
• 1 74170 584 3

Organised around four distinct learning styles
— mastery, understanding, self-expressive and
interpersonal — this invaluable resource: •
Shows what the four learning styles look like in the
mathematics classroom • Features 64 instructional
tools and explains how to use them to support
different types of learners • Offers guidelines for
designing lessons, assessments and units • Provides
numerous examples showing how to use the tools with any maths curriculum.
CO5843 • $59.95
Calculated Success in Mathematics:
Maximising Attention & Retention
Duke Kelly • 1 74170 671 8

This book contains many key factors to look for in any
maths classroom, and provides a customisable lessonplan format to fit the needs of a large variety of classrooms,
and a selection of classroom-tested lesson plans to make
both teaching and learning easier and more fun! It provide
solutions to some mathematical “trouble spots” and a
discussion of available devices to help solve learners’
problems, as well as a collection of tricky problems with a
surprising answer, guaranteed to evoke discussion and stimulate learners to question,
motivate, have fun, and delve into new mathematical concepts!
HB6718 • $27.95
Using Open Ended Maths Tasks – High School
John Wilson • 1 74170 707 2

Open-Ended Maths Tasks – High School, is geared
towards helping us do just that. Covering two basic
age levels, Years 7–8 and Years 9–10, this book is
designed to help educators looking for a variety of
strategies use short, innovative tasks based around
the four main learning theories – Creative and Critical
Thinking, Multiple Intelligences, Bloom’s Taxonomy
and Ryan’s Thinker’s Keys.
HB7072 • $24.95
Integrating Science with Mathematics and
Literacy, Second Edition
Elizabeth Hammerman & Diann Musial • 1 74170 473 1

Featuring activities that promote higher-order thinking
skills and help develop more complex cognitive
functions, this resource offers more than 20 readyto-use assessments linked to curriculum standards
with tools that include: learning logs, portfolios, peer
interview strategies, teacher-student sample interviews,
and problems to solve both individually and as a group.
CO4731 • $55.95
Cultivating a Maths Coaching Practice:
A Guide for P-8 Maths Educators
Amy Morse • 1 74239 100 7

This concise guide presents authentic accounts of
coaching practice, dilemmas and insights. It provides
maths activities to strengthen maths content knowledge;
planning activities to support thoughtful coach–teacher
interactions; a detailed facilitator’s guide for staff
developers to develop opportunities for maths coaches;
provides a detailed agenda and specific examples
of participants’ questions; and facilitator responses.
Cultivating a Maths Coaching Practice gives maths leaders the tools to help teachers
create quality maths programs and bolster student achievement.
CO1001 • $69.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

Using Formative Assessment to Differentiate
Mathematics Instruction, Grades 4-10
Leslie Laud • 9781742391229

Research clearly shows the value of using formative
assessment to differentiate mathematics instruction, but
putting it into practice can be daunting. This book makes
it much easier! Leslie Laud provides a clear roadmap for
using formative assessment to differentiate mathematics
instruction for students in years 4 to 10, using strategies
ideal for a Response to Intervention (RTI) model.
CO1229 • $34.95
Math for All Participant Book (3–5)
Linda Metnetsky, Hal Melnick, Karen Marschke-Tobier,
Marvin Cohen, Barbara Dubitsky, Babette Moeller •
9781743301029

Developed by the Education Development Center
and Bank Street College of Education, this
professional development program will show
general and special education teachers how to
collaborate to provide a high-quality, standardsbased mathematics education to all students,
including those with disabilities.
CO1029 • $42.95
What We Know About Mathematics Teaching
and Learning
McRel • 9781743300046

This book is designed for accessibility. Each chapter
is broken down into important questions that
address everything from vocabulary instruction in the
mathematics classroom to the use of technology in
the classroom. For each question, the authors provide
background information from a research perspective,
offer implications for improving classroom instruction,
and list resources for further reading. The purpose
of this resource is to support mathematics education reform and bring the rich
world of education research and practice to pre-12 educators.
SOT0046 • $29.95
The Principal as Mathematics Leader
1 74239 109 0

Appropriate for school leaders who would like a
stronger foundation in mathematics education as
well as for experienced mathematics coaches and
leaders, this guide outlines research related to
mathematics education and offers: Strategies for
observing and evaluating mathematics instruction
in classrooms, Suggestions for supporting teacher
growth and development, including co-teaching,
lesson study, and job-embedded professional
learning and Tools and templates to use in working with faculty.
CO1095 • $45.95
Differentiating Maths Instruction, Second Ed
William N. Bender • 1 74170 110 6

This second edition of Differentiating Maths
Instruction includes research on the value of
brain-compatible teaching and creative ways to
get students visualising, vocalising and moving to
make instruction more meaningful, motivational and
successful. Teachers will be able to quickly adapt the
techniques to suit their classrooms, with key features
including: Strategies for use within a Response to
Intervention framework; At-a-glance lists of “Top Ten
Tactics” for successful implementation; “Website Reviews” that outline additional
online resources; and concrete strategies to tap into multiple intelligences.
CO1106 • $49.95
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16 Extentions in Mathematics

Extensions

IN MATHEMATICS SERIES
Diagnose: CAMS

Teach: STAMS

Apply: Extensions

Suitable for year
levels 2 to 9
Primary and
Middle Years

Assess: CAMS II

Strengthen problem solving and maths writing skills using
graphic organisers.
Students apply the standards based skills taught in our
CAMS and STAMS Series.
The skills offer a balance between computational fluency
and conceptual understanding.
Lessons focus on one skill at a time, using one or
more graphic organisers such as:
•
•
•
•
•

grids
pie charts
flow charts
tables
place value charts

•
•
•
•

number lines
coordinate graphs
Venn diagrams
Spreadsheets
….and others

Lessons include six elements:

• writing to explain solutions • graphic organisers
• problem solving
• numbers in context
• assessment with embedded
test preparation
• challenge problems and
class projects
A final review assess all 12 maths skills:
Key Maths Strategies
• Building Number Sense
• Using Estimation (level B-H)
• Applying Addition
• Applying Subtraction
• Applying Multiplication
• Converting Time and Money
Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

•
•
•
•

Working with Measurements
Using Algebra (levels B-H)
Using Geometry
Determining Probability and
Averages (levels B-H)
• Interpreting Graphs and
Charts
CAT007

Extentions in Mathematics 17
Lesson format: Solve a problem
•
•
•
•

Studying the problem
Finding the solution
Explaining the solution
Applying the solution

Key Maths Strategies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Number Sense
Using Estimation (levels B–H)
Applying Addition
Applying Subtraction
Applying Multiplication
Applying Division (levels B–H)
Converting Time and Money
Working with Measurements
Using Algebra (levels B–H)
Using Geometry
Determining Probability and
Averages (levels B–H)
• Interpreting Graphs and Charts

Lessons include
six elements
•
•
•
•
•
•

writing to explain
problem-solving
graphic organisers
numbers in context
assessment
challenge problems
and class projects

Independent practice with
graphic organisers
and writing prompts

Learn More About the Strategy

A final review assesses
all 12 maths strategies

•
•

Thinking about the strategy
Understanding the solution

Extensions in Mathematics Series Order Form
Code

Series Title

CA10109
CA101099
CA10110
CA101109
CA10111
CA101119
CA10112
CA101129
CA10113
CA101139
CA10114
CA101149
CA10115
CA101159
CA10116
CA101169

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Code

Title

Student Books

Series A Student Book (Set of 5)
Series A Teacher Guide
Series B Student Book (Set of 5)
Series B Teacher Guide
Series C Student Book (Set of 5)
Series C Teacher Guide
Series D Student Book (Set of 5)
Series D Teacher Guide
Series E Student Book (Set of 5)
Series E Teacher Guide
Series F Student Book (Set of 5)
Series F Teacher Guide
Series G Student Book (Set of 5)
Series G Teacher Guide
Series H Student Book (Set of 5)
Series H Teacher Guide

Mixed Pack Student Books

Price

Order Qty

$99.00
$16.95
$99.00
$16.95
$99.00
$16.95
$99.00
$16.95
$99.00
$16.95
$99.00
$16.95
$99.00
$16.95
$99.00
$16.95

Price

CAM401

Extensions in Mathematics Mixed Pack A–E

$99.00

CAM402

Extensions in Mathematics Mixed Pack C–G

$99.00

CAM403

Extensions in Mathematics Mixed Pack D–H

$99.00

Teacher Guide’s includes:
•
•

•
•
•

Order Qty

•

a chart showing a suggested schedule. The general
recommendation is one week per strategy lesson.
eight teaching lessons to help you introduce each strategy
and lead students through the ten-page strategy lesson in
their Student Book. Suggestions are given for completing
the graphic organisers. Solutions to the problems and
sample explanations are provided for Solve a Problem.
Answers are also provided for Check Your Understanding.
answers to the selected-response and short-answer
questions in the practice lessons.
answers to the selected-response and short-answer
questions in the review.
reproducible sheets of the graphic organisers and clozeformat explanations from Solve a Problem, Numbers in
Context and Check Your Understanding of the Student
Book.
a reproducible Self-assessment sheet for you to complete
with students after they complete each lesson. Its purpose
is to increase students’ awareness of their own learning
and help them set goals for improvement.

Supporting Research Booklets
HBC094

Extensions in Mathematics Research Booklet

CAT007
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18 Focus on Mathematics

on Mathematics Series
Raise understanding and achievement in maths
FOCUS on Mathematics is a maths-strategy practice series that aids
all students, including struggling students, to achieve mathematical
success. Mastery of core maths strategies is a difficult task to fulfil
because students must learn to identify and apply abstract maths
concepts and strategies. The FOCUS on Mathematics series makes
maths mastery attainable by providing semi-concrete tools for
students to use in identifying more complex maths strategies. With
repeated practice and exposure, students become confident in their
ability to use strategies to solve maths problems. The FOCUS on
Mathematics series is based in well-researched teaching and learning
strategies, which means that teachers will engage their students with
an educationally sound mathematics-practice program.
The FOCUS on Mathematics series covers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building Number Sense
Using Geometry
Using Estimation
Determining Probability and Averages
Using Algebra
Interpreting Graphs and Charts

From Research to Application:
The FOCUS on Mathematics series provides repeated and focused
practice of key maths strategies in the context of word problems. With
more than 800 word problems in the series, students gain multiple
opportunities to practise core maths concepts and strategies.
Each Student Book features:
•
•
•
•

Learn About – overview with instruction and modelling
Preview – guided practice with scaffolding, plus sample questions with
correct and incorrect responses for discussion
20 independent practice lessons
5 self-assessments

“A focused, coherent progression of mathematics learning, with an emphasis on
proficiency with key topics should become the norm in primary and high school
mathematics curricula”. National Mathematics Advisory Panel (NMAP)

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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How is FOCUS on Mathematics
Supported by Research?
Students Need Help with

Modelled practice introduces
students to the skill.

Learn About

FOCUS on Mathematics Helps

Rational Numbers

Building Number Sense: Place Value and Writing Numbers

Using Algebra, Building Number Sense and Using
Estimation.

Numbers are made up of digits. Each digit in a number has a place
value. The value of a digit depends on its place in a number. The chart
below shows the place values of the digits in the number 42,368. The
value of the 2 in this number is 2,000.

Word Problems

A total of 800 word problems are provided in this
series.

Study Habits

ten thousands
(10,000)

thousands
(1000)

hundreds
(100)

tens
(10)

ones
(1)

4

2

3

6

8

The number 42,368 has 4 ten thousands, 2 thousands, 3 hundreds,
6 tens and 8 ones. Numbers can be written in different ways.
• Standard form: 42,368
• Word form: forty-two thousand, three hundred and sixty-eight
• Expanded form: 40,000 + 2,000 + 300 + 60 + 8

Student Self-Assessments in each Student Book
promote self-monitoring and goal-setting.

Frank and his parents travelled 1542 kilometres to
see Frank’s grandparents. What is the value of the 5
in the number 1542?

In answer to concerns about students’ lacklustre mathematical performance, maths experts
and researchers have joined forces to combat the slowing of mathematics progress.

The 5 is in the hundreds place.
Five hundreds is 500.
The value of the 5 is 500.

Re

m

e mb
e r:

The FOCUS on Mathematics series provides students with explicit instruction
of key mathematical concepts and strategies combined with targeted practice in the
context of word problems.

Each digit in a number has a place value. The place value of a
digit depends on its place in a number. Numbers can be written in
standard form, in word form, or in expanded form.

Students learn why each answer
choice is correct or not correct.

2

Look at the answer choices for each question.
Read why each answer choice is correct or
not correct.

1. How many people surveyed
preferred watermelon?
� 10 people
This is not correct. The bar for
watermelon lines up with a number
between 15 and 20. So, 10
cannot be correct.
� 15 people

son
es

L

This is not correct. The bar for
watermelon lines up with a number
between 15 and 20. It is higher
than the line for 15.

Preview

● 18 people
Read these sample problems.
This is correct. The bar for
watermelon lines up with a number
between 15 and 20. It is closer
to 20 than to 15, so 18 is
reasonable.

Interpreting Graphs
and Charts

� 20 people
This is not correct. The bar for
watermelon lines up with a number
between 15 and 20, but it is below
the line for 20.

Mark and Martine surveyed random people to find which type of fruit they
preferred. Mark made the bar graph showing how many people preferred each
type of fruit. Martine made a chart showing the ages of the people surveyed.

Number of People

Age

Types of Fruit Preferred

35

Number of People

9 or younger

30
25

Word Problem Practice: Concentrated
and repeated word problem pratice.

2. How many people surveyed were
19 or younger?
● 16 people
This is correct. The number of
people surveyed who were 19 or
younger is equal to the sum of the
number of people 9 or younger,
10–14 and 15–19.
3 + 5 + 8 = 16 people.

son
es

L

� 14 people
This is not correct. The number of
people surveyed who were 19 or
younger is equal to the sum of the
number of people 9 or younger,
10–14 and 15–19.
3 + 5 + 8 = 16 people, not 14.

15–19

15

5

This is not correct. The number of
people surveyed who were 19 or
younger is equal to the sum of the
number of people 9 or younger,
10–14 and 15–19.
3 + 5 + 8 = 16 people, not 12.
� 8 people
This is not correct. The number of
people surveyed who were 19 or
younger is equal to the sum of the
number of people 9 or younger,
10–14 and 15–19.
3 + 5 + 8 = 16 people, not 8.

© 2009 Hawker Brownlow Education • Interpreting Graphs and Charts Book D CAS0024

1. Karen planted 24 tomato plants,
of which 16 are plum tomatoes.
The rest are cherry tomatoes.
Which number sentence can help
you find how many tomato plants
are cherry tomatoes?

5

25–29

0

ge

ple

Ap

n
ra

O

pe

n

elo
m
er
at
W
Type of Fruit
ra

G

h
ac
Pe

Plu

m

Read the passage.
Then do Numbers 1–5.

Kim and her friends are planting a
garden. They grow tomatoes, green
beans, carrots, lettuce and radishes.
Kim plans to sell the vegetables at the
local market. She hopes to plant a
larger garden next year.

20–24

10

2

Garden Vegies

� 12 people

10–14

20

Building Number Sense Book D CAS9989 • © 2009 Hawker Brownlow Education

30–34

�
�
�
�

35–39
40–44
45–49

16
16
16
40

– c = 24
+ c = 24
+ 24 = c
– c = 24

2. Owen planted the same number of
each of his favourite vegetables –
lettuce, carrots and green beans.
He planted 18 plants in all.
How many of each type of vegetable
did Owen plant?
�
�
�
�

3
6
18
21

50–54
55–59
60 or older

1. How many people surveyed
preferred watermelon?
�
�
�
�

10
15
18
20

4

CAT007

people
people
people
people

2. How many people surveyed were
19 or younger?
�
�
�
�

16 people
14 people
12 people
8 people

8

Interpreting Graphs and Charts Book D CAS0024 • © 2009 Hawker Brownlow Education

Guided Practice: Sample problems

Using Algebra Book C CAS992X • © 2009 Hawker Brownlow Education

Skill is applied in 20 independent practice
lessons.

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages
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How is FOCUS on Mathematics Supported by Research?
From Research to Application: Research-based Strategies and Features in FOCUS on Mathematics
This Series Uses . . .

Research Says . . .

Focused Practice

“For all content areas, practice allows students

Struggling and on-level students

to achieve automaticity of basic skills – the fast,

benefit from intensive practice of

accurate and effortless processing of content

specific maths strategies.

information – which frees up working memory
for more complex aspects of problem solving”
(NMAP, 2008, p. 30).

Formative Assessments

“Teachers’ regular use of formative assessment

Formative assessments occur during

improves their students’ learning, especially if

the learning cycle and give students

teachers have additional guidance on using

feedback on their progress in learning the assessment to design and to individualise
new content.

instruction” (NMAP, 2008, xxiii).

Metacognition

“Merging cognitive and metacognitive

Students set learning goals and then

strategies and direct instruction has shown

self-evaluate for clarity and accuracy

promising results among students who have

of their performance. They think

difficulty solving mathematics word problems . .

about what skills or strategies need to . and can result in improved performance across
be activated or improved to achieve

content areas” (Bottge, 2001, p. 102).

their next milestone or final goal.
Scaffolded Instruction

“Scaffolded instruction provides teachers with

Scaffolded instruction is the gradual

the support necessary to ensure that students

withdrawal of support through

solve mathematical problems with fewer errors

modelled, guided and independent

as they become more independent” (Montague

instruction and practice.

& Jitendra, 2006, p. 148).

Test-Taking Practice

“Segments of mathematical instruction

Selected-response and constructed-

should target teaching students to generate

response test questions are often

explanations of maths concepts in their own

used on state standardised tests.

words and to justify the methods they use to
solve problems” (Baker, Gersten & Dae-Sik,
2002, p. 53).

Differentiated Instruction

“‘Multiple paths’ does not mean that students

This is an instructional approach that

are given free rein; it means that teachers must

allows students of varying abilities to

Book Year Level
A
1.0-1.9
B
2.0-2.9
C
3.0-3.9
D
4.0-4.9
E
5.0-5.9
F
6.0-6.9
G
7.0-7.9
H
8.0-8.9
Book Year Level
A
1.0-1.9
B
2.0-2.9
C
3.0-3.9
D
4.0-4.9
E
5.0-5.9
F
6.0-6.9
G
7.0-7.9
H
8.0-8.9

Book Year Level
A
1.0-1.9
B
2.0-2.9
C
3.0-3.9
D
4.0-4.9
E
5.0-5.9
F
6.0-6.9
G
7.0-7.9
H
8.0-8.9

Book Year Level
A
1.0-1.9
B
2.0-2.9
C
3.0-3.9
D
4.0-4.9
E
5.0-5.9
F
6.0-6.9
G
7.0-7.9
H
8.0-8.9

Book Year Level
A
1.0-1.9
B
2.0-2.9
C
3.0-3.9
D

4.0-4.9

find that sweet spot between structure and

E

5.0-5.9

learn the

choice that makes student learning possible . . .

F

6.0-6.9

same content.

By allowing options that accommodate different

G

7.0-7.9

H

8.0-8.9

thinking patterns, teachers help all students not
only achieve planned learning goals but also own
these goals in a way that’s all theirs” (Carolan &
Guinn, 2007, p. 45).
Explicit Instruction

“Explicit instruction with students who

Explicit instruction is:

have mathematical difficulties has shown

Book Year Level
A

1.0-1.9

B

2.0-2.9

C

3.0-3.9

D

4.0-4.9

• extensive practice in

E

5.0-5.9

use of newly learned

F

6.0-6.9

G

7.0-7.9

H

8.0-8.9

• clear models for solving

consistently positive effects on performance

a problem type using

with word problems and computation” (NMAP,

several examples

2008, xxiii).

strategies and skills
• opportunities to think aloud
• providing extensive feedback

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

Building Number Sense
Student Books
Teacher Guides
Item #
Price (Pack of 5)
Qty Item #
Price (each)
CA11212 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112129 $9.95
CA11213 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112139 $9.95
CA11214 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112149 $9.95
CA11215 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112159 $9.95
CA11216 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112169 $9.95
CA11217 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112179 $9.95
CA11218 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112189 $9.95
CA11219 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112199 $9.95
Using Estimation
Student Books
Teacher Guides
Item #
Price (Pack of 5)
Qty Item #
Price (each)
CA11244 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112449 $9.95
CA11245 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112459 $9.95
CA11246 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112469 $9.95
CA11247 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112479 $9.95
CA11248 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112489 $9.95
CA11249 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112499 $9.95
CA11250 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112509 $9.95
CA11251 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112519 $9.95
Using Algebra
Student Books
Teacher Guides
Item #
Price (Pack of 5)
Qty Item #
Price (each)
CA11236 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112369 $9.95
CA11237 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112379 $9.95
CA11238 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112389 $9.95
CA11239 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112399 $9.95
CA11240 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112409 $9.95
CA11241 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112419 $9.95
CA11242 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112429 $9.95
CA11243 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112439 $9.95
Using Geometry
Student Books
Teacher Guides
Item #
Price (Pack of 5)
Qty Item #
Price (each)
CA11252 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112529 $9.95
CA11253 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112539 $9.95
CA11254 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112549 $9.95
CA11255 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112559 $9.95
CA11256 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112569 $9.95
CA11257 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112579 $9.95
CA11258 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112589 $9.95
CA11259 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112599 $9.95
Determining Probability and Averages
Student Books
Teacher Guides
Item #
Price (Pack of 5)
Qty Item #
Price (each)
CA11220 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112209 $9.95
CA11221 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112219 $9.95
CA11222 $30.00 (Pack of 5)
CA112229 $9.95
$30.00 (Pack
CA11223
CA112239 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11224
CA112249 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11225
CA112259 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11226
CA112269 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11227
CA112279 $9.95
of 5)
Interpreting Graphs and Charts
Student Books
Teacher Guides
Price
Item #
Price (Pack of 5) Qty Item #
(each)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11228
CA112289 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11229
CA112299 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11230
CA112309 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11231
CA112319 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11232
CA112329 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11233
CA112339 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11234
CA112349 $9.95
of 5)
$30.00 (Pack
CA11235
CA112359 $9.95
of 5)

Qty

Qty

Qty

Qty

Qty

Qty
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Basic Not Boring
Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1740252535

Do basic skills have to be boring? Absolutely not! This
series uses exciting adventures and delightful characters
to help teach fundamental skills and provide a foundation
for learning. The books address specific content areas;
present tasks that grab the attention and curiosity of
students; contain clear directions to the students; ask
students to use, remember and practise basic skills; and
challenge students to be creative and analytical.
Basic Not Boring: Years 3-4
Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1740252535

The Basic not Boring series contains hundreds of
inventive, ready-to-use lessons that invite students to join
an adventure, solve a puzzle, pursue a mystery or tackle
a problem. Each book combines over 300 pages of ageappropriate teaching resources, with integrated activities
in the key learning areas of English, maths, society and
environment, and science. Topics covered in Basic Not Boring Years 3–4 include: • map
skills• measurement• grammar usage• writing skills• problem-solving• and lots more!
INA4163 • $59.95
Basic Not Boring: Years 4-5
Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1740252527

Do basic skills have to be boring? Absolutely not! This series uses exciting adventures
and delightful characters to help teach fundamental skills and provide a foundation
for learning. The books address specific content areas; present tasks that grab the
attention and curiosity of students; contain clear directions to the students; ask
students to use, remember and practise basic skills; and challenge students to be
creative and analytical.
INA4164 • $59.95
Basic Not Boring: Years 5-6
Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1740252470

Basic Not Boring Years 5-6 is an interdisciplinary resource designed for middle
years students, and covers the key learning areas of English, maths, society and the
environment through mapping skills, measurement, grammar usage, writing skills and
problem solving. The book provides tools for reinforcing concepts and skills for identifying
areas that need additional attention. Each section contains a list of skills for the content
area, student exercises, a ready-to-use assessment tool and a complete answer key.
INA4165 • $59.95
Basic Not Boring Series: Fractions and Decimals 5-8
Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1864019921

Fractions & Decimals is based on a sports theme,
so students learn critical maths skills by working out
problems based on bobsledding and rollerblading.
Students will sharpen numerous skills, including
how to name fractional parts of a whole or set, read
and write fractional numbers and mixed numerals,
identify factors, prime factors, and composite factors
and multiples, identify common factors and greatest
common factors, identify and write fractions in lowest
terms, compare and order decimals and mixed numerals, identify place value in
decimals, change fractions to decimals and decimals to fractions, understand,
read, and write percents, write decimals as percents and percents as decimals.
4366 • $21.95
Basic Not Boring Series: Graphing Statistics &
Probability 5-8
Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1740252586

Basic Not Boring maths skills have been developed
to sharpen skills and raise achievement. There are a
number of interesting adventures students can explore
as they celebrate basic maths skills with graphing,
statistics, and probability. Sharpening maths skills
while enjoying wild adventures of extreme sport and
wacky adventures. Each page invites the students to
practice high interest maths, while making good use of
thinking skills as they step into the world of dare devil activities and wild fun.
INA40140 • $21.95
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Basic Not Boring Series: Geometry and
Measurement 5-8
The activities in are based on an Olympic theme,
so students discover interesting facts about Olympic
athletes from the first Olympic runners to Michael
Johnson while they learn how to solve maths
problems. Students will sharpen numerous skills,
including how to: identify points, lines and planes,
identify and name angles, identify properties and
parts of a circle, determine the circumference
of circles, identify similar and congruent figures,
identify congruent triangles and other polygons, recognise and define space
figures, identify and use units of measurement and find perimeter, area and
volume.
6019 • $21.95
Basic Not Boring Series: Whole Numbers and
Integers 5-8
Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1740250699

This book introduces students from the middle years
to whole numbers and integers. Each page invites
the learner to try high interest, appealing exercises
that will help students with a new skill, reinforce an
existing skill or assess a student’s performance or
understanding. This is no ordinary fill-in-the-blanks
way to learn. Whole Numbers and Integers is based
on a sports theme, so students use critical maths
skills while learning interesting facts, such as how
much can be earned collecting baseball cards or how much new tennis shoes
cost. Students will enjoy and develop an understanding about numbers and
how they work. The pages are written with the assumption that an adult will
be available to assist the student with their learning and practice.
6020 • $21.95
Basic Not Boring Series: Problem Solving 5-8
Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1864019913

The activities contained in Problem Solving are
based on a sports theme in which students find
solutions to unique dilemmas: which skier will win
the most gold medals, how deep in debt a scuba
diver gets buying new equipment and how many
pizzas the cross-country team can eat after a race.
Each page invites the learner to try high interest,
appealing exercises that will help students with
a new skill, reinforce an existing skill or assess a
student’s performance or understanding. This is no ordinary fill-in-the-blanks
way to learn. These exercises are fun and surprising. Students will cultivate
numerous skills including how to: identify and define a problem, eliminate
excess information, create diagrams, charts or graphs, translate problems
into equations, solve problems using statistical data, select appropriate
operations for solving problems, choose and use formulas to solve problems,
solve consumer problems involving interest and discounts, use logic to solve
problems and check the accuracy of problem solutions.
4365 • $21.95
Basic Not Boring Series: Problem Solving
(Upper Primary)
Imogene Forte • 1741010578

This book helps sharpen maths skills for students
in the upper primary years, appealing to students’
interest in team sports and events. Each page invites
learners to try a high-interest, visually appealing
maths exercise built around sport situations. The
activities may be used to introduce new skills,
reinforce an existing skill or assess a student’s ability.
The appendix lists additional resources for students
and teachers and includes a ready-to-use problem-solving test.
INA4072 • $21.95
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22 Cooperative Learning
Cooperative Learning and Geometry:
High School Activities
Becky Bride • 1741700779

Make geometry come alive using cooperative
learning! In this book, you’ll receive something
you won’t find in any textbook – HOW to teach
geometry successfully. You will find over 200
step-by-step activities to enhance geometry
exploration and mastery. In the process of
working together through these carefully crafted
activities, your students will learn more and enjoy
geometry more than you ever imagined possible!
Topics covered: definitions, angles and lines, constructions, triangles,
polygons and quadrilaterals, similarity, Pythagorean theorem and special
right triangles, area, volume and circles. Includes reproducible geometry
worksheets and blacklines for transparencies.
KA0779 • $65.95

Cooperative Learning & Algebra
Becky Bride (Years 7-12)

Do you have students who struggle with algebra?
Do they find the problems difficult to understand, or
of little real-world value? Do they find the repetitive
practice boring? The problem may not be algebra.
It may be the way students are learning algebra. In
this book, master teacher, trainer and celebrated
maths author Becky Bride will show you step-bystep, activity-by-activity and lesson-by-lesson how
she used cooperative learning structures to help her
students succeed with algebra year after year. When the power of student-tostudent interaction is unleashed in algebra, students enjoy learning more and
the abstract algebraic concepts become more concrete and understandable.
Chapters cover: working with rational numbers, expressions, equations and
inequalities, linear functions and vertical lines, linear systems, polynomials,
radicals and quadratic functions.
KA3034 • $44.95

Cooperative Learning and Mathematics (P-8)
Beth Andrini • 1741700795

This classic includes 179 do-tomorrow activities
and 23 complete step-by-step cooperative learning
lessons to teach number, measurement, geometry,
patterns and functions, statistics, probability, logic
and algebra. Blackline masters galore. The lessons
emphasise manipulatives, calculators, performance
assessment, creative thinking, problem solving and
co-op structures.
KA0795 • $45.95

Discovering Decimals Combo Kit
(Years 3–8)

This combo kit is an indispensable
tool for teaching decimals. Teaching
decimals has never been so easy!
Combo includes Discovering Decimals
through Cooperative Learning activity
book and The Base 10 Manipulatives.
KACDD • $70.00

Discovering Decimals Through Cooperative
Learning
Laura Candler • 1741701457

This book has ready-to-use cooperative activities
and reproducibles for teaching every decimal
concept: Understanding, reading and writing,
comparing and ordering, placing, rounding,
estimating, adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing,
converting decimals into fractions and percents,
and solving real life decimal problems. Base 10
manipulatives are incorporated in the activities to
teach for understanding.
KA1457 • $37.95

Base 10 Manipulatives
Laura Candler • 1741701457

This manipulative packet is loaded with colourcoded stock cubes, flats, rods, units and base 10
dice at the concrete and symbolic levels. A complete
set of manipulatives for the entire class. Includes a
Base 10 Placemat for building addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division answers as you teach the
range of essential maths concepts.
KAMRBTK • $39.95
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Fraction Fun Combo
Laurie Kagan (Years 3–8)

Everything you need for teaching
fractions at a great low price! Kit
includes the 3 items described below.
• Fraction Fun through Cooperative
Learning
• The Fraction Spinners
• Card Kit Fraction Manipulatives
KACFF • $80.00
Fraction Fun Through Cooperative Learning
(2-12)
Laurie Kagan • 1741701619

This book is a complete fraction curriculum. Your
students will delight in “building” answers to fraction
problems with concrete manipulatives and then
“connecting” their work to the symbols we call
numbers. You teach for understanding, introducing
every fraction concept first at the concrete level,
then at the connecting level, and finally at the
symbolic level. Designed to meet the standards.
Loaded with reproducibles, fantastic explorations
and classbuilding activities.
KA1619 • $35.95

Fraction Spinners
Each time you give these transparent
overhead spinners a spin, they create a new
fraction problem for your students to solve.
KAMSF • $11.00

Card Kit Fraction Manipulatives
This manipulative packet comes complete with
colour-coded fraction manipulatives: wholes, halves,
thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths, twelfths,
sixteenths, and easy-to-assemble concrete and
symbolic fraction dice and spinners.
KA5355 • $39.95
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Cooperative Maths Year 3-5

Mathematics Higher-Level Thinking Questions
(3-6)

Ranae Stites & Amanda Pfannenstiel • 1 74170 597 5

Inside, you will find 7 highly interactive Kagan Structures
and nearly 50 ready-to-use activities that fit the NCTM
standards. For example, your students will play Fan-NPick to identify mathematical properties. Students will
mingle with classmates as they Find Someone Who
can solve an area problem. Pairs will Quiz-Quiz-Trade
each other as they name patterns. Teams will play
Showdown to compare whole numbers, decimals, and
fractions. This book will save you tons of time preparing
cooperative math activities to engage everyone in your class
KA5975 • $45.00

Robyn Silbey • 1741701643

You’ll find questions for sixteen mathematics topics to
promote mathematical thinking and interaction in your
class. Question topics: Problem Solving, Patterns,
Place Value and Numeration, Addition, Subtraction,
Multiplication, Division, Money, Time, Fractions and
Decimals, Linear Measurement, Capacity, Weight,
Geometry, Data and Graphing and Probability.
KA1643 • $37.95
Mathematics Lessons for Little Ones:
Cooperative Learning Lessons (K-2)

Secondary Mathematics Higher-Level Thinking
Questions (7-12)

Lorna Curran • 1741701708

You teach mathematics with your students’ favourite
literature. You’ll find 36 step-by-step cooperative
lesson plans to teach: counting, patterning,
geometry, classifying, graphing, numerical order,
addition, subtraction, fractions, measurement and
time. Crammed with reproducibles, and Lorna’s
proven management tips.
KA1708 • $49.95

Robyn Silbey • 1741701651

You’ll find questions for sixteen mathematics topics
to promote mathematical thinking and interaction in
your class. Question topics: Problem Solving; Number
Patterns and Relationships; Whole Number and
Decimal Place Value; Decimal Operations; Fraction
Concepts; Fraction Addition and Subtraction; Fraction
Multiplication and Division; Percents; Relating
Fractions, Decimals, and Percents; Ratios, Rates,
and Proportions; Statistics, Data Analysis, and Graphing; Algebra: Integers
and Integer Operations; Algebra: Solving Equations and Inequalities; Geometry
Concepts; Geometry and Measurement and Probability.
KA1651 • $37.95

Learning Cubes: Shapes
(Years pre-Prep–3)

Each squishably soft and quiet-to-roll foam
cube measures 80 mm. Each side has a
different shape: Circle, square, triangle, star,
rectangle, pentagon. Ideal for naming shapes and
identifying shape properties.
KAMLSH • $9.50

Cooperative Learning & Mathematics: High
School Activities 8-12
Dina Kushnir • 1741700770

Including a rich array of activities for all levels of
high school mathematics, you receive half a dozen
Kagan cooperative learning structures: Line-Ups,
Mix Pair RallyCoach, Mix-N-Match, Inside-Outside
Circle, RallyCoach and RoundTable. For each
structure you receive numerous activities and
blackline masters for Pre-Algebra, Algebra 1,
Geometry, Algebra 2, Trigonometry, and PreCalculus. Activities for fractions, geometry definitions, graphs, probability,
algebraic expressions, word problems, slope, angle, proofs, equations,
functions, parabolas, and much, much more. Nearly 300 activities in all!
KA0760 • $64.95
Write! Mathematics: Multiple Intelligences &
Cooperative Learning Writing Activities
Virginia DeBolt • 1741701481

Do you want to move beyond drill and kill, teaching
maths for understanding? Do you want to sharpen
your students’ mathematical thinking skills? Do you
want your students to help each other learn about
mathematics? Do you want to incorporate multiple
intelligences in your maths instruction? Yes? Here’s
your road map! Includes 36 cooperative writing
activities guaranteed to get students thinking and
writing about mathematics. The activities are openended, so they’ll work with every mathematical topic you teach.
KA1481 • $37.95
Place Value Spinners
An entire number curriculum built into a
spinner! Teach your students to recognise,
write and build numbers from 0 to 9,999.
Start with the Ones spinner and watch
your students work their way up to the Tens, Hundreds then Thousands.
KAMSPV • $12.95
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Mix-N-Match Book: Mathematics (3-6)
Miguel Kagan • 1741701686

Students enjoy mixing and matching so much, they
hardly realise they are repeatedly quizzing each
other and mastering the content. Book includes
reproducible Mix-N-Match card sets for: Basic
operations, coins, division, equivalent fractions,
fractions and percents, graphing ordered pairs,
measurement conversion, multiplication, place value,
reading time, Roman numerals and subtraction.
KA1686 • $37.95
Multiplication Spinners
The Multiplication Spinners are like
flashcards, only better. They’re fun.
They’re interactive. And you won’t ever
run out of problems. Your students
simply spin the arrows to create an
endless array of multiplication problems.
Great for quizzing a partner.
Excellent for generating problems to build with manipulatives.
KAMSM • $9.50
Addition Spinners
Students generate random addition
problems with their Addition Spinners! No
need for textbooks or worksheets. Students
just spin the two spinners and add up the
numbers. Spin ‘em twice or more and create
multiple-digit problems for more advanced
addition. Ideas and activities on the back.
KAMSA • $9.50
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24 Early Childhood
All About Skills: Shapes
Marilynn Barr • 9781740254656

Reinforce shapes and shapes recognition with the
activity sheets, puzzles, shape train, game board,
shaped cards and take-home books in this book.
The contents of this book include: Colour, Shapes,
Trace Shapes, Draw Shapes, Shape Puzzle, Shape
Train Patterns, Shape Trail Game Board and Shape
Cards. Ages 5-7.
MMA2155 • $24.95

Early Numeracy – Assessment for Teaching
and Intervention, 2nd Edition
Robert J Wright, James Martland & Ann K Stafford
• 1 74170 385 9

Early Numeracy – Assessment for Teaching and
Intervention helps teachers identify children’s
difficulties and misconceptions, and become more
skilled and confident in planning programs for
intervention and monitoring children’s progress. This
new edition includes integrated frameworks of tasks
for assessing children’s knowledge and strategies,
four separate and revised diagnostic assessment interviews and assessments
for addition and subtraction strategies, base ten arithmetical strategies, early
grouping strategies and advanced grouping strategies.
SA3859 • $62.95

A to Z Maths Games
Karen Breitbart • 1740257766

A to Z Maths Games reinforces basic math skills
and concepts. The games in this resource will
help children build a strong math foundation on
which to base future learning experiences. The
A to Z Maths Games program assists children in
achieving success by providing them with tools
for hands-on exploration and manipulation. These
high-interest, self-motivating games are intended
for individual use. Skills focus on addition,
subtraction, graphing, measuring, ordering numbers, telling time, greater
than/less than, and more. Pre K-K. Ages 5-7.
MMA2048 • $39.95

Folder Games for Maths Plus
Lillian Lieberman • 1741012090

This resource includes number facts plus
estimation, probability, graphing, ordering, telling
time, fractions and more! Watch children smile as
they chug along on a train and embark on other
learning adventures. The learning fun also includes
graphing, ordering, probability and fractions. A
variety of hands-on responses, including placing
objects, clipping clothespins and turning spinners
keep the children actively engaged. For students
from 1st grade to 3rd grade. Ages 4-7.
MMA2007 • $39.95

FolderGames for Numbers
Marilyn Barr • 9781742393889

Activities in FolderGames for Numbers help to
motivate and strengthen early maths concepts and
skills in an enjoyable and stimulating format. Games
assist children in mastering basic maths skills. The
activities focus on helping children to understand
the relationship between number sets and numerals,
to work on time-telling skills, and to count from
small quantities up to 100. Children practise
recognising number words, counting number sets
and sequencing number sets and numerals. A variety of hands-on responses,
including placing objects, clipping on clothespins and connecting the dots,
keep the children actively engaged. The folders can be used with individual
children, small cooperative groups, in learning centres or with families at home.
3889 • $35.95
FolderGames for Early Maths
Marilynn Barr • 9781742393858

In this book, children will learn to count and identify
numbers 1-12. The games featured in FolderGames
for Early Maths offer plenty of counting, numeral
and number word recognition, as well as matching
skills practice. Every game includes ready-to-colour,
cut out and assemble game boards; game cards; a
cover; and a storage pocket or label. Players follow
directions to complete tasks and develop hand-eye
coordination as they play these unique, skill-building
games, which can then be stored in the storage pocket for later use. These
clever activities engage even the most reluctant student through their mixture
of fun and learning.
3858 • $25.95

Mathematics Through Play in the Early Years,
Second Edition
Australian Dot-to-Dot Maths (Years 1-3)
Bernadette Lanyon • 1864011858

Australian Dot-to-Dot Maths is a series of maths
exercises in the format of entertaining dot-todot pictures. Primary school children will enjoy
completing number patterns and solving addition
and subtraction problems in order to complete the
pictures. The activities are self-checking in that
the child must complete the patterns or solve the
problems correctly to connect the dots in the right
sequence to create a picture. The picture may be
coloured once the problem has been completed.
4220 • $21.95
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Kate Tucker • 9781742391335

Teaching mathematics to young children in creative
ways is made easy with this second edition of a
wonderful book, which offers the reader clear advice
and lots of exciting ideas to use in any early years
setting. By showing how to introduce mathematical
concepts through play-based activities, this book
is in tune with current thinking about best practice
in teaching, and with the requirements of the
Early Years Foundation Stage and current Primary
National Strategy. New material includes: - creative recording - ways to involve
parents - more on using ICT - case studies covering the whole birth to eight
age range. Essential reading for any practitioner who wants to develop their
mathematics teaching, this book is equally important for all trainee teachers
and early years students.
SA1335 • $10.50
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Get Your Hands
Early Years

on

Problem

Solving:

Maths The Write Way Book 1 (Set of 5)
Brian E. Enright Robert Gyles Maxine Leonescu Fred I.
Remer • 1864017309

Shirley Hoogeboom • 1740259521

Look for a pattern, make a picture, use logical
thinking, make an organised list, guess and check,
make a table, or act out with objects. This group of
entertaining stories helps introduce students to the
process of problem-solving. Children will learn to
use a four-step plan for solving problems, plus seven
handy strategies. This book includes 12 step-by-step
teaching plans and 52 non-routine story problems.
Students act out many of the story problems with bear counters, cubes and
pattern blocks. Ages 5-8.
IDA7910 • $19.95

Get your Hands on Problem-Solving Too!
Shirley Hoogeboom & Judy Goodnow• 1 74101 123 X

This is the second in a series of books designed to
help students become confident problem-solvers.
The books present logic and maths story problems
at a simple level. The stories show humorous animal
characters in situations that are familiar to children.
The activities in this series introduce students to
non-routine logic and maths story problems, using
a four-step plan for problem solving using seven
different handy strategies. These strategies are tools
that students can use for solving a variety of problems.
Also included are twelve step-by-step teaching plans and 52 non-rountine
story problems which students can act out with dinosaur cut-outs, coins and
blocks.
IDA7911 • $19.95
Kinder Folders for Maths Readiness - Prep/K
Lillian Lieberman • 1740259386

The activities in Kinder Folders for Maths Readiness
help to reinforce pre-academic readiness skills by
matching basic shapes, little fish to big fish, bear
and duck look-alikes and more. Activities focus on
number concepts, tracking left to right, beginning
subtraction and addition and the concept of more or
less. Kinder Folder activities include the file folder
layout and the activity to be duplicated, with simple
directions for use. Ages 5-7.
MMA2005 • $39.95

The All-New Kids Stuff Book of Creative Maths
Experiences for the Young Child
Imogene Forte & Joy Mckenzie • 1741010624

A child’s environment should be saturated with
opportunities to use numbers in natural and
meaningful settings. The activities in this book
provide a maths development base easy for children
to relate to their everyday lives. Mastery of the
fundamental concepts in maths should be presented
in accordance to the child’s past experiences
and present interests and understandings, so the
activities in this book have been sequentially planned and ordered. To ensure
children are introduced to new topics in a way that makes sense to them, a
review is included at the end of each of the five sections to test understanding
before moving onto a new learning level. Suitable for ages 6–8.
INA3111 • $32.95
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You usually follow a set of rules to solve maths
problems. You may remember the rules easily. Do
you know why the rules were made in the first
place? How you solve problems is what this book is
about. You just won’t find the answers, you will think
about what you did to find the answers and you will
also find out why the rules are important.
1861 • $23.95
My First Numbers Book and Cards
Sherrill B Flora • 1740253426

My First Numbers booklet is filled with fun activities
that present the numbers from 1 to 10. Young children
learn how to count. This is a delightful book for the
mathematician at home. Ages 5-7.
IFA0310 (Book only) • $10.50

Number Cards
5243 • $10.50
Book & Number Cards
5242 • $17.95
Nifty Numbers Games Integrated Activities for
Numbers 1-20
Jill Gasquet • 1740254074

Many young learners have difficulty recalling the
names of numerals presented in traditional methods.
However, most children can readily remember jingles
and rhymes. To meet the needs of diverse learning
styles this book offers a host of activities for numbers
1-20. Within this resource are instructional materials
for each numeral that includes a picture card that
shows the numeral with a catchy name, a song with
repetitive phrases, an open ended story that is perfect for group work or as a
kinaesthetic and maths manipulation activity. Ages 4-7.
IFA19651 • $39.95
All About Skills: Numbers
Marilyn Barr • 1740255976

Reinforce numbers and number recognition with the
activity sheets, number puppets, counters, number
blocks, and take-home books in this book. The
contents of this book include activities for: Number
Blocks, Number Sets, Writing Numbers, Cut and
Paste Numbers, Number puppets, Numerals and
Number Words and Matching Numbers. Ages 4-7.
MMA2154 • $24.95
SuperGames for Early Maths
Annalisa McMorrow • 9781741012132

SuperGames for Early Maths fosters maths skills by
using fun and simple-to-make games that children
love. The activities in this book help children learn to
recognise numbers, place numerals in correct order,
sort by size, organise numbers in sequence and
match numerals to same number of objects. The
games may be easily altered to suit your children’s/
student’s needs. Children are further involved in the
creation of games through colouring in and cutting
out the game pieces. Ages 4–7. Great resource for both early childhood
teachers and parents.
MMA2161 • $39.95
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26 Early Childhood
A to Z Early Childhood Curriculum

Problem Solving Reasoning and Strategies P-2

Sherrill Flora • 9781741010480

Marigold Draper & Jenny Kotros • 1740255348

The A to Z Early Childhood Curriculum is packed with
over 600 age-appropriate activities, over 130 games
and patterns and over 50 alphabet-identification
pages. The entire book is organised by the alphabet
with ideas and activities that stimulate a child’s natural
curiosity. Activity topics include: Humanities to help
children to discover themselves and their community;
science to discover the “what, where and why” of so
many facts and ideas; art and music activities that
enchant and delight and bring out their creativity; gross motor skills that develop
social skills and physical coordination; maths is touching and building to discover
mathematical concepts; and finally English which is foundation building to enable
them to build good communication skills. Ages 3-5.
IFA22700 • $69.95
Mathematics Through Play in the Early Years,
Second Edition
Kate Tucker • 9781742391335

Teaching mathematics to young children in creative
ways is made easy with this second edition of a
wonderful book, which offers the reader clear advice
and lots of exciting ideas to use in any early years
setting. By showing how to introduce mathematical
concepts through play-based activities, this book is
in tune with current thinking about best practice in
teaching, and with the requirements of the Early Years
Foundation Stage and current Primary National Strategy.
SA1335 • $35.95

Problem Solving activities engage children in
learning by challenging them to think. They allow
them the opportunity to express mathematical ideas
construct meaning and assist them to develop
strategies and mathematical reasoning. Students
are encouraged to use any manipulative materials in
the classroom to aid in solving problems. Students
draw pictures and use mathematical notation to
represent their ideas. This book provides a variety
of activities which cater for a range of problem solving skills to be developed
with the concepts outlined in the mathematical frameworks. These activities
have been designed for Years 1 and 2 but are also suitable for years 3 and 4.
5348• $21.95

Quick Tricks For Maths
Barbara Backer • 1741011248

Includes easy low-cost projects from everyday
materials. The Maths activities in this book are
designed around children’s interests. Pre-school
children learn best from hands-on experiences with
learning materials. These quick tricks are meant
to be enjoyed in a casual, informal setting and
atmosphere. The emphasis is the mathematical
experience, not in getting the right or wrong answer.
MMA2120 • $29.95

26 Fractions
Basic Skills Bonanza: Adding and Subtracting
Fractions
Diana L. Hestwood • 1864013524

This series of reproducible books provides a variety
of interesting and challenging activities which
develop computational skills. Students break codes,
shade hidden pictures, connect dot-to-dot puzzles,
and find hidden messages while completing the
self-checking exercises. Each book includes pages
which deal with one specific skill as well as review
pages and story problem pages to give students
practice in applying varied computational skills.
Subjects included: adding and subtracting whole numbers, multiplying and
dividing whole numbers, adding and subtracting fractions, multiplying and
dividing fractions, decimal numbers and percentages.
1750 • $21.95

Basic Skills Bonanza: Multiplying and Dividing
Fractions
Diana L. Hestwood • 1864013516

This series of reproducible books provides a variety
of interesting and challenging activities which
develop computational skills. Students break codes,
shade hidden pictures, connect dot-to-dot puzzles,
and find hidden messages while completing the
self-checking exercises. Each book includes pages
which deal with one specific skill as well as review
pages and story problem pages to give students
practice in applying varied computational skills.
Subjects included: adding and subtracting whole numbers, multiplying and
dividing whole numbers, adding and subtracting fractions, multiplying and
dividing fractions, decimal numbers and percentages.
1751 • $21.95
Basic Not Boring Series: Fractions and
Decimals 5-8

Masterminds Riddle Maths: Fractions, Ratio,
Probability & Measurement Years 5-8
Brenda Opie, Lory Jackson, Douglas McAvinn •
174101042X

The fun-filled, skill-oriented assignments in this
book require students to find lowest common
multiples, highest common denominators, identify
prime & composite numbers, use factor trees, find
equivalent fractions, reduce to lowest terms, change
fractions to whole or mixed numerals and much
more. The answers to each question are provided in
the back of the book.
INA2002 8 $27.95
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Imogene Forte & Marjorie Frank • 1864019921

Fractions & Decimals is based on a sports theme,
so students learn critical maths skills by working out
problems based on bobsledding and rollerblading.
Students will sharpen numerous skills, including
how to name fractional parts of a whole or set, read
and write fractional numbers and mixed numerals,
identify factors, prime factors, and composite factors
and multiples, identify common factors and greatest
common factors, identify and write fractions in lowest terms, compare and
order decimals and mixed numerals, identify place value in decimals, change
fractions to decimals and decimals to fractions, understand, read, and write
percents, write decimals as percents and percents as decimals.
4366 • $21.95
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Understanding Fractions
With explorations that go beyond the traditional ‘pieces of a pie’, this series encourages students to work collaboratively to examine fractional relationships. They
draw their own conclusions, devise their own rules and test them to see if they apply to all situations. Number theory, geometry, measurement and patterns and
functions are embedded in these investigatory-style lessons. Students use visuals in Levels 1-2 and titles, pattern blocks and geometric cutouts in Levels 3-8.
The lessons: reinforce mathematical writing and communication skills by asking students to provide answers in several different ways, strengthen reasoning and
problem-solving skills with open-ended questions. Student books include: material list, 25 skill-based lessons, highlighted vocabulary words, 2 review quizzes and a
final quiz, and a glossary of terms.

Teacher Guides
include:
• introduction
• suggestions for program use
• lesson focus and directions
• reproducible cut-out shapes
• answer key
3739 • Book 1 (Teacher’s Guide)
3672 • Book 2 (Teacher’s Guide)
3674 • Book 3 (Teacher’s Guide)
3676 • Book 4 (Teacher’s Guide)
3678 • Book 5 (Teacher’s Guide)
3682 • Book 6 (Teacher’s Guide)
3684 • Book 7 (Teacher’s Guide)
3687 • Book 8 (Teacher’s Guide)
($6.50 each)

Student books
include:
• materials list
• 25 skill-based lessons
• highlighted vocabulary words
• 2 review quizzes and a final quiz
• glossary of terms
3738 • Book 1 (Set of 5)
3740 • Book 2 (Set of 5)
3673 • Book 3 (Set of 5)
3675 • Book 4 (Set of 5)
3677 • Book 5 (Set of 5)
3679 • Book 6 (Set of 5)
3683 • Book 7 (Set of 5)
3685 • Book 8 (Set of 5)
($21.95 each set)

Fraction Fun Combo
Laurie Kagan (Years 3–8)

Everything you need for teaching
fractions at a great low price! Kit
includes the 3 items described below.
• Fraction Fun through Cooperative Learning
• The Fraction Spinners
• Card Kit Fraction Manipulatives
KACFF • $80.00
Card Kit Fraction Manipulatives
This manipulative packet comes complete with
colour-coded fraction manipulatives: wholes, halves,
thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, eighths, tenths, twelfths,
sixteenths, and easy-to-assemble concrete and
symbolic fraction dice and spinners.
KAMRFK • $39.95

Fraction Spinners
Each time you give these transparent
overhead spinners a spin, they create a new
fraction problem for your students to solve.
KAMSF • $11.00
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Reproducible books
include:
• introduction
• skill-based lessons
• final quiz • glossary
• teacher notes and answers
• reproducible activities
• scope and sequence chart
4120 • Book 1 (Reproducible)
3994 • Book 2 (Reproducible)
4122 • Book 3 (Reproducible)
4127 • Book 4 (Reproducible)
4134 • Book 5 (Reproducible)
4160 • Book 6 (Reproducible)
4164 • Book 7 (Reproducible)
4173 • Book 8 (Reproducible)
($35.95 each)
Fraction Fun Through Cooperative Learning (2-12)
This book is a complete fraction curriculum. Your
students will delight in “building” answers to
fraction problems with concrete manipulatives and
then “connecting” their work to the symbols we call
numbers. You teach for understanding, introducing
every fraction concept first at the concrete level,
then at the connecting level, and finally at the
symbolic level. Designed to meet the standards.
Loaded with reproducibles, fantastic explorations
and classbuilding activities.
KA1619 • $35.95
Real Life Maths: Fractions, Ratios & Rates
The following are the key concepts explored in
this volume, Fractions, Ratio and Rates: Rates
with Exponents; Ratios; Fractions; Rates with
Conversions; Rates with Formulas; and Rates
with Money. Each activity has a teacher page
that outlines the goal, context and answers, and
provides extension activity options. Student pages
present a real-life situation, and ask students to
use problem-solving strategies to reach answers to
questions.
WAL8730 • $25.95
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28 Masterminds Riddle Maths Series
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Multiplication &
Division Years 5-8
contains fun and meaningful multiplication
problems involving one and two digit problems.
There are also division exercises that offer a
variety of problems with both small and large
divisors and dividends. Student progress can be
monitored using the speed tests in the book. The
answers are included at the back of the book.
INA2004 • $27.95

Masterminds Riddle Maths: Algebra Made
Easy Years 5-9
Brenda Opie & Douglas • 1740259378

Masterminds Algebra Made Easy is the ready-to-use
maths resource that every middle years teacher
needs. In an area of maths that can be extremely
intimidating to students, this book provides fun-filled
activities that enables students to enjoy learning the
skills necessary to understand algebra. Students
connect what they learn with real-life situations and
the activities are of high interest to encourage a
stimulating learning environment.
INA2006 • $27.95
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Addition,
Subtraction, Place Value & Other Numeration
Systems Years 5-8

Masterminds Riddle Maths: Fractions, Ratio,
Probability & Measurement Years 5-8
Brenda Opie, Lory Jackson, Douglas McAvinn •
174101042X

Brenda Opie, Lory Jackson, Douglas McAvinn •
1741010470

The fun-filled, skill-oriented assignments in this
book require students to find lowest common
multiples, highest common denominators, identify
prime & composite numbers, use factor trees, find
equivalent fractions, reduce to lowest terms, change
fractions to whole or mixed numerals and much
more. The answers to each question are provided in
the back of the book.
INA2002 • $27.95

Using these fun-filled assignments, students
will use humour to teach order and round whole
numbers, determine place value, estimate sums and
differences, and much more.
INA2003 • $27.95

Masterminds Riddle Maths: Decimals,
Percentages & Consumer Maths Years 5-8
Brenda Opie, Lory Jackson, Douglas McAvinn •
1741010411

The activities in this book give students practice
in the skills of reading and writing decimal
notation, determining place value in decimals,
comparing decimals, rounding numbers with
decimals and performing computations involving
decimals. The activities are presented in a fun
format that will help students connect what they
learn with real-life situations. The answers are
also included at the back of the book.
INA2001 • $27.95

Masterminds Riddle Maths: Skill Boosters for
the Reluctant Maths Student Years 5-8
Using these fun-filled assignments, students
will practise addition, subtraction, fractions,
measurement, geometry and many more maths
strategies. High-interest activities make even
the most difficult concepts easier to grasp, while
bringing excitement to routine maths lessons. An
invaluable resource for motivating and challenging
students to master middle-years maths! The
answers to each question are provided in the back
of the book.
INA2007 • $27.95

Masterminds Riddle Maths: Geometry &
Graphing Years 5-8
Brenda Opie, Lory Jackson, Douglas McAvinn •
1741010462

Masterminds Geometry & Graphing makes even
the most difficult concept easier for students to
grasp. Problem-solving situations that encourage
higher-level thinking are included to develop
students’ abilities to transfer and extend learning
beyond isolated practice. The extensive exercises
require learners to identify and name shapes, lines
and segments, define and find the area, perimeter &
volume of polygons and read and plot both positive and negative coordinates.
The answers are included at the back of the book.
INA2005 • $27.95

The Middle-Years Mathematician: Empowering
Students to Achieve Success in Algebra and
Geometry
Terri Breeden & Kathryn Dillard • 1741010616

Designed for busy teachers, this book offers
terrific new ways to review maths concepts,
including games, puzzles and cooperative
learning activities. The activities can be used as
lesson starters, reviews or enhancement.
INA3011 • $35.95

Masterminds Riddle Maths: Complete Set of 7
Brenda Opie, Lory Jackson, Douglas McAvinn • 1741016649

INA2000 • $180.00
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Maths Games 29
Maths Practice Games

Funtastic Maths Games

Marcia Dana

Debbie Haver, Alice Koziol • 1740252101

Capture your students’ attention with these
motivating games - just the ticket for reluctant
learners. Maths Practise Games offers more than 30
reproducible games that are played with partners.
Not only do students review and use basic maths
facts, a few games provide students with lots of
practice in comparing or ordering numbers. During
some games students must monitor their partners’
actions while devising their own strategies. Just use
readily available materials, such as texta’s, crayons,
game markers, dried beans or macaroni, along with
reproducible game cards to play the games.
Grade 1 • 1740253949
IFA5203 • $18.95
Grade 2 •1740253957
IFA5204 • $18.95
Grade 3 • 1740253965
IFA5205 • $18.95
Grade 4 • 1740253973
IFA5206 • $18.95

Make maths more inviting to students with card,
dice, word and picture games all created to
reinforce basic skills and help students develop
a greater power over mathematics. Each game
includes an objective, the suggested number of
players, rules of the games, and a materials-needed
list.
IFA2505 • $27.45

Engage the Brain: Book 1
9781741706567
Engaging activities to supplement your curriculum
goals in: • Letters, rhymes and sequence •
Numbers and counting • Maps, neighborhoods and
citizenship • Physical, life and earth sciences • Art,
music, physical education, and much more.
CO6564 • $24.95
9781741706574
Engage the Brain: Book 2
Engaging activities to supplement your curriculum
goals in: • Sentence structure, synonyms and
reading • Symbols and landmarks • Citizenship and
history • Physical, earth and life sciences • Maths,
money, making change, and more!
CO6572 • $24.95
9781741706581
Engage the Brain: Book 3
Engaging activities to supplement your curriculum
goals in: • Cause and effect • Antonyms, synonyms
and language • Patterns, classification and
symmetry • Physical, earth and life sciences • Art,
music, physical education and more!
CO6580 • $24.95
9781741706598
Engage the Brain: Book 4
engaging activities to supplement your curriculum
goals in: • Vocabulary, spelling, and grammar
• Fractions, symmetry and time • Animals and
habitats • Fact or fiction, inventions and design •
Art, music, physical education, and more!
CO6599 • $24.95
9781741706604
Engage the Brain: Book 5
Engaging activities to supplement your curriculum
goals in: • Sentences, writing and spelling • Maths
and probability • Geography and history • Physical,
earth and life sciences • Art, music, physical
education, and much more!
CO6602 • $24.95

Engage the Brain: Graphic Organisers and Other
9781741706574
Visual Strategies - Book 6
This resource offers a multitude of brain-compatible
activities that cover topics such as: fractions,
rounding, shapes; geology, natural disasters,
biomes; government, biographies, timelines;
vocabulary, reports, the writing process; fitness, art,
music; and much more!
CO4650 • $24.95
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Nifty Numbers Games Integrated Activities for
Numbers 1-20
Jill Gasquet • 1740254074

Many young learners have difficulty recalling the
names of numerals presented in traditional methods.
However, most children can readily remember jingles
and rhymes. To meet the needs of diverse learning
styles this book offers a host of activities for numbers
1-20. Within this resource are instructional materials
for each numeral that includes a picture card that
shows the numeral with a catchy name, a song with
repetitive phrases, an open ended story that is perfect for group work or as a
kinaesthetic and maths manipulation activity. Ages 4-7.
IFA19651 • $39.95
Maths Magic Slick Tricks With Numbers
Margaret Thomas • 1740251806

Number tricks and computational shortcuts help
students to learn the many techniques that simplify
mathematics. Concepts such as even and odd,
place value, factors and multiples, fractional-decimal
equivalents, algebraic identities, and integer trees
are just some of the techniques used in these highly
motivating and exciting activities.
IFA2506 • $27.45
A to Z Maths Games
Karen Breitbart • 1740257766

A to Z Maths Games reinforces basic math skills
and concepts. The games in this resource will help
children build a strong math foundation on which
to base future learning experiences. The A to Z
Maths Games program assists children in achieving
success by providing them with tools for hands-on
exploration and manipulation. These high-interest,
self-motivating games are intended for individual
use. Skills focus on addition, subtraction, graphing,
measuring, ordering numbers, telling time, greater
than/less than, and more. Pre K-K. Ages 5-7.
MMA2048 • $39.95
Folder Games for Maths Plus
Lillian Lieberman • 1741012090

This resource includes number facts plus
estimation, probability, graphing, ordering, telling
time, fractions and more! Watch children smile as
they chug along on a train and embark on other
learning adventures. The learning fun also includes
graphing, ordering, probability and fractions. A
variety of hands-on responses, including placing
objects, clipping clothespins and turning spinners
keep the children actively engaged. For students
from 1st grade to 3rd grade. Ages 4-7.
MMA2007 • $39.95
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30 Cross Curricula
Math Intervention: Building Number Power
with Formative Assessments, Differentiation,
and Games (Grades 3-5)
Jennifer Taylor-Cox • 9781743300107

Teachers will learn to target math instruction to
struggling students. Taylor-Cox emphasizes four
main goals for math instructors. They must help
students achieve: accuracy, efficiency, flexibility,
and fluency in solving math problems. Integral
to each of these goals is ensuring that students
understand math concepts. Taylor-Cox writes,
“When concepts are ignored and the focus is solely on rules and procedures,
struggling students often develop misconceptions and learning gaps.” Math
Interventions: Building Number Power, Grades 3-5 provides math teachers
with specific strategies for imparting those concepts.
EYE0107 • $34.95
Mastering Word Problems Years 5-7
Susan Anderson Mauck • 1741012899

Teachers need to provide their students with
opportunities to practise their maths skills in
real-life situations. This resource book was
created to meet that need. The practise pages
are divided into four sections including a section
to provide an opportunity for the teacher and
students to work together, independent work,
practise for in the classroom and homework.
Also there are test you can administer to assess
a student’s mastery and use of some of the problem-solving methods
they have learned throughout this book.
TCM3357 • $29.95
Maths for Concrete Learners
The lessons in these books allows teachers to give
students work at a lower level of difficulty in daily
Maths lessons for the whole class. Two activities
are provided for every full week, the teacher’s notes
will guide you in introducing the tasks to the pupils
and in effective ways of working, it also provides
learning objectives and information for introducing
the task and solutions.
Lesson Included:
Place value, ordering and rounding
Money and ‘real-life’ problems
Properties of two-dimensional shapes
Place value, ordering and rounding
Shape and space – position and direction
Mental calculation strategies
Ratio and proportion
Handling data
Measures, including problems
Mental calculation strategies
Book 1 (Yr 2-3)
Howard McMillan • 1740255429

FA9443 • $35.00
Book 2 (Yr 3-4)

Howard McMillan • 1740255437

FA9451 • $35.00
Book 3 (Yr 4-5)

Howard McMillan • 1740255445

FA946X • $35.00
Book 4 Yrs 5-6

Howard McMillan • 1740255453

FA9478 • $35.00
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Maths Simulations
Karen P. Hall • 1864017260

Maths Simulations is filled with a variety of fun-filled
activities that focus on home economics. Students
are given the opportunity to practice computational
and problem-solving skills as they learn how incomes
and expenses affect the finances and ultimately the
lifestyles and different sizes of families. The exercises
can also serve as a springboard from which you as
the teacher can create additional problem-solving
activities to engage the class.
1840 • $29.95
Probability, Statistics and Graphing –
Intermediate
Tina Szmadzinski • 1740251156

This supplemental series builds upon the students’
understanding of patterns and of ‘more’ and ‘less’ by
showing systematic ways of displaying and organising
data. Student will be challenged to make predictions
and observations based on the data explored.
Spinners, intriguing games, dice, riddles and real-life
experiences are used to reinforce the concepts.
IFA5119 • $18.50
Probability, Statistics and Graphing – Primary
Tina Szmadzinski • 1740251091

This supplemental series builds upon the students’
understanding of patterns and of ‘more’ and ‘less’ by
showing systematic ways of displaying and organising
data. Student will be challenged to make predictions
and observations based on the data explored.
Spinners, intriguing games, dice, riddles and real-life
experiences are used to reinforce the concepts.
IFA5118 • $18.50
Cross Curricula Maths
C is for Clocks: Cross-Curriculum Activities
about Time and Calendars
Annalisa McMorrow • 9781740259682

C is for Clocks is a month-long unit that introduces
early childhood and primary students to the concept of
time through informative cross-curriculum activities.
Clock and time-related English, maths, science, art,
spelling, song, homework and game activities are
featured each week. Children create ‘clock portfolios’
to take home or store in the classroom.
MMA2125 • $24.95
D is for Dinosaurs (Yrs 1-3)
Annalisa McMorrow • 9781740259675

D is for Dinosaurs is a month-long unit that
introduces children to the world of dinosaurs and the
Mesozoic era through informative cross-curriculum
activities. Dinosaur related English, maths, science,
art, song, spelling, homework and game activities are
featured for each week. Children create ‘dinosaur
portfolios’ to take home or store in the classroom.
MMA2126 • $24.95
Super Duper Science: Snips and Snails - Years 1-3
Annalisa McMorrow • 9781741010312

This book is composed of five chapters, each
focusing on a different creature. The cross-curricular
approach helps to develop a hands-on understanding
of science while building skills in English, maths,
research, art and performance. Activity worksheets
can be used at home or in the classroom, and
extension or simplified options make the book
suitable for a range of early-childhood learning levels.
MMA2096 • $24.95
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Maths In The Real World/Survival Maths 31
Maths in the Real World of Architecture Dimensions, Quantities, Shapes and Patterns
Shirley Cook • 1864016019

Maths in the Real World of Architecture provides
students with unique insights into how the art
and science of architecture is built upon basic
dimensions, quantities, shapes and patterns.
Activities in this book cover multiplication, graphing,
perimeter, capacity, mass, plane and solid figures,
area, lines, angles and congruent figures. Students
learn how these mathematical theorems and
concepts can be used together to create plans for
homes and buildings.
1114 • $27.45

Survival Maths – Money
Marjorie Stouffer • 1864014377

Skills to be learned from the exercises include:
mathematical problem solving, awareness of
how to approach problem solving, analysis
of situations, defining and working towards a
goal, the numerous life skills required for daily
personal management of money, time and work.
Topics include: money values, adding money,
subtracting to make change, multiplying and
dividing money, estimation, budgeting, writing
a cheque, balancing a chequebook, calculating
discounts, saving accounts and shopping trips.
3415 $23.95
Survival Maths - On the Job
Ann de la Sota • 1864014369

Maths in the Real World of Design and Art:
Geometry, Measurements and Projections
Shirley Cook • 1864016027

Maths in the Real World of Design and Art
shows students how geometry, measurements,
and projections work together to create the
unique patterns and designs that surround us.
Activities in this book cover angles, triangles,
polygons and circles, patterns, symmetry,
shapes and length, perimeter, area, and threedimensional shapes. Students learn how these
geometric principles can be used together
to create buildings, clothing, products and
artwork.
1115 • $27.45

Topics include: selling your products at a profit,
comparing supply costs, deciding how much to
charge for your product, selling crafts at pure profit/
high profit/commission, selling a product for a large
company, getting a loan to start a business, selling
services on commission, selling seasonal services,
comparing advertising costs, keeping a record of
what you earn and spend.
3414 • $23.95
Survival Maths - Around the Home
Marcia Shank and Maria grove • 1864014385

Topics include: earning money at home,
budgeting on pocket money, scheduling time,
spending money at home, using maths in
cooking, measuring, following a recipe, planning
a party, ordering from a catalogue, taking
measurements.
3417 • $23.95
Survival Maths - Food Shopping
Marjorie Stouffer • 1864014393

Maths in the Real World of Business and
Living: Probability, Statistics and Graphing
Shirley Cook • 1864016000

Maths in the Real World of Business and Living
provides students with a better understanding
of probability, statistics and graphing. With
sections on surveys and sample populations,
probability, statistics, graphing, data analysis
and real-world applications, this book teaches
students the basics of number analysis and how
it applies to business and living.
1111 • $27.45

Ten-Minute Real World Maths
Scott McMorrow • 9781740257923

Mathematics surrounds us in our everyday lives.
While it is true that Maths is everywhere, it is
truer that a firm grasp of analytical concepts will
broaden our view of the world and the people in
it. The skills covered: logical thinking, analysing
data, graphing, estimating, measuring, problem
solving, ratio percents, geometry, addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division.
MMA2041 • $29.95
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Topics include: how food is packaged; buying
produce, meat and packaged food; shopping for a
party; grocery bills; estimating costs; shopping for
dinner; making a shopping list.
3416 • $23.95

Managing Money in the Real World (Student Book)
Alan Friedenberg • 1864019468

Managing Money in the Real World introduces
students to money management through three
sections: Making Wise Buys, The Cheque is
in the Mail, and A Share of the Market. This
practical resource draws from an array of
examples that students will encounter in the
world of work. The section allow students to
increase consumer awareness, apply maths
skills in a meaningful way and to understand the
stock market. This book aims to bridge the gap
between maths taught in the classroom to what
skills students will need in the real world.
3731 • $27.45
Managing Money in the Real World (Teacher’s
Guide)
This book gives a quick synopsis of each lesson,
teaching strategies that may be employed,
enrichment activities to extend the skill or activity
being taught, and answers to the problems and
questions. At the end of each section are blackline
masters for use in the culminating activities.
3732 • $13.95
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32 Multiple Intelligences
Maths for Humans: Teaching Maths Through 7
Intelligences

Thinking Allowed: Thinking Tools for the
Mathematics Classroom

Mark Wahl • 1864016876

Suzanne Gunningham • 174025964 5

Those who liked Mark’s Mathematical Mystery
Tour will love this! This readable book is ideal for
reaching diverse learners from special education to
gifted in grades 3-8. It helps teachers of maths who
are strong in liberal arts to bring their creativity to
bear while teaching the world of numbers from any
maths book. It can also give specific support for the
seasoned maths teacher who is seeking to broaden
teaching approaches, make them more multifaceted and link maths to the real world.
1084 • $45.95

Teaching Maths to Students with Different
Learning Styles
Tandi Clausen-May • 1 74170 387 5

Teaching Maths to Students with Different Learning
Styles offers practising teachers a range of
approaches that can help struggling students. By
following its advice, you can make maths visible
and tangible – not something that just lies flat on
the page. It includes ideas for lesson activities,
suggestions for exciting visual ways to teach basic
concepts and lots of practical advice and guidance.
It will encourage you to use a variety of methods to teach the subject, showing
ways to unlock mathematics for all your learners.
SA3875 • $45.95

Mathematical Mystery Tour
Mark Wahl • 1 86299 846 9

This popular book is unique among maths learning
materials. Some of its uncommon features are: an
interesting union of higher thinking skills with a
wide selection of new concepts and a good helping
of calculation practice, an integration of several
different subject areas with maths as the focus,
helpful teaching notes following each activity, a
visual map (mind map) showing how the concepts
relate to each other, extension and home tasks for
many activities, bibliographical references in the
teacher material, optional activities for the teachers to use, a potpourri of
activity modes from imaginative flat work to paper constructions to debate
and art, an attractive visual layout with numerous illustrations, a Tour Guide
newspaper providing historical and scientific background for the activities,
questions for thought and comprehension sprinkled into the text of the
reading selections in the newspaper.
3609 • $49.95
Mystery Tour Guide Newspaper (Set of Five
Newspapers)
Mark Wahl • 1 86401 042 8

A compilation of student maths news - past,
present and future! Also includes higher-thinking
math tasks and games, including HEX game,
sunflower crossword, and pyramid maze, and a
Believe It or Not section.
3897 • $23.95
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The open-ended tasks in Thinking Allowed shows
how thinking can become part of the thinking
curriculum, using theories and tools such as
Multiple Intelligences, Blooms Taxonomy, Six Hats,
Thinker’s Keys, Learning Modalities, Learning
Styles, and Graphic Organisers. The book offers
mathematics activities to use with students as well
as activities for professional learning teams who
want to improve their understanding of the Thinking
Curriculum of the middle years students.
HB9645 • $29.95
Tasks and Rubrics for Balanced Mathematics
Assessment
Judah Schwartz, Joan Kenney • 9781741705829

This comprehensive collection features researchbased mathematical tasks that appeal to students
and connect to their daily lives. Using assessments
linked to state and territory standards and carefully
crafted rubrics that cover all Primary year levels and
mathematics topics, teachers can: analyse the learning
components of each task and show individual levels
of success; adjust instructional strategies for an
entire class or target individual learning needs; and develop and refine students’
mathematical thinking skills and prepare them for high-stakes tests. Tasks and
Rubrics for Balanced Mathematics Assessment is a powerful tool for providing
meaningful instruction, building of students’ confidence, as well as increasing their
skill in mathematics.
CO5827 • $49.95
Active Learning In the Mathematics
Classroom, Middle Years. Second Edition
Hope Martin • 1 74170 566 5

The second edition of Active Learning in the
Mathematics Classroom, Middle Years offers
attention-grabbing activities to help students use
mathematics as a powerful problem-solving tool,
gain meaningful understandings of key concepts,
and effectively communicate their mathematical
thinking. Presenting a generous collection of student
activities aligned with the five major mathematics
content standards, this book features algebra
concepts, reproducible student pages for each activity, and journalling
questions to engage students in writing about mathematics. With step-bystep directions, suggestions, tips and variations for implementation, this
updated text provides a rich instructional resource for teachers, mathematics
specialists and curriculum directors.
CO5665 • $52.95
Write! Mathematics: Multiple Intelligences &
Cooperative Learning
Virginia DeBolt • 1741701481

Do you want to move beyond drill and kill, teaching
maths for understanding? Do you want to sharpen
your students’ mathematical thinking skills? Do you
want your students to help each other learn about
mathematics? Do you want to incorporate multiple
intelligences in your maths instruction? Yes? Here’s
your road map! Includes 36 cooperative writing
activities guaranteed to get students thinking and
writing about mathematics. The activities are open-ended, so they’ll work with
every mathematical topic you teach.
KA1481 • $37.95
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Open-Ended Maths 33
Maths The Write Way

Figure It Out
Critical Thinking is the key to unlocking the mystery of these
non-routine problems. Your students will eagerly accept
the challenge! Students learn to apply eight strategies.
These strategies are: Draw a picture, Use a model, Guess
and check and act it out strategy. The units are introduced
with a problem modelled and directed by the teacher. As
students progress throughout the problems, fewer clues
are given and they learn to apply the strategy independently.
These books will enable any teacher to offer students a
comprehensive thinking skills and problem solving program

Brian E. Enright, Robert Gyles, Maxine Leonescu, Fred I. Remer

Students discover and explain maths rules and concepts
while writing, speaking and drawing, and investigating.
Maths the Write Way teaches strategies that foster
mathematical communication including: finding other
ways to solve a problem, identifying key words and
explaining their importance, making predictions and
drawing conclusions, writing your own problems,
summarising your work, creating games, puzzles,
pictures or poems, working collaboratively to share
ideas and solve problems. Students learn and apply
mathematical rules and concepts in three activities:
Investigations - students examine a situation and
experiment with data to discover and explain a mathematical rule or concept.
Extensions - by manipulating data from the Investigations, students discover
different ways of thinking about mathematical relationships. Assessments
- students apply newly learned rules and concepts to solve problems and
explain the problem-solving procedure.
Reproducible books:

Book 1 • 1952
Book 2 • 1954
Book 3 • 1956
Book 4 • 1964
Book 5 • 1970
Book 6 • 1975
Book 7 • 1979
Book 8 • 1917

Student books:
(Set of 5)
Book 1 • 1861
Book 2 • 1862
Book 3 • 1869
Book 4 • 1871
Book 5 • 1882
Book 6 • 1888
Book 7 • 1892
Book 8 • 1897

($9.50 each)

($23.95 Set of 5)

($29.95 each)

Teacher Guides:

Book 1 • 6051
Book 2 • 6052
Book 3 • 6053
Book 4 • 6054
Book 5 • 6055
Book 6 • 6056
Book 7 • 6057
Book 8 • 6058

in mathematics.
Lower Primary
Sandra Cohen • 1862999988

3810 • $29.95
Middle Primary

Sandra Cohen • 1864010169

3932 • $29.95
Upper Primary

Sandra R. Cohen • 1862998477

3934 • $29.95

Mathematics Higher-Level Thinking Questions
(3-6)
Robyn Silbey • 1741701643

How do we foster a deep understanding of mathematics
concepts? With deep-thinking maths questions, of course.
You’ll find questions for sixteen mathematics topics to
promote mathematical thinking and interaction in your class.
Question topics: Problem Solving, Patterns, Place Value and
Numeration, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division,
Money, Time, Fractions and Decimals, Linear Measurement,
Capacity, Weight, Geometry, Data and Graphing and Probability.
KA1643 • $37.95

Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver
Open-ended questions that go beyond the usual word problems provide practice for students. Non-routine problems will challenge your students. Each strategy
lesson begins with a problem modelled and directed by the teacher and followed by thought-provoking questions. As students progress, fewer clues are given. They
learn to apply the strategy independently. ‘Think about’ questions may be teacher-directed or completed independently. Mixed practice lesson follows every four
strategy units. Review lessons for each strategy and a final review are at the end of each student book. The student books provide application and practice in the
following problem-solving strategies: look for a pattern; experiment; work backwards; use logical reasoning; solve a simpler problem; guess and check.

Figure It Out Teacher Guides:
Sandra Cohen

Grade 1 Teacher Guide • 1740259424
CA91829 • $9.95
Grade 2 Teacher Guide • 1740259440
CA91839 • $9.95
Grade 3 Teacher Guide • 1740259467
CA91849 • $9.95
Grade 4 Teacher Guide • 1740259483
CA91859 • $9.95
Grade 5 Teacher Guide • 1740259491
CA91869 • $9.95
Grade 6 Teacher Guide • 1740259505
CA91879 • $9.95
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Figure It Out Repro:

Figure It Out Student books:
Sandra Cohen

Sandra Cohen

Grade 1 Student (Set of 5) • 1741011116
CA9182B • $50.00
Grade 2 Student (Set of 5) • 1741011132
CA9183B • $50.00
Grade 3 Student (Set of 5) • 1741011159
CA9184B • $50.00
Grade 4 Student (Set of 5) • 1741011175
CA9185B • $50.00
Grade 5 Student (Set of 5) • 1741011213
CA9186B • $50.00
Grade 6 Student (Set of 5) • 1741011191
CA9187B • $50.00

Grade 1 • 1741010454
CA91820 • $35.95
Grade 2 • 1741010640
CA91830 • $35.95
Grade 3 • 1741010659
CA91840 • $35.95
Grade 4 • 1741010667
CA91850 • $35.95
Grade 5 • 1741010675
CA91860 • $35.95
Grade 6 • 1741010683
CA91870 • $35.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

34 Open-Ended Maths
Using Open Ended Maths Tasks –
High School
John Wilson • 1 74170 707 2

Open-Ended Maths Tasks – High School, is geared
towards helping us do just that. Covering two basic
age levels, Years 7–8 and Years 9–10, this book
is designed to help educators looking for a variety
of strategies use short, innovative tasks based
around the four main learning theories – Creative
and Critical Thinking, Multiple Intelligences, Bloom’s
Taxonomy and Ryan’s Thinker’s Keys. Incorporating
a substantive set of task cards covering Structure, Number, Space and
Measurement and Chance and Data, this book facilitates better thinking skills
and comprehension in the secondary-school maths classroom.
HB7072 • $24.95
Open Ended Math Tasks: Space, Chance and Data
Kate Emry, Lyn Lewis & Clare Morfett • 1 74170 816 8

Open-ended questions provoke thoughtful
and investigative responses, and Open-Ended
Maths: Space, Chance and Data (VELS Edition)
is geared towards doing just that. This book
will help primary-school educators use short,
innovative tasks based around the main learning
theories: Creative and Critical Thinking, Multiple
Intelligences, Graphic Organisers, Habits of the
Mind, Bloom’s Taxonomy and Ryan’s Thinking Keys.
Incorporating a substantive set of task cards covering Space, Chance and
Data, this book facilitates better thinking skills and comprehension in the
primary-school classroom, incorporating different levels for junior, middle
and upper primary years, and special instruction for classrooms with mixedability and multi-aged students.
HB8168 • $39.95

Open-Ended Maths Tasks (VELS Edition) + CD
Kate Emry, Lyn Lewis and Clare Morfett • 1 74170 178 4

Questions prompt thinking. In order to get better
thinking out of our students, we need to ask
better questions. This book focuses on the use of
open-ended questions in the maths classroom.
Open-ended questions promote effective problem
solving skills and can easily be incorporated with
thinking tools such as Bloom’s Taxonomy, Multiple
Intelligences, Habits of Mind, Creative and Critical
Thinking and other organisational skills. Includes a
CD with printable versions of the problems in the
book.
HB1784 • $39.95
Open-Ended Maths Tasks (Non VELS Edition)
+ CD
1 74170 231 3

HB2313 • $39.95
Maths Snacks: Problem- Solving Fun with
Food Manipulatives
Eliza Anne Sorte • 9781740250641

The enjoyment of a snack during a classroom
break time is a familiar sight in most schools. The
activities in Maths Snacks provide teachers with a
controlled way to introduce maths concepts while
making maths time inviting, challenging, and fun.
The methods used in this book help children make
sense of mathematical concepts by allowing them
to manipulate food items in order to solve problems.
Careful observation of students as they work through the problem-solving
process provides the teacher with a clearer picture of their mathematical
thinking process.
6037 • $35.95

34 Problem Solving
Concept-Rich Mathematics Instruction:
Building a Strong Foundation for Reasoning
and Problem Solving

Creative Maths Activities for Able StudentsIdeas for Working with Children Aged 11 to 14

MEIR BEN-HUR • 1 74170 253 4

This clear and helpful resource provides new and
creative ways of providing challenging maths
activities for able students. Part A explains the
issues and theories surrounding the education of
able students and links these to practical, creative
examples to be used in the classroom. Part B is
packed with useful resources.
SA3867 • $35.95

Fact-filled textbooks that stress memorisation and
drilling aren’t very good for teaching students how
to think mathematically and solve problems. But
here’s a book that comes to the rescue with an
instructional approach that helps students in every
year level truly understand maths concepts so they
can apply them to high-stakes assessments, across
the curriculum, and outside of school. Author Meir
Ben-Hur – a veteran maths teacher and trainer with more than 30 years
experience – guides you through teaching practices and lesson ideas that give
students a stronger foundation for reasoning and problem solving. The book
uses familiar classroom anecdotes and lots of sample problems to explain: •
Why maths instruction should capitalise on the learning of core concepts • How
to plan instructional sequences that build on what students already understand
about maths • Why it’s important to engage students in discussing, analysing
and reflecting on maths concepts. Mixing tried-and-true practices with the
latest research on learning, this book is loaded with lots of valuable teaching
tips to use right away: • The right amount of time to devote to practising a new
procedure • How to match the level of task difficulty to student abilities • Why
student errors are clues to common misconceptions about maths • How to use
a variety of formative assessment methods to reveal the state of your students’
learning.
106008 • $29.95
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Anne Price • 9781741703863

Stretch Bend & Boggle
Brian Stokes • 1741012449

‘Not more homework! Why do we have to do this?’
How many times have you heard the complaints?
Are you sick of students moaning about homework?
With Stretch, Bend and Boggle, students will do
their homework for fun! Stretch, Bend and Boggle
is a collection of logic and mathematical problems
to develop thinking skills. Set in a handy week-byweek format, these challenging and fun activities
can be used as homework, extensions or class
work. Ideal to extend advanced lower-secondary students, or to help middlesecondary students develop their problem-solving skills, Stretch, Bend and
Boggle will engage students and get rid of the homework blues!
HB2449 • $24.95
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180 Mind-Stretching Maths Problems: Daily
Problems and Weekly Puzzlers
These books are specifically designed for students
at middle years level. You can use the problems in
a variety of ways such as maths period warm-up,
homework or assessment. Students can work
individually or in pairs or small groups. This book
contains 144 daily problems, 36 weekly puzzlers,
teacher notes solutions, and carts that crossreference problems and show which problems use
manipulatives. Also includes a blackline master for
tangram pieces.
Book 1 • ID7422
Book 2 • ID7423
Book 3 • ID7424
Book 4 • ID7425

21.95 each

Problem Solving Maths Mysteries – Primary
Mary Eggers • 1740255550

Students become junior detectives to solve maths
adventures. Each detective must solve a series of
story or word problems with the aid of Detective
Kits (Math Manipulative) and Detective Books that
allow students to show their work. After completing
each of seven adventures, students are awarded
an Official Expert Maths Detective” badge. The
book is divided into 7 parts. Each part has an
accompanying Maths problem that must be solved
before the students can move on to the next part of
the adventure. If the incorrect answer is chosen, the student must return to
the last problem and try again. The story problems cover addition, subtraction,
simple multiplication, division, money, time, fractions, comparing numbers,
measurement, symmetry, number patterns, perimeter and shapes.”
TCM3301 • $19.95
Funtastic Maths Games
Make maths more inviting to students with card,
dice, word and picture games all created to
reinforce basic skills and help students develop
a greater power over mathematics. Each game
includes an objective, the suggested number of
players, rules of the games, and a materials-needed
list.
IFA2505 • $27.45
Exploring Patterns in Mathematics
Margaret Thomas • 1740253302

Students discover various patterns that are the basis
of mathematical concepts through the activities
found in Exploring Patterns in Mathematics.
Concepts include sequences, power, place value,
operational with integers, binary numbers, modular
arithmetic, expansions of binomials and probabilities
through related patterns such as the Fibonacci
sequencers and Pascal’s triangle. Each section
contains important teacher information including
mathematical proofs and extension suggestions. Reproducible activities
require students to communicate verbally about mathematical patterns and
then justify their conclusions.
IFA19314 • $25.95
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A Book of Brainteasers
Julius Guest • 1864013060

A Book of Brainteasers is a challenging
collection of maths puzzles for students in
middle secondary school and older, or for
younger, mathematically talented students. Some
knowledge of algebra and geometry is required
to solve the riddles. This book can be used alone,
in a learning centre or as part of the classroom
curriculum giving students something different to
work on. Part 1 contains the brainteasers; Part 2
provides hints for solving the puzzles; and Part 3 offers detailed solutions.
4396 • $21.95

Another Book of Brainteasers
Julius Guest • 1864014407

Another Book of Brainteasers continues the maths
challenge as students are given the opportunity
to solve the following problems: teasers involving
factoring of a number, teasers involving magic
squares, teasers involving one unknown, teasers
involving two unknowns, teasers involving more
than two unknowns, teasers about finding a
hidden number in a pattern, teasers in geometry,
miscellaneous teasers and more challenging
teasers. The book includes hints to help students through these numerical
conundrums plus detailed solutions. Suitable for students in Year 10 and older
or students who are mathematically talented.
4611 • $21.95
Challenges – Maths
Graeme Beale • 1864011483

This useful book contains twenty-eight fun
and challenging maths activities which are
designed to be incorporated into a maths centre
or maths card collection in the lower primary
classroom. The activities cover such topics
as area illusions, tangrams, map making and
many, many more games and puzzles. This book
provides a series of open-ended and divergent
educational challenges for able learners.
4012 • $11.95

Basic Not Boring Series: Problem Solving 5-8
Imogene Forte, Marjorie Frank • 1864019913

The activities contained in Problem Solving are
based on a sports theme in which students find
solutions to unique dilemmas; which skier will win
the most gold medals, how deep in debt a scuba
diver gets buying new equipment and how many
pizzas the cross-country team can eat after a race.
Each page invites the learner to try high interest,
appealing exercises that will help students with
a new skill, reinforce an existing skill or assess a
student’s performance or understanding. This is no ordinary fill-in-the-blanks
way to learn. These exercises are fun and surprising. Students will cultivate
numerous skills including how to; identify and define a problem, eliminate
excess information, create diagrams, charts or graphs, translate problems
into equations, solve problems using statistical data, select appropriate
operations for solving problems, choose and use formulas to solve problems,
solve consumer problems involving interest and discounts, use logic to solve
problems and check the accuracy of problem solutions.
Gr 5-8 – 4365 • $21.95
Gr 4-6 – INA4072 • $21.95
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36 Problem Solving
Get Your Hands on Problem Solving Too!
Shirley Hoogeboom, Judy Goodnow • 174101123X

This is the second in a series of books designed to
help students become confident problem-solvers.
The books present logic and maths story problems
at a simple level. The stories show humorous animal
characters in situations that are familiar to children.
IDA7911 • $19.95

Get Your Hands on Problem Solving:
Early Years
Shirley Hoogeboom • 1740259521

Look for a pattern, make a picture, use logical
thinking, make an organised list, guess and check,
make a table, act out with objects. This group of
entertaining story helps introduce students to the
process of problem solving. Children will learn to
use a four-step plan for solving problems, plus
seven handy strategies. This book includes 12
step-by-step teaching plans, 52 non-routine story
problems. Students act out many of the story
problems with bear counters, cubes and pattern blocks. Ages 5-8.
IDA7910 • $19.95
Mind Bogglers (Homework Booklet)
Margaret Thomas • 1740251083

The challenging activities in Mind Bogglers will help
students to sharpen critical thinking skills. Cracking
codes, pondering patterns to solve mysteries,
solving number and word puzzles, and working
problems involving logical thinking are all part of
the fun! Many of these mind bogglers can be solved
using logical thinking and common sense. After
each puzzle is solved, students are invited to create
a similar puzzle of their own to stump someone else.
Complete solutions are provided in the back of the book. Great for students in
years 5-8.
IFA2746 • $10.50

Inside-Out Maths Problems - Investigating
Number Relationships & Operations Year 1
Marcia Dana • 1740253892

Investigate Maths facts and operations, identify
patterns, generalise about number relationships in
this great series. Rekindle enthusiasm for maths
with these thought-provoking activities. These maths
problems will challenge your students to examine
number relationships, maths facts and operations
from different angles. The activities are designed to
help your students learn their maths “inside-out”.
These problems offer students basic maths practice
while refining their understanding of the processes.
IFA5195 • $21.95
Inside-Out Maths Problems - Investigating
Number Relationships & Operations Year 2
Marcia Dana • 1740253906

IFA5196 • $21.95

Inside-Out Maths Problems - Investigating
Number Relationships & Operations Year 3
Marcia Dana • 1740253914

IFA5197 • $21.95

Inside-Out Maths Problems - Investigating
Number Relationships & Operations Year 4
Marcia Dana • 1740253922

IFA5198 • $21.95

Inside-Out Maths Problems - Investigating
Number Relationships & Operations Year 5
Marcia Dana • 1740253930

IFA5199 • $21.95

More Mind Bogglers (Homework Booklet)
Margaret Thomas • 1740257847

The Mathematical Mind series was created to
develop in students a greater understanding of
the maths concepts involved in the standards for
middle school maths. Easy-to-follow instructions
combined with timely examples make the activities
user-friendly to students. Many of the activities are
self-checking with answers that complete a puzzle
or riddle. Various motivating formats make the
problems fun for kids to solve and involve a number
of critical thinking and problem-solving strategies.
IFA2906 • $10.50
Problem-Solving Maths Journals Years 5-8
Mary Rosenberg • 1741012902

The exercises in this book can be used for
individuals or as whole-class activities and are great
for homework sheets to preview or review concepts
or skills. On each activity page, there is a section
for students to create, solve and explain their own
maths problems. This is ideal to use as an extension
activity.
TCM3356 • $35.95
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The Best of Corwin: Differentiated Instruction
in Literacy, Math, and Science
Leslie Laud • 9781743301043

The Best of Corwin series showcases key chapters from
critically acclaimed Corwin publications for a powerful
compilation of perspectives on important education issues
and topics. In this collection, current research on the most
effective differentiation practices for teaching students
at all levels of proficiency in literacy, mathematics, and
science is brought alive through the many strategies and
classroom examples from prominent authors.
CO1043 • $32.95
What Successful Math Teachers Do, Grades
PreK-5: 47 Research-Based Strategies for the
Standards-Based Classroom
Edward Hall, Alfred Posamentier • 9781743301036

This easy-to-navigate guide offers research-based
teaching strategies for introducing prekindergarten
and elementary school students to the content
and skills recommended by the NCTM principles
and standards for mathematics. Using the popular
format of the What Successful Teachers Do books,
the authors present 47 dynamic learning activities.
CO1036 • $32.95
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Maths Challenges Years 4-6

Maths Discoveries About Chance & Data With
Manipulative
Students explore the concepts of Chance and
Data through experiments with drawing linking
cubes from a bag, spinners and rolling dice. They
find possible outcomes and the chance for the
outcomes to occur. Students make predictions,
then experiment and record their results in tables
and line plots. They play games involving chance
and decide whether the games are fair or not
fair. Students collect and organise data from
experiments and surveys and display their data with
linking cubes, pictographsglyphs, bar graphs and
circle-graphs. This book contains 40 reproducible
student explorations, four longer investigations, one
blackline master, sample solutions and notes for
teachers.

Robert Smith • 1740252756

Maths Challenges for years 4-6 offers a wide
overview of the ideas and concepts which students
should know before they commence a formal
study of algebra. It contains simple and readable
instruction pages for each unit and may be used as
a formal instruction vehicle for teaching the varied
maths topics covered. The units are organised
to cover topics sequentially and by following the
organisation of the book, teachers will cover a very
wide range of Maths topics.
TCM2964 • $35.95
Maths Challenges Years 5-9
Robert Smith • 1740252764

Maths Challenges for years 6-9 offers a wide
overview of the ideas and concepts which students
should know before they commence a formal
study of algebra. It contains simple and readable
instruction pages for each unit and may be used as
a formal instruction vehicle for teaching the varied
maths topics covered. The units are organised
to cover topics sequentially and by following the
organisation of the book, teachers will cover a very
wide range of Maths topics.
TCM2965 • $35.95

Book 1 • ID7280
Kay B Sammons & Beth McCord Kobett • 1740253221

Book 2 • ID7281
Bill Lombard & Brad Fulton • 174025323X

Book 3 • ID7282
Bill Lombard & Brad Fulton • 1740253248

$19.95 Each
Maths Problem Solving Brain Teasers

Maths Investigations 5-8

Barbara Wally • 186401914X

Create interesting classroom projects or use as
a supplemental tool for students who need more
than the curriculum offers. Many of these problems
can be completed individually or in groups and are
intended to provide an atmosphere of problemsolving that allows the student to see the practicality
and fun of mathematics. The exercises can also
serve as a springboard from which you as the
teacher can create additional problem-solving
activities to engage the class.
HB04593 • $27.45

Tom Rice • 1741012910

Maths Investigations is a collection of seven key
maths skills. The investigations are ideal for use as
extension material for years 7 and 8 students, or as
challenging real-life maths applications to further
enhance the maths skills of year 9 and 10 students.
TCM3304 • $32.95

Problems in Maths - 100 Activities for
Maths Centres

Maths Simulations

Robert Merrigan • 1862999317

These well-presented, full-page activity sheets will
add new and challenging problems to your maths
activity centre. Devised and trialled by Australian
maths teacher Robert Merrigan, all activities have
been through the rigours of classroom testing.
Students enjoy these maths problems because
they are challenging and fun; and teachers can
use these cards to encourage students to work
independently or in small co-operative groups. Suitable for use in middle to
senior secondary maths classes.
3896 • $33.50
Mind Stretchers Years 6-9
Anne Fisher • 1740251202

Any boredom in your Maths class will quickly
disappear when your students start tackling the
pages in Maths Mind Stretchers. These puzzlers
are certain to challenge even your brightest maths
stars. (They may even challenge you!) While your
students are solving these unique puzzlers they will
be practising valuable maths skills in most of the
important middle years maths areas.
IFA2528 • $27.45
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Karen P. Hall • 1864017260

Maths Simulations is filled with a variety of funfilled activities that focus on home economics.
Students are given the opportunity to practice
computational and problem-solving skills as
they learn how incomes and expenses affect the
finances and ultimately the lifestyles and different
sizes of families. The exercises can also serve
as a springboard from which you as the teacher
can create additional problem-solving activities to
engage the class.
1840 • $29.95
Maths Start-Ups Grades 3-6
Murray Suid • 1741010071

The activities in Maths Start-Ups are designed to
help students practise math skills while gaining
knowledge of the world they live in. The activities
relate to fun and interesting facts from real life
and cover addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division and geometry. Also included in the book is a
student activity log, the answer to each activity and
suggestions for use by the teacher.
MMA2104 • $25.95
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38 Problem Solving
What Are My Chances?

Problem Solving

Linda Griffin & Glenda DeMoss • 1740252047

Sara Throop

Dynamic and motivating activities involve students
in a basic understanding of the nature of probability.
Games of chance, investment plans, probability
trees and expected value are but a few of the
topics covered. Students make predictions, collect
data and analyse their results. Realistic situations
will help students to develop number sense about
chance events and apply this knowledge to making
reasonable predictions about uncertain events.
IFA2507 • $25.95

This series provides interesting, varied and challenging activities for students
in years 6-12. The books and the activities within each book are of gradually
increasing complexity. Book 1 - Puzzles and problems which can be solved
using the basic arithmetic skills of computation taught in the earlier year
levels. Book 2 - Activities similar to those in the previous book but which
require greater expertise to solve. Book 3 - Some problems which will intrigue
a first year algebra class. (Most of those problems can be solved using one
unknown.)

Thinking Through Quality Questioning:
Deepening Student Engagement
Jackie Acree Walsh, Beth Dankert Sattes • 9781743301005

This groundbreaking book provides teachers with an
accessible, research-based blueprint for developing
student metacognitive skills and ensuring that
students take responsibility for their own learning.
The authors use the findings of cognitive scientists
to highlight quality questioning behaviors and
explain how to apply them for improved student
outcomes. Key features include: Short vignettes
of quality questioning in action, Evidence that ties question strategy to
student achievement, An overview of collaborative, written, electronic, and
group response strategies, Examples of how quality questioning connects to
formative assessment.
CO1005 • $39.95

Book 1

Book 2

Book 3

1862997993

1862998442

1862998450

1752 • $20.95

1753 • $20.95

1754 • $20.95

The Jumbo Book of Maths Discoveries 6-9
Judy Goodnow & Shirley Hoogeboom • 1740253256

Numbers and operations; geometry and
measurement; patterns, functions and algebraic
thinking; data, graphing and probability are all part
of the Jumbo Book of Maths Discoveries. This book
will help your students build a solid foundation
of basic maths skills through hands-on activities
with concrete models. All the activities in this book
engage students in “doing mathematics”.
ID7477 • $35.95

38 Problem-Based Maths
Problems as Possibilities:
Problem-Based Learning for
K–16 Education, 2nd Edition
1741013364

The book that defined problembased learning to thousands of
educators has now been updated
with new classroom examples,
new curriculum designs, and an
in-depth look at using problembased learning in assessments.
Expand your ideas for how to use this authentic, experiential form of learning
to foster students’ creativity, actively engage them in the curriculum, integrate
disciplines, and naturally combine class work with real life.
101064 • $37.95
Problem-Based Learning: An Inquiry
Approach, 2nd Edition
John Barell • 9781741705331

Problem-Based Learning, Second Edition, offers an
easy-to-follow, rich teaching model for all teachers
and year levels, enabling you to confidently engage
students for more meaningful learning and success,
both inside and outside the classroom!
CO5339 • $45.95
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Problem-Based Learning for Maths & Science,
2nd Edition
Diane Ronis • 1 74170 536 3

Diane Ronis demonstrates how the problembased learning (PBL) method gives students the
opportunity to actively explore and resolve authentic
problem simulations and student-identified
problems in the community while strengthening
their problem-solving skills. Updated throughout,
this second edition illustrates how to use the PBL
inquiry process with Internet resources to create
an integrated instructional environment, and also provides problem-based
learning activities relating to maths and science in each chapter.
CO5363 • $42.95
Problem-Based Learning in Middle and High
School Classrooms
Ann Lambros • 1741017424

This jargon-free guide to Problem-Based Learning
(PBL) offers teachers an exciting student-centred
teaching method that engages learners at all levels
in middle school and high school. PBL lessons
encourage students to work together in groups
to arrive at sound solutions, as well as to develop
important self-directed learning skills.
CO7424 •$32.95
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Thinking Resources For Maths 39
Enigmas

Solving Logic Problems, Years 4–7

Vowery Dodd Carlile • 9781742397030

Jim McAlpine, Betty Weincek, Marion Finkbinder, Sue
Jeweler • 9781742397047

In this book students will have the opportunity to
investigate, learn and create as they work through an
enigma unit. This resource contains stories about eight
enigmas: the Marfa Lights, the Pyramids, the Bermuda
Triangle, the Lost Colony on Roanoke Island, Atlantis,
Stonehenge, the Loch Ness Monster and the Nazca
Lines. Each story is followed by discussion questions
creative questions, and learning centre activities that
provide challenges for your gifted students as well as your on-level students
covering the levels of Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy. There is also a research
unit which includes the steps to a successful research project and how to
implement the unit.
EIM7030 • $32.95

In this book, students learn how to apply logic
strategies to a variety of problem-solving activities
that call for deductive, inductive, convergent and
divergent thinking. Included are grid puzzles, pattern
problems, syllogisms and other differentiated
activities in Numerical, Verbal and Visual-Spatial
Logic. An Extensions section provides additional
experiences in applying logic. Years 4–7.
EIM7047 • $32.95

From Toothpicks to Treetops:
Quantity and Space in Mathematics
Logic Line-Ups
Miguel Kagan • 174170149X

Build your students’ deductive thinking skills, spatial
reasoning, spatial vocabulary and teamwork skills
with these 72, ready-to-use, logic activities. You’ll
find problems, answers and reproducible, line-up
cards for 12 popular themes: barnyard, bugs,
dinosaurs, fantasy, holidays, nutrition, occupations,
outer space, pets, seasons, shapes and under
the sea. Includes full-page, reproducible cards for
whole-class activities, and quarter-page cards for
the team, pair and independent activities described.
KA149X • $22.95

Rita J. Corbett, Foreword by Mahesh Sharma
• 1741017130

This book serves the needs of the
math whiz and the non-mathematically
inclined alike by exploring and applying
mathematical constructs to everyday
situations.
CO7130 • $45.95

A Handbook for Explosive, Engaging, Enriching
Classroom Strategies
Sandra Schurr • 1741013410

Brian Compatible Mathematics, 2nd Edition
Diane Ronis • 1 74170 567 3

Brain-Compatible Mathematics, Second Edition
bridges the findings from the realms of brain
research and improved mathematics instruction
through updated teaching samples, connections to
the most recent research findings and integration to
other content areas. In an informative and relevant
approach, Diane Ronis presents teachers and maths
leaders with an emphasis on thinking, mathematical
representation and construction of ideas through
an abundance of sample lessons and brain-friendly strategies for maths
teaching. By integrating maths learning into real-world applications, students
can actively practise what they learn, make meaning out of their everyday
experiences and think mathematically for success within today’s information
age.
CO5673 • $49.95

A Handbook for Explosive, Engaging, Enriching
Classroom Strategies provides a comprehensive
guide to sound theory and effective practices to
attain educational objectives in the middle years.
Focusing on methods and activities that lead to
the development of critical skills, this book shows
how to differentiate curriculum and use cooperative
learning techniques. Covering topics such as
Bloom’s taxonomy, Krathwohl’s taxonomy, learning centres, investigative tasks
and more. This bank of practical tools and techniques will be ‘explosive’ in
the classroom!
HB3410 • $29.95

Infusing Thinking into the Middle Years:
Maths, Science, Technology
Discovering Logic: Book 2
Mark Schoenfield and Jeannette Rosenblatt •
1862991030

The purpose of this book is to help students
develops their innate logical dexterity by
stimulating their curiosity with logical programs
that are fun to solve. Logic skills have extremely
useful applications. Students can improve their
conceptualisation, critical reading and debating
abilities. Also, the confidence achieved by
methodically solving problems and applying creative
logic in new situations can greatly increase a student’s desire to seek out new
learning experiences.
2563 • $27.95
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Michael Pohl • 1740256247

This resource aims to provide secondary school
Maths & Science teachers with a valuable and
timely resource as they seek to infuse thinking into
content delivery and classroom activity. The book
discusses and explains the importance of infusing
higher order thinking, and deals with sample
activities and units of work for Maths and Science.
With this valuable resource teachers will be able
to apply the models of Bloom’s Taxonomy and the
Infusion Matrix and study plans either directly or in their own planning and
programming.
6247 • $29.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

40 Thinking Resources For Maths
Standards-Based Maths: Graphic Organisers,
Rubrics & Writing Prompts for Middle Years
Students
Imogene Forte & Sandra Schurr • 1740255917

When students are meaningfully involved
in active learning tasks and in the planning
and evaluation of their work, they are more
enthusiastic about instructional activities, they
learn and retain more, and their overall rate
of achievement is greater. Graphic organisers
provide visual organisation, develop scope and
sequence and furnish a plan of action to aid
in assessment. Rubrics and writing prompts are tools teachers use to
encourage such involvement from their students. The standards-based
graphic organisers in this book have been designed to provide busy
teachers with a bank of resources from which to draw as the need
arises. Maths standards have been incorporated throughout all activities.
INA3477 • $35.95

Maths Active Learning Strategies
Student Planner
Imogene Forte & Sandra Schurr • 1740259254

This organiser was developed to show how
standard in Maths are best taught through a series
of fourteen different best practices active learning
strategies available to primary and middle school
educator. Specifically, the active learning strategies
identified and described as best practices for Maths
were chosen for their appropriateness for students
in year four to nine, research findings on varied
learning styles, the quest for alternative delivery systems that best meet the
intellectual needs of diverse students and on the cognitive connection that
require multiple ways of thinking with Maths.

INA3467 • $10.95

Literacy Strategies for Improving Mathematics
Instruction
Spreadsheet Magic, Second Edition + CD
Pamela Lewis • 9781742393957

Dozens of new lessons and activities enrich the
second edition of this popular favourite, proof of how
flexible and effective a teaching tool the humble
spreadsheet can be. Spreadsheets are ubiquitous
in the higher year levels and the professional world,
but they’re also a great way for younger kids to
learn basic maths, science and English concepts.
This updated bestseller includes everything you’ll
need to incorporate Microsoft Excel spreadsheets
in P–6 classrooms: an introduction to the software’s basic functions and
capabilities, step-by-step activity descriptions keyed to the NETS•S.
IST3957 • $55.95
The Mathematics Program Improvement
Review: A Comprehensive Evaluation Process
for K-12 Schools
Ron Pelfrey • 9781741702521

Regardless of how well your students are scoring
on standardised maths tests, test scores can’t tell
you which aspects of your program are moving
students from proficient to advanced and why some
students are falling behind. To get a total picture
of maths learning, hundreds of schools in urban,
suburban, and rural districts use the detailed, research-based evaluative
process described in this book. Included are guidelines for forming your maths
review team, plus all the materials you need to conduct the review, such as:
• Questionnaires and templates for interviews and classroom observations •
Forms for compiling ratings and generating a final report • Tips and handouts
for review team training and practice activities.
105126 • $29.95

Joan M. Kenney - Euthecia Hancewicz - Loretta Heuer Diana Metsisto - Cynthia L. Tuttle • 1 74170 2895

Sample problems, checklists and planning tools help
you see exactly how to implement these strategies
for students in every year level and ability level,
including ESL and special needs classes. Key Selling
Points: • Vocabulary-based strategies help students
comprehend terms that are critical to understanding
maths • Reading-to-learn strategies equip students
with methods for extracting meaning from complex maths texts • Writing
strategies prepare students for problem solving and help them recognise the
steps in math processes • Graphic representations help students visualise
maths concepts and personalise their understandings • Discussion and
listening strategies help students access prior knowledge and communicate
about problem solving
105137 • $32.95

Family Math Night: Math Standards in Action
Jennifer Taylor-Cox • 9781743300138

With its step-by-step directions and suggestions for
both teachers and parents, this book takes the worry
out of planning and conducting a Family Math Night
at your school. This book contains 40 engaging and
inspiring activities, organized by grade level, along
with: For the teacher - list of materials - helpful
hints - connections to math standards. For the parent
and student - description of activity and directions questions parents can ask - challenges. The activities
in this book align with the NCTM content and process
standards for pre-kindergarten through grade 5.
EYE0138 • $34.95

Ensuring Success in Math and Science:
Curriculum and Teaching Strategies for AtRisk Learners

Family Math Night: Middle School Math
Standards in Action

Randolf Tobias • 9781743300053

Jennifer Taylor-Cox, Christine Oberdorf • 9781743300121

Help students prepare for the 21st century
workforce by making math and science accessible,
relevant, and fun. Ensuring Success in Math and
Science: Curriculum and Teaching Strategies
for At-Risk Learners analyzes the systemic and
instructional problems that contribute to math and
science failure, and presents powerful solutions to
implement at the classroom, school, and district levels.
SOT0053 • $29.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

Why should your school have a Family Math Night?
- Help students learn essential math concepts - Give
parents a chance to serve as models of motivation,
persistence and competence - Promote math
success in a supportive setting With its step-by-step
directions and suggestions for both teachers and
parents, this book takes the worry out of planning
and conducting a Family Math Night at your school.
EYE0121 • $34.95
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Maths for the More Able
Dr Alan Stoker

These books provide a range of stimulating activities
to enhance mathematical experiences for more
able children. Logical thinking, puzzle solving and
investigative challenges can be used to provide
alternative and more demanding tasks in the
classroom or as homework. Open-ended and real-life
problems encourage further thought and discussion
about mathematical ideas, and provide opportunities
for students to choose their own methods of working.
Maths for the More Able - Book 1
Book 1 will provide challenges for children in Years
1 to 3. The content focus includes properties of
numbers; addition and subtraction; money and
real-life problems; measures; time; reasoning about
shapes and numbers; mental calculation strategies;
handling data; place value and ordering.
1 74025 556 9 • FB9362
Maths for the More Able Book 2
Book 2 will provide challenges for children in Years
2 to 4. The content focus includes properties of
numbers; addition and subtraction; multiplication and
division; money and real-life problems; measures
- length and mass; time; shape and space; mental
calculation strategies; place value and ordering.
1 74025 557 7 • FB9370
Maths for the More Able - Book 3
Book 3 will provide challenges for children in Years
3 to 5. The content focus includes place value;
shape and space - position and direction; addition
and subtraction; multiplication and division; money
and real-life problems; three-dimensional shapes;
measures - length, capacity and mass; time; data
handling; fractions and reading numbers from scales.
1 74025 558 5 • FB9389
Maths for the More Able - Book 4
Book 4 will provide challenges for children in Years
3 to 5. The content focus includes place value,
estimating and rounding; subtraction and addition;
multiplication and division; length; symmetry; twodimensional shapes; position and direction; area
and perimeter; angle; ratio and proportion; time;
handling data; fractions and decimals.
1 74025 559 3 • FB9397
Maths for the More Able - Book 5
Book 5 will provide challenges for children in
Years 4 to 6. The content focus includes place
value, ordering and rounding; calculator skills;
mental calculation; money and real-life problems;
symmetry; two-dimensional shapes; area and
perimeter; angle and rotation; ratio and proportion;
shape, space and measures; fractions, decimals
and percentages.
1 74025 560 7 • FB9400
Maths for the More Able - Book 6
Book 6 will provide challenges for middle years
students. The content focus includes place value,
ordering and rounding; addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division; calculator skills;
two- and three-dimensional shapes; shape and
space - angle, rotation, position and direction; ratio
and proportion; length, mass and capacity; data
handling; percentages; fractions and decimals.
1 74025 541 0 • FB9419

$24.95 each

Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Book
One
Gayle Gregory, Carolyn Chapman

In today’s highly diverse classrooms, differentiated
instruction enables teachers to plan strategically so they
can meet the individual needs of all their students. Now
this unique resource makes the challenge of reaching all
learners easier by providing teachers with a wide array
of practical activities for the differentiated classroom.
CO541X
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Book
Two
The books include activities for maths, English,
science, social studies, physical education, art and
music. Book 2, which is suitable for Years 1 & 2
students, contains activities such as Money Match:
matching coins with equivalent values; Weather and
Seasons; Where in the World: using cardinal directions
to describe the location of oceans and continents on
a map; Story Sleuths: identifying and discussing story
elements; and Having a Ball with Balls: throwing,
catching and kicking balls.
CO5428
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Book
Three
Teachers can adjust learning based on individual
students’ knowledge, skills, experience, preferences
and needs by using tested, research-based strategies
such as choice boards, cubing, graphic organisers,
learning centres, problem-based learning and
cooperative learning.
CO5436
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Book
Four
In today’s highly diverse classrooms, differentiated
instruction enables teachers to plan strategically so
they can meet the individual needs of all their students.
Now this unique resource makes the challenge of
reaching all learners easier by providing teachers with
a wide array of practical activities for the differentiated
classroom.
CO5444
Engage the Brain: Graphic Organisers and Other
Visual Strategies - Book 5
Each activity includes step-by-step directions, skills
objectives, materials lists and a myriad of creative
projects that help students organise and record
their learning. This resource offers a multitude of
brain-compatible activities that cover topics such
as: fractions, rounding, shapes; geology, natural
disasters, biomes; government, biographies, timelines;
vocabulary, reports, the writing process; fitness, art,
music; and much more!
CO4669
Engage the Brain: Graphic Organisers and Other
Visual Strategies - Book 6
Each activity includes step-by-step directions, skills
objectives, materials lists and a myriad of creative
projects that help students organise and record
their learning. This resource offers a multitude of
brain-compatible activities that cover topics such
as: fractions, rounding, shapes; geology, natural
disasters, biomes; government, biographies, timelines;
vocabulary, reports, the writing process; fitness, art,
music; and much more!
CO4650

$24.95 each
CAT007
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PI in the Sky: Hands-on Mathematical
Activities for Teaching Astronomy

Priorities in Practice: The Essentials of
Mathematics K-6: Effective Curriculum,
Instruction, and Assessment

Robert Pethoud • 1862999333

Think of astronomy and starry nights, and
telescopes may well come to mind. PI in the Sky
was written for teachers who have access to
neither of these commodities. The activities are
designed for daylight hours (except for a couple
of short homework assignments) using materials
commonly found in schools or, when necessary, in
the local hardware store. The goals of this project
are for students to: construct accurate and lasting mental images of our
neighbourhood in space, see how scientific knowledge is obtained, gain a
sense of the unlimited potential for exploration of our world that is possible
with only the simplest equipment, and to enhance the students’ self-images.
3814 • $35.95

Kathy Checkley • 9781741702514

Priorities in Practice: The Essentials of Mathematics
K–6 explores how educators: • Emphasising
algebraic thinking, problem solving and
communication • Relying on research to guide
the implementation of new teaching practices •
Connecting maths activities to larger purposes and
everyday experiences • Differentiating instruction
based on students’ learning styles, interests and readiness levels • Helping
teachers use classroom assessment to guide instruction • Improving maths
teaching practices through teacher professional development and analysis of
student work.
106032 • $25.95

Designing Assessment for Mathematics, 2nd Edition

Priorities in Practice: The Essentials of
Mathematics, Grades 7-12: Effective
Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment

Eileen Depka • 1 74170 572 x

In this second edition of Designing Rubrics for
Mathematics, Eileen Depka clarifies the purpose
of rubrics in math instruction and illustrates the
relationship between assessment, rubrics, and
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics’
Principles and Standards for School Mathematics
(2000). Each chapter in this research-based updated
edition offers easy-to-use strategies, suggestions,
creative sample problems, and tasks to engage
students in hands-on learning while allowing them to have fun in the process.

CO572X • $54.95
Exemplary Practices for Secondary Math Teachers
Alfred Posamentier, Daniel Jaye & Stephen Krulik •
1 74170 553 3

Discover what the best maths teachers know and
do to provide motivational and challenging maths
instruction for middle and high school students.
From setting up the classroom through planning
learning experiences and assessing results, this is
an idea guide for inexperienced teachers, new staff
members, and maths faculty who are monitoring
other teachers or are interested in enhancing their
own practice. • Designing successful classrooms • Incorporating challenge
• Teaching reasoning and problem solving • The most effective instructional
practice
106005 • $35.95
Reflective Practice in the Mathematics
Classroom
Peter Corkill • 186401881X

Many teachers clearly see that their students lack
motivation and self-esteem when it comes to maths,
and poor retention of knowledge means that skills
are forgotten as soon as the test is over.
3412 • $35.95

Kathy Checkley • 9781741702613

For many students, the longer they are in school, the
less they trust in their ability to do maths and fail to
see why maths is important to know. How can middle
and secondary school educators turn that tendency
around? Explore how your colleagues are answering
that question and improving maths programs in
grades 7-12 in this next volume of Priorities in
Practice: The Essentials of Mathematics. Award-winning mathematics teachers
and respected maths researchers share their perspectives on how to improve
mathematics education through equal access, technological tools, lessons with
real-life scenarios, formative assessments and differentiated instruction.

106129 • $25.95
Maths Wonders to Inspire
Teachers and Student

Engaging students in maths lessons and
encouraging them to explore maths principles is
much easier—and lots more fun—when you use
this book’s amazing collection of quirks, illustrations,
problems, and surprises. Dazzle your students with:
• Peculiar number patterns and properties • Clever
shortcuts and tricks for avoiding cumbersome
mathematic processes • Curious problems that
reveal problem-solving strategies • Algebra problems that shed light on
patterns in mathematics and the behaviour of numbers • Activities and
demonstrations that uncover timeless geometric principles • The beautiful
Magic Square, challenge students to discover their own magic square. Used as
attention-getters, motivators, or enrichment activities, these “math wonders”
leave students questioning and exploring further, regardless of their grade level
or ability.
103010 • $35.95
Teaching Essential Mathematics,
Grades K-8

What We Know About Mathematics Teaching
and Learning
McRel • 9781743300046

This book is designed for accessibility. Each chapter
is broken down into important questions that
address everything from vocabulary instruction in the
mathematics classroom to the use of technology in
the classroom. For each question, the authors provide
background information from a research perspective,
offer implications for improving classroom instruction,
and list resources for further reading.
SOT0046 • $29.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

NEW

Alfred Posamentier • 1 74170 552 5

NEW

Timothy J. McNamara • 1 74170 588 6

Written by a national consultant in mathematics
instruction and assessment, this resource helps
educators gain the confidence they need to teach math
in creative and engaging ways. Teaching Essential
Mathematics, Grades K–8 provides teachers with an
overview of the key mathematics concepts students
need to acquire and includes hands-on activities and
clear examples to help students learn these concepts in depth. The classroomready activities and calculator exercises are organized according to the NCTM
content standards, and each activity is directly aligned with specific benchmarks.
CO5886 • $49.95

CAT007
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CAMS, STAMS
and CAMS II Series
A 4 Step Program Assessing 12 Mathematical Strategies

The CAMS Series is unlike other mathematical texts in that it assesses and builds strategies
for problem solving in mathematics that are necessary for understanding mathematical
challenges and mastering the foundations of mathematics.

Assessment: CAMS
Diagnose student difficulties that are crucial for student success. Pinpoint
the student’s needs and measure progress in one complete program. The
Comprehensive Assessment of Maths Strategies (CAMS) Series helps
educators identify students’ strengths and weaknesses in 12 standards-based
maths strategies.

Instruction/Practice: STAMS
Target your individualised instruction to essential maths skills. Differentiate
instruction and keep students engaged. The Strategies to Achieve Maths Success
(STAMS) Series helps you model the 12 standards-based maths strategies and
provide explicit instruction for the 12 skills assessed.

Application: Extensions in Mathematics
In the Extensions in Mathematics Series, students strengthen and extend
problem-solving mathematical skills with research-based lessons that ensure
mastery with direct instruction, guided review, independent practice and
embedded test-taking practice, with the addition of graphic organisers and maths
writing skills.

Extra Practise: Focus on Mathematics
Concentrated Practise of 6 Maths Strategies
The FOCUS on Mathematics Series centres on brief instruction and concentrates
targetted maths concepts and strategies to master the foundations for higher level
mathematics skills, strengthening maths skills for students needing extra practice.

CAT007
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44 CAMS, STAMS, CAMS II and EXTENSIONS
Diagnose: CAMS
CAMS (Student Book)

Comprehensive Assessment of
Mathematics Strategies

UNDERSTANDING

Diagnose student difficulties in key foundational
maths skills necessary for success in mathematics.

Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
Strategies (CAMS®) gives you the information you need

THE

STRATEGIES

SELF-ASSESSMENT 1

Name: ______________________________________ Date: __________________
Midway through and at the end of the Student Book,Student’s
students:
Teacher’s Name: ______________________________________
• a nalyse their own performance
Complete this page after you have finished Lessons 1–5.
• identify their own strengths and weaknesses
1. You have completed Lessons 1–5. Explain how well you think you did.
_____________________________________________________________________
• s et goals for improving performance

• Building Number Sense
Numeration includes strategies involving number concepts, number
sense, place value, counting and the writing and reading of numbers
in word form, standard form and expanded form. Numeration also
includes ordinal numbers (first, second, etc.) and basic fractional and
decimal concepts.

_____________________________________________________________________

to target instruction and measure progress in topics that
CAMS (Teacher Guide)
align to standards Focal Points and Connections.
Classroom-proven assessment identifies students’
CLASS PERFORMANCE CHART
individual needs.
The research-based CAMS Series:
• assess 12 standards based math skills that offer
a balance between computational fluency and
conceptual understanding
• encourages students to use higher-order
thinking skills
• provides students the opportunity for self
assessment (metacognition)
• offers practice responding to questions in testtaking format
Performance is analysed and goals are set using
Student and Teacher Assessments.

2. Did any of the maths problems give you trouble? ____________________
If so, what kind of trouble did you have? _________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

• Applying Addition
Addition is the mathematical operation that establishes the total
number of items when two sets are put together. The numbers to
be added are addends, and the answer is the sum. Addition is an
Class
Performance
Chart
operation that can be used
with
whole numbers
and fractions. The
each student’s
name, record theAddition
number of correct
responses properties:
(out of 10)
oppositeNext
of toaddition
is subtraction.
has several

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
TEACHER ASSESSMENT 3
Teacher Assessments
(reproducible on page 17 of teacher guide)
The purposes of the teacher assessments are to
• identify an individual student’s areas of
You will complete this assessment once—after all
3. weakness
Complete
this sentence:
I could
have
anTeacher
even better job
strength and
when applying
a
ten
lessons have
beendone
completed.
maths strategy.
Assessment 3 is a review of the student’s overall
on
Lessons
1–5
if
• determine in which specific areas, if any,
strengths and weaknesses. You write an analysis
remediation is indicated.
of a student’s strengths, as well as areas that need
• compare levels _____________________________________________________________________
of mastery for instituting
improvement. Then describe what action will be
an effective action plan.
taken. After the action plan has been instituted,
add progress notes about the student’s
_____________________________________________________________________
There are three teacher
assessments in this teacher
performance.
guide. Teacher assessments are completed in the
following manner. _____________________________________________________________________
When should I use the CAMS Series
in the classroom?
TEACHER ASSESSMENT 1

for each strategy. Then total the responses to determine the overall number

of correctproperty:
responses (out of (1
120)for
A. Associative
2)each
 student.
3  1  (2  3)
Strategies
B. Commutative property: 1 Mathematics
22
1
C. Zero property:
1 NS
 0AD
 1SU
(Zero
Student
MU plus
TM any
WM number
GE
GC is
Total
that number.)

8
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Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
Strategies 6–10?
is a diagnostic tool for identifying
4. What
is your
goal for Lessons
You will complete
this assessment
twice—once
mathematics strategies that need further study and
after Lessons 1–5 are finished by the student,
reinforcement. Comprehensive Assessment of
and then again after_____________________________________________________________________
Lessons 6–10 are finished
Mathematics Strategies is appropriate for use at any
by the student. Use the student’s completed and
time during the school year to assess mathematics
corrected Answer Form
to complete this
_____________________________________________________________________
skills and understanding. However, since the
assessment. Teacher Assessment 1 assesses a
strategies practised in each level of Comprehensive
student’s performance for each of the maths
Assessment of Mathematics Strategies appear on
strategies practised in Lessons 1–5, and then in
most standardised tests, the beginning of the school
Lessons 6–10.5.
At the
top ofwould
Teacher Assessment
How
you rate your
intesting
Lessons
Circle
year,work
before any
begins, is1–5?
the most
helpful your answer.
1, check the group of lessons reviewed in the
time to introduce the series. You will thereby be
assessment.
ablegood
to provide remediation
in deficient
areas before
excellent
needs
improvement
Teacher Assessment 1 is a chart of a student’s
testing begins.
performance for each specific strategy. Record
If
you
plan
to
introduce
students
to
the
Strategies
the number of correct responses in ratio form,
to Achieve Mathematics Success (STAMS Series)
and then convert to a percentage. For example, if
instructional series, first diagnose the students’
a student correctly answers four out of five
maths strengths and weaknesses using
Applying Addition questions, record ‘4 out of
Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
5’ under ‘Number of Correct Responses,’ and
Strategies. This diagnosis will provide you with
‘80%’ under ‘Percent Correct.’
essential information to guide your placement of
2006 Hawker
CAMS
Series A Teacher Guide CA88249
the students 13
in Strategies to Achieve
Mathematics
TEACHER©ASSESSMENT
2 Brownlow Education
Success.
(reproducible on page 16 of teacher guide)

Class performance charts help
you keep track of the class as
well as individuals.

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education
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(reproducible on page 15 of teacher guide)

You will complete this assessment once—after
Lessons 1–10 have been finished by the student.
Use the student’s completed and corrected
Answer Form to complete this assessment.
Teacher Assessment 2 assesses a student’s
performance for each of the math strategies
practised in Lessons 1–10.

How do I use the CAMS Series effectively
in the classroom?
Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
Strategies is designed for flexibility in the classroom
and can be used effectively in several ways.
If students complete Lessons 1–5 and Selfassessment 1, then complete Lessons 6–10 and
Self-assessment 2, Comprehensive Assessment of
Mathematics Strategies takes 12 class periods for
completion of lessons, correction of lessons and
completion of student assessments. You may decide
how to break up the 12 class periods.

Teacher Assessment 2 is a chart of a student’s
performance for each specific strategy. Record the
number of correct responses in ratio form, and
then convert to a percent. For example, if a
student correctly answers eight out of ten
Applying Addition questions, record ‘8 out of 10’
under ‘Number of Correct Responses,’ and ‘80%’
under ‘Percent Correct.’

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education

You may choose to have students complete one
lesson each week for five weeks and then complete
Self-assessment 1. Provide individual conferencing
before students complete the remaining five lessons
3

CAMS Series A Teacher Guide CA88249

Instruction/Practice: STAMS
Strategies to Achieve Mathematics Success

STAMS (Student Book)

Target your individualised instruction on essential math
skills based on results from the CAMS® Series. The
new Strategies to Achieve Mathematics Success
(STAMS®) helps educators teach key foundational
math skills and concepts for each grade and provide
explicit instruction to thoroughly address grade-level
standards Focal Points and Connections.
• Engaging Interactive Activities are included
for every lesson
• Five-part, highly scaffolded, visual lessons support
struggling students
• Provides comprehensive support for teachers

×

• Eastern Standard Time (used in
Queensland, the Australian Capital
Territory, New South Wales, Victoria and
Tasmania) is half an hour ahead of Central
Standard Time (South Australia and the
Northern Territory) and two hours ahead
of Western Standard Time (Western
Australia).

Add or subtract the hours and minutes.

d.

e.

17 h 52 min
� 10 h 25 min

g.

12 h
� 8 h 36 min

h.

24 h 16 min
� 12 h

i.

41 h 28 min
� 40 h 47 min

j.

24 h 52 min
� 13 h 57 min

PART THREE: Check Your Understanding

When moving from east to west, subtract time as you enter each new time zone.
When moving from west to east, add time as you enter each new time zone.
To find how much time has passed or remains, use a clock face to count on or count
back; or, use addition or subtraction.
To add times together, first add the minutes, then add the hours, regrouping 60 minutes
to 1 hour, if necessary. To subtract times, first subtract the minutes, regrouping 1 hour
to 60 minutes, if necessary. Then subtract the hours.

72

Converting Time and Money

Solve this problem. As you work, ask
yourself, ‘Is the movement from east to
west or west to east across time zones?
How many time zones are crossed?’
5. Last year, Olivia’s family visited Perth.
While they were on holiday, Olivia called
her grandmother in Brisbane to wish her a
happy birthday. Olivia tried to call at
9.00 a.m. Western Standard Time but had
to wait 22 minutes because of a telephone
problem. What time was it in Brisbane,
which is in Eastern Standard Time, when
Olivia reached her grandmother?
� 11.22 a.m.
� 7.22 a.m.
� 12.22 a.m.
� 10.22 a.m.

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education CA84190

Solve another problem. As you work, ask
yourself, ‘Do I count forward or count
back on a clock from a given time to find
how much time has passed? How do I
convert minutes to fractions of an hour?’
6. On a visit to Brisbane, Olivia and her
grandmother went on a tour of the city.
The tour began at 11.50 a.m. and ended at
1.35 p.m. How long did the tour last?

� 1_14 hours

� 3 hours 25 minutes
� 1_34 hours
� _23 hours

Models of ‘real’ test items
prepare students for test taking.

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

Melbourne
Hobart

Converting Time and Money

When adding times, add the minutes first.
Then add the hours. If the minutes add up to
60 or more, regroup each 60 minutes as 1 hour.

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education CA84190

1

4 h 33 min
 1 h 29 min
5 h 62 min  6 h 2 min

When subtracting times, subtract the minutes first. If the minutes you are
subtracting are greater than the minutes you are subtracting from,
regroup 1 hour as 60 minutes. Subtract the minutes. Then subtract the hours.

33 h 22 min
� 12 h

28 h 45 min
� 14 h 56 min

Sydney

When you want to tell how much time has passed or remains between events, you can
use a clock face to count on or count back. You can also use addition or subtraction.

Students learn about then apply the strategy through
guided instruction.

20 h 48 min
� 31 h 52 min

Brisbane
Perth

• When moving from west to east, add
time as you enter each new time zone.

18 h 14 min
� 9 h 36 min

Remember: You can tell how much time has passed or remains between events, and
what time it is in other time zones.
You just reviewed how to subtract hours and minutes.

76

• When moving from east to west, subtract
time as you enter each new time zone.

Cairns

Adelaide

hours

minutes

7

108

8:

48

 2:
56
You can tell how much time has passed or remains between events, and what
5:
52
time it is in other time zones.
When moving from east to west, subtract time as you enter each new time zone.
When
moving Learn
from westMore
to east, add
time as you
enterand
each new
time zone.
PART
FOUR:
About
Time
Money
To find how much time has passed or remains, use a clock face to count on or count
back; or, use addition or subtraction.
addknow
timesabout
together,
add the how
minutes,
hours,
60 minutes
You can use whatToyou
time first
to calculate
long then
a jobadd
willthe
take.
You regrouping
can use
to 1 hour,
if necessary.
subtract
times,
subtract the minutes, regrouping 1 hour
what you know about
the value
of notesTo
and
coins to
countfirst
money.
to 60 minutes, if necessary. Then subtract the hours.
When you want to know the total value of a group of notes or coins, count all of one
denomination before going on to the next lowest denomination of note or coin.

▼

c.

f.

11 a.m.

Darwin

▼

b.

15 h
� 6 h 45 min

Eastern

10.30 a.m.

▼

a.

Central

9 a.m.

▼

▼

To subtract times, first subtract the minutes, regrouping 1 hour to 60 minutes, if necessary.
Then subtract the hours.

Western

▼

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

• Australia has three time zones: Eastern,
Central and Western.

To add times together, first add the minutes, then the hours, regrouping 60 minutes to 1 hour,
if necessary.

To find how many coins are in a dollar value, multiply by the number of coins in $1.00.
For example, to find how many twenty-cent pieces are in $250.00, multiply 250 by 5 (5
twenty-cent pieces  $1.00): $250  5  1250 twenty-cent pieces.

▼

×
×
×
×
×
×
×

Time Zones

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT FINDING HOW MUCH TIME HAS PASSED?

▼

Books B–H

Study the time zone map that Olivia found. As you study, think of how the map
can help you solve time problems.

PART ONE: Think About Time and Money

▼

Book A

Activate prior knowledge with
strategy introduction.

PART TWO: Learn About Time

CONVERTING TIME AND MONEY

▼

Maths Strategies
Building Number Sense
Applying Addition
Applying Subtraction
Applying Multiplication
Converting Time and Money
Using Geometry
Metric Measures
Using Algebra
Using Estimation
Applying Division
Determining Probability/Averages
Interpreting Graphs and Charts
Reeading Maths Pictures

Strategy
Seven

To find the dollar value of coins, divide by the number of coins in $1.00. For example,
to find the dollar value of 300 five-cent pieces, divide by 20 (20 five-cent pieces =
$1.00): 300 ÷ 2074= $15.00. Converting Time and Money
© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education CA84190

Olivia’s class sponsored some fundraising events. Do Questions 7 to 10.
9. People who took part in the cake stall
7. Each spring, the year seven class in Olivia’s
fundraiser each paid $0.25 for a chance
school sponsors several events to raise
to win one of the donated cakes. Later,
money for the end-of-year activities. Last
Olivia tallied the coins people paid. She
year’s class raised $1200. Olivia’s class hopes
counted 505 five-cent pieces, 439 tento beat that by at least $400. Which set of
cent pieces, 350 twenty-cent pieces and
notes equals the amount they hope to raise?
835 fifty-cent pieces. Which of these
� 10 twenty-dollar notes
statements is true?
� 16 fifty-dollar notes and
� The five-cent pieces have a greater
16 twenty-dollar notes
value than the ten-cent pieces.
� 12 hundred-dollar notes and
� The cake stall raised more than $260.
4 twenty-dollar notes
� The value of the fifty-cent pieces is
� 80 twenty-dollar notes
more than $210.
� Together, the twenty-cent pieces and
8. Olivia helped plan the car wash. Each
ten-cent pieces are equal to a value less
customer was charged $2.50 a car wash.
than $50.
Students needed fifty-cent pieces for
change, so Olivia used class funds to get
$178 of fifty-cent pieces at the bank. How
10. The class dinner and the day at Hillside
many fifty-cent pieces did she get?
Amusement Park costs an average of $38
per student. If all 27 students in Olivia’s
� 712 fifty-cent pieces
class participate in these events, how
� 356 fifty-cent pieces
many twenty-dollar notes would cover the
� 44 fifty-cent pieces
cost?
� 178 fifty-cent pieces
� 104 twenty-dollar notes
� 52 twenty-dollar notes
� 65 twenty-dollar notes
� 100 twenty-dollar notes

78

Converting Time and Money

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education CA84190

Then they work independently to apply
the strategy.
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CAMS, STAMS, CAMS II and EXTENSIONS 45
Benchmarking: CAMS II
Comprehensive Assessment of
Mathematics Strategies II

CAMS II (teachers guide)
Optional software is available on CD-ROM that
automates completion of the Teacher Assessment
reports and also allows you to view progress from
Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
Strategies to Comprehensive Assessment of
Mathematics Strategies II. After you input the
students’ Answer Form responses, the software
generates student and class reports that analyse
performance and pinpoint strengths and
weaknesses. Students can be grouped by strength
and weakness in particular strategies.

Because Comprehensive Assessment of
Mathematics Strategies II is the follow-up
to Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
Strategies, Strategies to Achieve Mathematics
Success and the Extensions in Mathematics Series,
the results can be used in two ways.
• Use the results to assess a student’s progress
since completing Comprehensive Assessment
of Mathematics Strategies and the action
plan using Strategies to Achieve Mathematics
Success and/or the Extensions in Mathematics
Series. By comparing a student’s results from
Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
Strategies with the student’s results from
Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
Strategies II, you can determine the level
of an individual student’s progress.
• Use the results to determine where a student
still needs improvement. You can then provide
targeted remediation to specific areas.

Where can I learn more about how to
use the CAMS Series II with other series in
Hawker Brownlow Education 4-Step
Mathematics Program?
Hawker Brownlow Education offers free
online product training in the complete 4-Step
Mathematics Program. Visit www.hbe.com.au
to learn how to diagnose with Comprehensive
Assessment of Mathematics Strategies, teach with
Strategies to Achieve Mathematics Success, extend
with Extensions in Mathematics Series and assess
with Comprehensive Assessment of Mathematics
Strategies II.

What should I do with the completed student
self-assessment, teacher assessments and the
Answer Form?

Series features:
•
•
•

The completed student’s self-assessment, the
teacher assessments and the Answer Form may
be placed in the student’s portfolio for review
by maths specialists, administrators or another
teacher. As a student works through the CAMS
Series, the STAMS Series, the Extensions in
Mathematics Series and the CAMS Series II, the
portfolio allows teachers and parents to see the
student’s growth and performance over time.
How do I record results for the entire class
on the Class Performance Chart?

thematic lessons with selectedresponse questions
self assessment form
teacher assessment forms

Student’s Name: _______________________________________ Date: ______________________
Teacher’s Name: _______________________________________

Assessing the Strategies
Students answer a question about each strategy once in each lesson, or a total of five
times. Use the student’s completed Answer Form to fill in the chart below. First, record
the total number of correct responses for each strategy. Then record the percentage of
correct responses for each strategy.
Number of
Correct Responses

Percent
Correct

Building Number Sense

(NS)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Applying Addition

(AD)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Strategy

(SU)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Applying Multiplication

(MU)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Converting Time and Money

(TM)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Working with Measurements

Applying Subtraction

(WM)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Using Geometry

(GE)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

Interpreting Graphs and Charts

(GC)

_____ out of 5

= _____ %

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education
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Long ago dinosaurs lived on
the earth.
There were many kinds of
dinosaurs.
Some were very large and
some were very small.

1. What place in the row is the
dark dinosaur?






3. There were 9 dinosaurs eating
plants.
Soon, 4 dinosaurs walked away.
How many dinosaurs stayed?





first
second
third
fourth

13 dinosaurs
8 dinosaurs
4 dinosaurs
5 dinosaurs

2. There were 4 dinosaurs eating
4. A movie shows 3 dinosaurs
leaves from a tree.
standing in the grass.
How many legs are shown in
Soon, 2 more dinosaurs joined
total?
them.
Which number sentence shows the
total number of dinosaurs?
 426
 257
 10 legs
 336
 8 legs
 437
 6 legs
 12 legs

Questions focus on specific maths strategies and
are based on real-world stories.

A quantitative analysis of individual results
demonstrates the students progress.
4

Dinosaurs

Complete this page after the student has finished Lessons 1–5.

You may record the number of correct responses
to the strategy-based questions for your entire
class on the reproducible Class Performance
Chart, on page 15 of the teacher guide. For each
student, record the number of correct responses
(out of 5) for each strategy. Then total the
responses to determine the overall number of
correct responses (out of 60 for Books B–H and
out of 40 for Book A) for each student.

CAMS Series II A Teacher Guide CA88259

LESSON 3

TEACHER ASSESSMENT 1

What is the Management Software for CAMS
Series and CAMS Series II and how is it used?

How should I use the results of the
CAMS Series II to establish a student’s
mathematics needs?

Measure students’ progress – helpful for
benchmarking.
Assess students’ proficiency in the
same 12 standards-based skills learned
in CAMS, STAMS and Extensions in
Mathematics Series.

CAMS II (Student Book)

13

CAMS Series II A Teacher Guide CA88259

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education

5

CAMS Series II A CA88251

Application: Extensions in Mathematics
Extensions in Mathematics
Strengthen problem-solving and math writing skills by ensuring mastery of math skills taught
in the STAMS® Series. The Extensions in Mathematics® Series helps students
improve using increasingly sophisticated elements.

Lessons include six elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing to explain solutions
Problem solving
Graphic organizers
Numbers in context
Assessment with embedded test prep
Challenge problems and class projects

Extra Practise: Focus on Mathematics
FOCUS on Mathematics
Reinforce math skills and differentiate instruction—books across multiple
levels feature parallel lessons with the same skills and page numbers.
Individual titles for the FOCUS on Mathematics series include Building
Number Sense, Using Estimation, Using Algebra, Using Geometry,
Determining Probability and Averages, and Interpreting Graphs and Charts.
•
•
•

Strengthen math skills for students needing extra practice
Teach students according to their skill level
We’re working on creating more titles to support your classroom.

The FOCUS on Mathematics series covers:
•
•
•
•

Building Number Sense
Using Geometry
Using Estimation
Determining Probability and

CAT007

•
•

Averages
Using Algebra
Interpreting Graphs and Charts

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

46 Price List
Qty

Title

Level H

Level G

Level F

Level E

Level D

Level C

Level B

Level A

CAMS Series A Student Book Set of 5
CAMS Series A Teacher Guide
STAMS Series A Student Book Set of 5
STAMS Series A Teacher Guide
Extensions Student Book (Set of 5)
Extensions Teacher Guide
CAMS II - Series A Student Book Set of 5
CAMS II - Series A Teacher Guide
CAMS Series B Student Book Set of 5
CAMS Series B Teacher Guide
STAMS Series B Student Book Set of 5
STAMS Series B Teacher Guide
Extensions Student Book (Set of 5)
Extensions Teacher Guide
CAMS II - Series B Student Book Set of 5
CAMS II - Series B Teacher Guide
CAMS Series C Student Book Set of 5
CAMS Series C Teacher Guide
STAMS Series C Student Book Set of 5
STAMS Series C Teacher Guide
Extensions Student Book (Set of 5)
Extensions Teacher Guide
CAMS II - Series C Student Book Set of 5
CAMS II - Series C Teacher Guide
CAMS Series D Student Book Set of 5
CAMS Series D Teacher Guide
STAMS Series D Student Book Set of 5
STAMS Series D Teacher Guide
Extensions Student Book (Set of 5)
Extensions Teacher Guide
CAMS II - Series D Student Book Set of 5
CAMS II - Series D Teachers Guide
CAMS Series E Student Book Set of 5
CAMS Series E Teacher Guide
STAMS Series E Student Book Set of 5
STAMS Series E Teacher Guide
Extensions Student Book (Set of 5)
Extensions Teacher Guide
CAMS II - Series E Student Book Set of 5
CAMS II - Series E Teacher Guide
CAMS Series F Student Book Set of 5
CAMS Series F Teacher Guide
STAMS Series F Student Book Set of 5
STAMS Series F Teacher Guide
Extensions Student Book (Set of 5)
Extensions Teacher Guide
CAMS II - Series F Student Book Set of 5
CAMS II - Series F Teachers Guide
CAMS Series G Student Book Set of 5
CAMS Series G Teacher Guide
STAMS Series G Student Book Set of 5
STAMS Series G Teacher Guide
Extensions Student Book (Set of 5)
Extensions Teacher Guide
CAMS II - Series G Student Book Set of 5
CAMS II - Series G Teacher Guide
CAMS Series H Student Book Set of 5
CAMS Series H Teacher Guide
STAMS Series H Student Book Set of 5
STAMS Series H Teacher Guide
Extensions Student Book (Set of 5)
Extensions Teacher Guide
CAMS II - Series H Student Book Set of 5
CAMS II - Series H Teacher Guide
CAMS Mixed Pack Student Books A–E

QTY PG Ref
4
36
36
36
36
11
4
36
4
4
40

Code

QTY PG Ref

Price

CA88241
CA88249
CA88440
CA88449
CA10109
CA101099
CA88251
CA88259
CA82261
CA82269
CA84140
CA84149
CA10110
CA101109
CA83931
CA83939
CA82271
CA82279
CA84150
CA84159
CA10111
CA101119
CA83941
CA83949
CA82281
CA82289
CA84160
CA84169
CA10112
CA101129
CA83951
CA83959
CA82291
CA82299
CA84170
CA84179
CA10113
CA101139
CA83961
CA83969
CA82301
CA82309
CA84180
CA84189
CA10114
CA101149
CA83971
CA82979
CA82311
CA82319
CA84190
CA84199
CA10115
CA101159
CA83981
CA83989
CA82321
CA82329
CA84200
CA84209
CA10116
CA101169
CA83991
CA83999
CAM001

$29.95
$9.95
$99.00
$9.95
$99.00
$16.95
$25.95
$9.95
$29.95
$9.95
$99.00
$9.95
$99.00
$16.95
$25.95
$9.95
$29.95
$9.95
$99.00
$9.95
$99.00
$16.95
$25.95
$9.95
$29.95
$9.95
$99.00
$9.95
$99.00
$16.95
$25.95
$9.95
$29.95
$9.95
$99.00
$9.95
$99.00
$16.95
$25.95
$9.95
$29.95
$9.95
$99.00
$9.95
$99.00
$16.95
$25.95
$9.95
$29.95
$9.95
$99.00
$9.95
$99.00
$16.95
$25.95
$9.95
$29.95
$9.95
$99.00
$9.95
$99.00
$16.95
$25.95
$9.95
$29.95

STAMS Mixed Pack Student Books A–E

CAM301

$99.00

CAMS II Mixed Pack Student Books A–E

CAM201

$25.95

CAMS Mixed Pack Student Books C–G

CAM002

$29.95

CODE

TITLE

101+ Great Ideas for Introducing Key Concepts in
Mathematics
ID7422
180 Mind-Stretching Maths Problems: Book 1
ID7423
180 Mind-Stretching Maths Problems: Book 2
ID7424
180 Mind-Stretching Maths Problems: Book 3
ID7425
180 Mind-Stretching Maths Problems: Book 4
HGP6163 24 Real World Maths Investigations
24 Real World Maths Investigations That Will Astound
HGP6163
Teachers and Students
4396
A Book of Brainteasers
CO3056 A Guide to Mathematics Coaching
CO5548 A Guide to Mathematics Leadership
A Handbook for Explosive, Engaging, Enriching Classroom
HB3410
Strategies
CO1012

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

PRICE
$42.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$65.00
$65.00
$21.95
$47.95
$37.95
$29.95

CODE

27
25 & 30
33
42
42
42
42
13
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
26
25
36
25
23
22 & 27
10 & 22
22
22 & 36
22 & 36
22
22
22
22
27
27
9 & 11
26
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
40

IFA22700
MMA2048
CO5665
CO5444
CO541X
CO5436
CO5428
CO4618
3406
3407
3410
3408
3411
3409
1381
MMA2154
MMA2155
4611
4220
KAMRBTK
4366
6019
INA40140
INA4072
4365
6020
INA4163
INA4164
INA4165
1750
1751
HGP6156
5242
CO3148
CO3155
CO3131
CO3160
CO4642
CO4634
CO4627
CO5673

32

MMA2125

14
36
35
7
7 & 23
9 & 23
23
24
24
35
26
14
31
6
6&9
9
5
6
9
43

HB6718
4012
106008
KA7410
KA3034
KA0779
KA0795
KA0760
KA5975
SA3867
INA3111
CO1001
MMA2127
WAL8495
WAL8501
WAL8297
WAL8303
WAL8280
WAL8273
CO572X

11

CO5517

2
2

WAL9522
EYE9782

2 & 15

EYE9973

2 & 15

EYE9775

14
6
6
23
23
40
7
15 & 25
42
42

CO1106
WAL9577
WAL9584
KACDD
KA1457
2563
1745
SA3859
CO4669
CO4650

TITLE

PRICE

A to Z Early Childhood Curriculum
A to Z Maths Games
Active Learning In the Mathematics Classroom, Middle Years
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Book Four
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Book One
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Book Three
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Book Two
Activities for the Differentiated Classroom: Maths, Middle Years
Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 4 & 5
Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 5 & 6 Book One
Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 5 & 6 Book Two
Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 7 & 8 Book One
Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 7 & 8 Book Two
Algebra Made Easy: Year Level 8, 9 & 10
Algebra Survival Guide
All About Skills: Numbers
All About Skills: Shapes
Another Book of Brainteasers
Australian Dot-to-Dot Maths (Years 1-3)
Base 10 Manipulatives
Basic Not Boring Series: Fractions and Decimals 5-8
Basic Not Boring Series: Geometry and Measurement 5-8
Basic Not Boring Series: Graphing Statistics & Probability 5-8
Basic Not Boring Series: Problem Solving (Upper Primary)
Basic Not Boring Series: Problem Solving 5-8
Basic Not Boring Series: Whole Numbers and Integers 5-8
Basic Not Boring Years 3–4
Basic Not Boring Years 4-5
Basic Not Boring Years 5-6
Basic Skills Bonanza: Adding and Subtracting Fractions
Basic Skills Bonanza: Multiplying and Dividing Fractions
Becoming a Problem Solving Genius
Book & Number Cards
Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics, Years 2-3
Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics, Years 4-5
Brain-Compatible Activities for Mathematics, Years P-1
Brain-Compatible Activities Maths: Set of 3
Brain-Compatible Activities, Lower Primary
Brain-Compatible Activities, Middle Years
Brain-Compatible Activities, Primary
Brain-Compatible Mathematics, 2nd Edition
C is for Clocks: Cross-Curriculum Activities about Time and
Calendars
Calculated Success in Mathematics
Challenges - Maths
Concept-Rich Mathematics Instruction
Cooperative Learning & Pre-Algebra Years 6-10
Cooperative Learning and Algebra
Cooperative Learning and Geometry: High School Activities
Cooperative Learning and Mathematics (P-8)
Cooperative Learning and Mathematics: High School Activities
Cooperative Maths Year 3-6
Creative Maths Activities for Able Students
Creative Maths Experiences for the Young Child
Cultivating a Maths Coaching Practice
D is for Dinosaurs (Yrs 1-3)
Daily Warm-Ups: Algebra Level 3, Years 9-12
Daily Warm-Ups: Geometry Level 3, Years 9-12
Daily Warm-Ups: Maths Brain Teasers Level 1, Years 5-8
Daily Warm-Ups: Maths in Real Life Level 2, Years 9-12
Daily Warm-Ups: Maths Problem Solving Level 2, Years 9-12
Daily Warm-Ups: Maths Word Problems Level 1, Years 5–8
Designing Assessment for Mathematics, 2nd Edition
Designing Professional Development for Teachers of Science
and Mathematics
Differentiated Instruction for Mathematics, 5-8
Differentiated Instruction for P-8 Maths and Science
Differentiating Assessment in Middle Years and Secondary
School Mathematics and Science
Differentiating Formative Assessment: Assessing Middle Years
and Secondary School Mathematics and Science
Differentiating Maths Instruction, Second Edition
Digital Daily Warm-Ups: Mathematics, 5-8
Digital Daily Warm-Ups: Mathematics, 9-12
Discovering Decimals Combo Kit
Discovering Decimals Through Cooperative Learning
Discovering Logic
Down Algebra Alley
Early Numeracy – Assessment for Teaching and Intervention
Engage the Brain: Book 5
Engage the Brain: Book 6

$69.95
$39.95
$52.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$27.45
$27.45
$27.45
$27.45
$27.45
$27.45
$59.95
$24.95
$24.95
$21.95
$21.95
$20.00
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$59.95
$59.95
$59.95
$21.95
$21.95
$65.00
$17.95
$32.95
$32.95
$32.95
$90.00
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$49.95
$24.95
$27.95
$11.95
$29.95
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$30.00
$35.00
$30.00
$35.95
$32.95
$69.95
$24.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$54.95
$52.95
$29.95
$35.95
$32.95
$35.95
$49.95
$29.95
$29.95
$35.00
$25.00
$27.95
$21.95
$62.95
$24.95
$24.95
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QTY PG Ref
30
30
30
30
30
30
13
13
40
41
43
4&9
4
36
13
41
41
34
12 & 34
34
12 & 34
34
12 & 34
34
12 & 34
34
12 & 34
34
12 & 34
34
34
12 & 34
12 & 34
12 & 34
12 & 34
12 & 34
12 & 34
34
25 & 30
25
25
23 & 28
23 & 28
23
40
30 &36
26 & 37
26 & 37
2
9
24 & 34
24
13
13
40
37
37
37
37
37
14
6
26

CODE
CO6564
CO6572
CO6580
CO6599
CO6602
CO7650
CO6637
CO4723
EIM7030
SOT0053
106005
WAL8525
WAL8532
IFA19314
CO3636
EYE0138
EYE0121
CA9182B
CA91829
CA9183B
CA91839
CA9184B
CA91849
CA9185B
CA91859
CA9186B
CA91869
CA9187B
CA91879
3810
3932
CA91820
CA91830
CA91840
CA91850
CA91860
CA91870
3934
MMA2007
3858
3889
KACFF
KA1619
KA5355
CO7130
IFA2505
IDA7910
IDA7911
TCP1656
WAL0114
KA1643
KA1651
CO457X
NM1983
6247
IFA5195
IFA5196
IFA5197
IFA5198
IFA5199
CO4731
CO7475
MMA2005

5

108073

41
40
3
3

105137
KA149X
SOT4978
SOT5012

3

SOT5029

3
3
3
3
3
12
32
32
31

SOT4947
SOT4794
SOT4800
SOT4817
SOT4787
CO6327
3731
3732
TCM3357
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TITLE

PRICE

Engage the Brain: Games. Book 1
Engage the Brain: Games. Book 2
Engage the Brain: Games. Book 3
Engage the Brain: Games. Book 4
Engage the Brain: Games. Book 5
Engage the Brain: Games. Book 6
Engage the Brain: Games. Middle Years, Maths
Engage the Brain: Maths – Middle Years
Enigmas
Ensuring Success in Maths and Science
Exemplary Practices for Secondary Math Teachers
Expeditions in Your Classroom: Geometry Middle Years
Expeditions in Your Classroom: Maths Middle Years
Exploring Patterns in Mathematics
Facilitator's Guide to How the Brain Learns Mathematics
Family Math Night: Math Standards in Action
Family Math Night: Middle School Math Standards in Action
Figure It Out: Grade 1 Student (Set of 5)
Figure It Out: Grade 1 Teacher Guide
Figure It Out: Grade 2 Student (Set of 5)
Figure It Out: Grade 2 Teacher Guide
Figure It Out: Grade 3 Student (Set of 5)
Figure It Out: Grade 3 Teacher Guide
Figure It Out: Grade 4 Student (Set of 5)
Figure It Out: Grade 4 Teacher Guide
Figure It Out: Grade 5 Student (Set of 5)
Figure It Out: Grade 5 Teacher Guide
Figure It Out: Grade 6 Student (Set of 5)
Figure It Out: Grade 6 Teacher Guide
Figure It Out: Lower Primary
Figure It Out: Middle Primary
Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver Book 1
Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver Book 2
Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver Book 3
Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver Book 4
Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver Book 5
Figure It Out: Thinking Like a Maths Problem-Solver Book 6
Figure It Out: Upper Primary
Folder Games for Maths Plus
FolderGames for Early Maths
FolderGames for Numbers
Fraction Fun Combo
Fraction Fun Through Cooperative Learning (2-12)
Fraction Manipulatives Card Kit
From Toothpicks to Treetops
Funtastic Maths Games
Get Your Hands on Problem Solving: Level 1
Get your Hands on Problem-Solving Too!
Good Questions: Great Ways to Differentiate Maths Instruction
Graphic Organisers for Geometry, Years 7-10
Higher-Level Thinking Questions: Mathematics (3-6)
Higher-Level Thinking Questions: Secondary Mathematics (7-12)
How the Brain Learns Mathematics
Ignite Student Intellect and Imagination in Mathematics
Infusing Thinking Into the Middle Years
Inside-Out Maths Problems Year 1
Inside-Out Maths Problems Year 2
Inside-Out Maths Problems Year 3
Inside-Out Maths Problems Year 4
Inside-Out Maths Problems Year 5
Integrating Science with Mathematics and Literacy
Key Concepts in Mathematics
Kinder Folders for Maths Readiness - Prep/K
Learning to Love Maths: Teaching Strategies That Change
Student Attitudes and Get Results
Literacy Strategies for Improving Mathematics Instruction
Logic Line-Ups
Making Maths Accessible to Students with Special Needs 3-5
Making Maths Accessible to Students with Special Needs 6-8
Making Maths Accessible to Students with Special Needs
9-12
Making Maths Accessible to Students with Special Needs P-2
Making Maths Accessible:Years 3-5
Making Maths Accessible:Years 6-8
Making Maths Accessible:Years 9-12
Making Maths Accessible:Years P-2
Making Maths Connections
Managing Money in the Real World (Student Book)
Managing Money in the Real World (Teacher`s Guide)
Mastering Word Problems

$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$32.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$25.95
$25.95
$34.95
$34.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$30.00
$9.95
$29.95
$29.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$29.95
$39.95
$25.95
$35.95
$60.00
$20.00
$20.00
$45.95
$27.45
$21.95
$21.95
$32.95
$27.95
$20.00
$20.00
$60.00
$29.95
$29.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$55.95
$69.95
$39.95
$25.00
$25.00
$20.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$49.95
$27.45
$13.95
$29.95

QTY PG Ref

CODE

29

INA2003

7 & 29
29

INA2006
INA2000

29

INA2001

27 & 29

INA2002

10 & 29
29

INA2005
INA2004

29

INA2007

14
7
3, 15 & 31
33
24
24
25 & 27
13
41
38
38
38
38
38
31
31
31
31
33
42
42
42
42
42
42
32
32
10 & 32
38
30
38
38
31 & 38
35
38
34
26 & 34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
14
5, 11 & 43
37
24
5
2
37
24
26
33

CO1029
EYE0091
EYE0107
3609
KAMLSH
KA1708
SA1335
CO4251
INA3467
TCM2964
TCM2965
ID7280
ID7281
ID7282
FA9443
FA9451
FA946X
FA9478
1084
FB9362
FB9370
FB9389
FB9397
FB9400
FB9419
1114
1111
1115
TCM3304
IFA2506
IFA2528
HB04593
1840
6037
MMA2104
6051
1861
1952
6052
1862
1954
6053
1869
1956
6054
1871
1964
6055
1882
1970
6056
1888
1975
6057
1892
1979
6058
1897
1917
CO5843
103010
IFA2746
KA1686
CO5951
TCP1663
IFA2906
KAMSM
IFA0310
3897

TITLE
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Addition, Subtraction, Place Value
& Other Numeration Systems Years 5-8
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Algebra Made Easy Years 5-9
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Complete Set of 7
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Decimals, Percentages &
Consumer Maths Years 5-8
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Fractions, Ratio, Probability &
Measurement Years 5-8
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Geometry & Graphing Years 5-8
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Multiplication & Division Years 5-8
Masterminds Riddle Maths: Skill Boosters for the Reluctant
Maths Student Years 5-8
Math for All Participant Book (3–5)
Math in Plain English
Math Intervention: Grades 3-5
Mathematical Mystery Tour
Mathematics Learning Cubes: Shapes
Mathematics Lessons for Little Ones (P-2)
Mathematics Through Play in the Early Years, Second Edition
Mathematics Worksheets Don't Grow Dendrites (revised)
Maths Active Learning Strategies
Maths Challenges Years 4-6
Maths Challenges Years 6-9
Maths Discoveries About Chance & Data 1
Maths Discoveries About Chance & Data 2
Maths Discoveries About Chance & Data 3
Maths for Concrete Learners - Book 1 (Yr 2-3)
Maths for Concrete Learners - Book 2 (Yr 3-4)
Maths for Concrete Learners - Book 3 (Yr 4-5)
Maths for Concrete Learners - Book 4 (Yr 5-6)
Maths for Humans: Teaching Maths Through 7 Intelligences
Maths for the More Able - Book 1
Maths for the More Able - Book 2
Maths for the More Able - Book 3
Maths for the More Able - Book 4
Maths for the More Able - Book 5
Maths for the More Able - Book 6
Maths in the Real World of Architecture
Maths in the Real World of Business and Living
Maths in the Real World of Design and Art
Maths Investigations
Maths Magic Slick Tricks with Numbers
Maths Mind Stretchers Years 6-9
Maths Problem Solving Brain Teasers
Maths Simulations
Maths Snacks: Problem- Solving Fun with Food Manipulatives
Maths Start-Ups Grades 3-6
Maths The Write Way Book 1
Maths The Write Way Book 1 (Set of 5)
Maths The Write Way Book 1 TG
Maths The Write Way Book 2
Maths The Write Way Book 2 (Set of 5)
Maths The Write Way Book 2 TG
Maths The Write Way Book 3
Maths The Write Way Book 3 (Set of 5)
Maths The Write Way Book 3 TG
Maths The Write Way Book 4
Maths The Write Way Book 4 (Set of 5)
Maths The Write Way Book 4 TG
Maths The Write Way Book 5
Maths The Write Way Book 5 (Set of 5)
Maths The Write Way Book 5 TG
Maths The Write Way Book 6
Maths The Write Way Book 6 (Set of 5)
Maths The Write Way Book 6 TG
Maths The Write Way Book 7
Maths The Write Way Book 7 (Set of 5)
Maths The Write Way Book 7 TG
Maths The Write Way Book 8
Maths The Write Way Book 8 (Set of 5)
Maths The Write Way Book 8 TG
Maths Tools, Years 3-12
Maths Wonders to Inspire Teachers and Students
Mind Bogglers - Homework Booklet
Mix-N-Match Book: Mathematics (3-6)
Moments in Mathematics Coaching
More Good Questions
More Mind Bogglers - Homework Booklet
Multiplication Spinners
My First Numbers (Homework Booklet)
Mystery Tour Guide Newspaper (Set of Five Newspapers)

PRICE
$27.95
$27.95
$180.00
$27.95
$27.95
$27.95
$27.95
$27.95
$42.95
$34.95
$34.95
$49.95
$9.50
$30.00
$35.95
$49.95
$10.95
$35.95
$35.95
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$45.95
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$20.00
$24.95
$27.45
$27.45
$27.45
$32.95
$27.45
$27.45
$27.45
$29.95
$35.95
$25.95
$29.95
$25.95
$6.95
$29.95
$25.95
$6.95
$29.95
$25.95
$6.95
$29.95
$25.95
$6.95
$29.95
$25.95
$6.95
$29.95
$25.95
$6.95
$29.95
$25.95
$6.95
$29.95
$25.95
$6.95
$59.95
$32.95
$10.50
$20.00
$39.95
$32.95
$10.50
$9.50
$10.50
$23.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

48 Price List
QTY PG Ref

CODE

26 & 30
26
35
35
35
12
43

IFA19651
5243
HB8168
HB1784
HB2313
SA0077
3814

43

106032

43

106129

31
31
39
39
39
11 & 13
27
39

IFA5119
IFA5118
1752
1753
1754
CO1137
5348
CO5363

39

CO7424

39
39
38
37
36
11
27
5 & 28
7 & 11
5&7
5
5&9
43
3
3
40
24
23 & 28
24
41
41
2&9
2&7
2&9
35
5
31
26
32
32
32
32
15 & 33
43
33
12

CO5339
101064
3896
TCM3356
TCM3301
CO6416
MMA2120
WAL8730
HGP6132
WAL8761
WAL8778
WAL8785
3412
CO5098
SOT7573
EIM7047
KAMSA
KAMSF
KAMSPV
IST3957
INA3477
WAL8839
WAL8846
WAL8815
HB2449
CO5692
MMA2096
MMA2161
3417
3416
3415
3414
CO5827
CO5886
SA3875
SA0060

5

SOT3247

32
37
28
39

MMA2041
CO1043
KAMRFK
ID7477

41

105127

15

105126

7, 10 & 29 INA3011
14
CO1095
33
HB9645
39

CO1005

13 &15
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

CO6378
4120
3738
3739
3994
3740
3672
4122
3673
3674

TITLE

PRICE

Nifty Numbers Games Integrated Activities for Numbers 1-20
Number Cards
Open Ended Maths Tasks: Space, Chance and Data
Open-Ended Maths Tasks (VELS Edition) + CD
Open-Ended Maths Tasks + CD
Overcoming Difficulties with Number
PI in the Sky
Priorities in Practice: The Essentials of Mathematics K-6:
Effective Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Priorities in Practice: The Essentials of Mathematics, Grades
7-12: Effective Curriculum, Instruction, and Assessment
Probability, Statistics and Graphing - Intermediate
Probability, Statistics and Graphing - Primary
Problem Solving - Book 1
Problem Solving - Book 2
Problem Solving - Book 3
Problem Solving in Mathematics, Years 4-7
Problem Solving Reasoning and Strategies P-2
Problem-Based Learning for Maths & Science, 2nd Edition
Problem-Based Learning in Middle and High School
Classrooms
Problem-Based Learning: An Inquiry Approach, 2nd Edition
Problems as Possibilities
Problems in Maths - 100 Activities for Maths Centres
Problem-Solving Maths Journals Years 5-8
Problem-Solving Maths Mysteries - Primary
Problem-Solving Strategies for Efficient and Elegant Solutions
Quick Tricks for Maths
Real Life Maths: Fractions, Ratios & Rates
Real World Algebra
Real-Life Maths: Algebra
Real-Life Maths: Decimals & Percentagess
Real-Life Maths: Geometry
Reflective Practice in the Mathematics Classroom
Response to Intervention in Maths
RTI in Mathematics
Solving Logic Problems, Years 4–7
Spinner: Addition Spinners
Spinner: Fraction Transparency
Spinner: Place Value
Spreadsheet Magic, Second Edition + CD
Standards-Based Maths
Station Activities for Maths, Years 6-7
Station Activities for Maths, Years 7-8
Station Activities for Maths, Years 8-9
Stretch, Bend and Boggle
Succeeding at Teaching Secondary Mathematics
Super Duper Science: Snips and Snails - Years 1-3
SuperGames for Early Maths
Survival Maths - Around the Home
Survival Maths - Food Shopping
Survival Maths - Money
Survival Maths - On the Job
Tasks and Rubrics for Balanced Mathematics Assessment
Teaching Essential Mathematics, Years P-8
Teaching Maths to Students with Different Learning Styles
Teaching Number in the Classroom with 4-8 year olds
Teaching Your Secondary ELLs the Academic Language of
Tests
Ten-Minute Real World Maths
The Best of Corwin
The Fraction Manipulatives
The Jumbo Book of Maths Discoveries 6-9
The Mathematics Program Improvement Review: A
Comprehensive Evaluation Process for K-12 Schools
The Mathematics Program Improvement Review: A
Comprehensive Evaluation Process for K-12 Schools
The Middle-Years Mathematician
The Principal as Mathematics Leader
Thinking Allowed
Thinking Through Quality Questioning: Deepening Student
Engagement
Uncovering Student Thinking in Mathematics
Understanding Fractions Book 1 (Reproducible)
Understanding Fractions Book 1 (Set of 5)
Understanding Fractions Book 1 (TG`s Guide)
Understanding Fractions Book 2 (Reproducible)
Understanding Fractions Book 2 (Set of 5)
Understanding Fractions Book 2 (TG's Guide)
Understanding Fractions Book 3 (Reproducible)
Understanding Fractions Book 3 (Set of 5)
Understanding Fractions Book 3 (TG's Guide)

$39.95
$10.50
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$35.95

Visit our website www.hbe.com.au to view sample pages

$25.95
$25.95
$18.50
$18.50
$21.95
$21.95
$21.95
$45.95
$21.95
$42.95
$32.95
$45.95
$25.95
$33.50
$35.95
$21.95
$49.95
$29.95
$25.95
$65.00
$25.95
$25.95
$25.95
$35.95
$42.95
$35.00
$32.95
$9.50
$11.00
$12.95
$55.95
$35.95
$32.95
$32.95
$32.95
$24.95
$37.95
$24.95
$39.95
$23.95
$23.95
$23.95
$23.95
$49.95
$49.95
$45.95
$42.95
$32.95
$29.95
$32.95
$39.95
$35.95
$29.95
$29.95
$35.95
$45.95
$29.95
$39.95
$49.95
$32.95
$25.95
$6.50
$32.95
$25.95
$6.50
$32.95
$25.95
$6.50

QTY PG Ref
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28

CODE

TITLE

4127
3675
3676
4134
3677
3678
4160
3679
3682
4164
3683
3684
4173
3685
3687

PRICE

Understanding Fractions Book 4 (Reproducible)
Understanding Fractions Book 4 (Set of 5)
Understanding Fractions Book 4 (TG's Guide)
Understanding Fractions Book 5 (Reproducible)
Understanding Fractions Book 5 (Set of 5)
Understanding Fractions Book 5 (TG's Guide)
Understanding Fractions Book 6 (Reproducible)
Understanding Fractions Book 6 (Set of 5)
Understanding Fractions Book 6 (TG's Guide)
Understanding Fractions Book 7 (Reproducible)
Understanding Fractions Book 7 (Set of 5)
Understanding Fractions Book 7 (TG's Guide)
Understanding Fractions Book 8 (Reproducible)
Understanding Fractions Book 8 (Set of 5)
Understanding Fractions Book 8 (TG`s guide)
Using Formative Assessment to Differentiate Mathematics
4 & 15 CO1229
Instruction, Grades 4-10
Using Formative Assessment to Drive Mathematics Instruction
4 & 15 EYE0145
in Grades 3-5
Using Formative Assessment to Drive Mathematics Instruction
6 & 15 EYE0084
in Grades P-2
11, 14 & 35 HB7072 Using Open Ended Maths Tasks - High School
2
CO5379 Visible Thinking in the P-8 Mathematics Classroom
39
IFA2507 What Are My Chances?
37
CO1036 What Successful Maths Teachers Do P-5
43 & 14 SOT0046 What We Know About Mathematics Teaching and Learning
24 & 33 KA1481 Write! Mathematics
13
INA890
Yellow Pages for Students and Teachers: Maths

$32.95
$25.95
$6.50
$32.95
$25.95
$6.50
$32.95
$25.95
$6.50
$32.95
$25.95
$6.50
$32.95
$25.95
$6.50
$34.95
$34.95
$34.95
$24.95
$37.95
$25.95
$32.95
$29.95
$25.00
$19.95

Attention ................................................................ Order Number�����������������������
Name of School�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Address�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
.................................................................... State ....................P/Code���������������
Country ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Email:�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Education about future
workshops, conferences and the latest publications.
Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with
Hawker Brownlow Education, you can now order online and pay
using that account.
Terms of Trade

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST.
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
• For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount
into New Zealand dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card
in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
• We do realise it is difficult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection,
please visit our website <www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most
titles will give you the option to view the first few pages of the book. Click ‘View
Contents’ on your selected book page.
• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements
we will accept undamaged returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for firm
sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware that delivery and
return postage is the responsibility of the customer.
• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery
charge of $9.50 within Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.
• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.
To Contact our Sales Rep
VIC contact reception on Toll Free Ph: 1800 334 603 or orders@hbe.com.au
NSW contact Judy Morrissey on 0414 424 160 or nsw1@hbe.com.au
QLD contact Karen Hofmann on 0439 889 190 or qld1@hbe.com.au
CAT007

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia
Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400
Toll-Free Phone: 1800 334 603 • Fax: 1800 150 445
Website: http://www.hbe.com.au
Email: orders@hbe.com.au ABN: 70 495 007 372
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